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A typology was developed to demonstrate the relationship between
the diverse theoretical explanations prevalent in riotous behavior research and the mode of data collection utilized for studying these
theoretical explanations.

rhe two principal variables identified are

conceptual areas and methodological techniques.

,:onceptdal areas consist

of five categories and these are defined as structure:

underlying social.

economic and political preconditions which lead to riotous behavior;
belief-motives:

underlying predispositions of individuals or groups which

lead to riotous behavior; setting:

immediate determinants (assemblage

process. ecological arrangements and socio-demographic factors) which lead
to riotous behavior; action-behavior:

actual behavior patterns and general

cha:acteristics found in riotous oehavicr; and aftermath-conseauences:
an optional category used to define and understand the previous four categories by investigating the situation following riotous behavior.

The

methodological techniques of data collection are definea as documentary
(historical and census materials) and nondocumentary (interviews, questionnaires, participant ooservation, informants and laboratory experimentation) materials.

A content analysis of ten major sociological jour-

nals (Social Problems. Journal of Social Issues, American Sociological
xii

review. Social Forces, Sociological Inquiry, American Journal of Sociology, Sociological Quarterly, Urban Affairs Quarterly, Socicmetry and the
Journal of Intergroup Relations) and twelve related journals and magazines (Science and Society, frans-Action, Annals, American 3ehavioral
Scientist, Journal of Applied 3ehavioral Science, Scientific American.
Human Relations, Journal of Criminal Law: Criminology and Police Science,
Commentary, Social Science Quarterly, Phylon, Public Opinion Quarterly)
from 1940 through September, 1973 yielded eighty-seven articles which
were considered to be a universe of content.

The findings indicate that

certain methodologies discriminate between certain conceptual areas and
certain conceptual areas discriminate between certain methodological techniques.

fhe most often used methods are historical documents, census

materials and inte-views in that order whereas the most researched
conceptual areas are setting and belief-motives.

There is a tendency to

use interviews and questionnaires more often when only one conceptual
area (usually belief-motives) is being researched.

Participant observa-

tion and informants do not appear to be as limited as the other methods
regarding their use to investigate diverse ccnceptual schemes; howeve:,
they are restricted as methodological techniques.

:he distance (in 'Ante)

of the researcher from the event and the number of events studied affect
the relationship between the two variables.

Research conducted within a

year following the riotous event relies more on nondocumentary data than
does research conducted over a year following the event.

Moreover, re-

searchers tend to utilize nondocumentary data to a fclle- degree than
documentary despite the practical and logical limits of these methods and
the far greater utilization of documentary data.
xiii

:here is evidence the

segmentation nf r3s3arch ard emphasis on nsychnlo,
h. cllargirg ar th

mor

exn1nrnt1ons 777

comp13x theor3tical frame-,;orks arl b31rr us'd and

11.fferent explanations nr3 beirg integrnted ir order tn study the whole
of riotous behavior.

Riotous behavior research has empnsied the

individual framework for far too long.

qociological inouiry into riotous

behavior should stress grnup interactions, group proses, group activity
and social forces for n fruitful sociological analysis nf riotous
behavtor.

CHAPTa I

INMODUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEM
There have been numero.:s articles written concerning the nature
and explanation of collective behavior.

These articles encompass socio-

logical, political, economic, historical, anthropologicil, philosophical, psychological and ecological, as well as journalistic, perspectives in explaining this type of behavior.

Sociological inquiry and

interest have developed rather slowly, however.
rurner and Killian, in their newly revised text, comment on the
newness of collective behavior as a specialty or division of sociology.
They credit Aobert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess with introducing coliective behavior in 1921 as "one of the major areas of sociological
1
inquiry."
Collective behavior is a relative newcomer to the relatively new
discipline of sociology as evidenced by Anselm Strauss's statement;
Symptomatic of lack of preoccupation with the field [collective behavior3 is the relative absence of articles dealing with
collective behavior in sociological journals. Hough count of
American Journal of Sociology 1937-1946 articles seeming to deal
more or lens with collective behavior--yielded around a dozen

lalph H. rurner and Lewis M. Killian, Collective Behavior,
A. ed., (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 19727—P7—L.
2Anselm L. Strauss, "Fesearch in Collective Behavior: Neglect
and Need," ASR 12 (June, 1947):353.
1

Strauss pointed to the lack of sociological research on collective behavior by stating that collective behavior was "wholly neglected"
in serious investigations.

Strauss further condemned collective be-

havior research as being a "crude descriptive level of knowledge" with
a "relative lack of theory" and he was critical as well of the "relative absence of sociologist' names associated with this research."3
Lack of early and widespread interest in collective behavior
may be explained in part by the nature of the phenomena--the difficulty
involved in observing the behavior first-hand, as well as the lack of
methodological techniques with which to collect and analyze data.
Robert Evans, aware of the need for implementing a greater variety of
scientific techniques in collective behavior research, asserts:
The development of any discipline is
upon the development of its methodology,
psychology--the main camp of students of
most of the major kinds of advances were
and he's.

in good part...dependent
and in sociology and social
collective behavior-made in the 1920's, 30's

As IL-vans noted, the principal methodological techniques of
sociology--interviewing, survey analysis, participant and direct observation, field experiment, historigraphy, content analysis, laboratory
experiments, sociametric methods and national probability sampling techniques--were developed and most were well-established by the 1940'0.5
Sociological inquiry into collective behavior has increased over the
last thirty years but criticism continues over the paucity of re-

-'ibid., p. 352.
Lhobert h. Evans, ed., headings in Collective Behavior, (Chicago:
Hand McNally and )ompany, 1969), P. 4.
5Ibid., pp.

4-5.

searchers in this area and the nature of the technicies they employ in
their studies.°
In 1962, Smelser's book, Theory of Collective Behavior ishered
in the search for a comprehensive theoretical explanation of collective
behavior grounded in empirical studies.

Smelser characterized the field

as being "underdeveloped scientifically" and notes that:
In almost every division of sociology, a general analysis must
be prefaced by a commentary on the sad state of available research.
Collective behavior is no exception....7
Smelser based this observation on four points: (1)

collective

behavior is seen as being spontaneous and fickle and therefore only a
few points of clear analysis are available; (2)

because of the emo-

tional reactions of some forms of collective behavior, there is resistence to an objective analysis; (3

only a very few situations of col-

lective behavior can be controlled experimentally; and

(4)

because

collective behavior occurrences are almost impossible to "sample,"
inaccurate and overdramatic accounts are used.8
The "curious place" which collective behavior occupies in sociology is noted by Currie and Skolnick.

They feel more emphasis is placed

on definitions and de:imiting the boundaries of collective behavior than
on empirical study of the phenomenon.

rhey further allege:

flhis sort of effort is, of course, not confined to the analysis
of collective behavior; but it can be reasonably argued that it
assumes a more conspicuous place in that field than most others.
The fault has usually been attributed to a lack of serious effort

6See, fo: example, the criticisms of Quarantelli and Weller reviewed below.
7Neil J. Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior, (New York: The
Free Press, 1969), pp. 2-3. (Quote taken from p.
BIbid., p.

L.

I y constructed research
'
at systematization of the field or of car
or both.
Quarantelli and Weller regard the content of theory and the
methods used to study collective behavior as inadequate and each problem-ridden; however, they feel that such problems occur because of the
shortage of a sufficient "critical mass" of specialists actively involved in collective behavior research.

"Critical mass" is defined as

a sufficient number of active specialists bound together., maintaining
reciprocal interests, and providing a viable reference group relationI
ship.Manning believes the criticism that collective behavior occurrences are hard to find is untrue and unacceptable today.

He states;

In protest torn America there is little trouble finding instances of collective behavior. If one looks for trouble, collective or otherwise, it will be found.... It is more likely that less
difficulty is experienced in the finding of suitable collective
behavior situations per se than in devising research formats that
give promise of being theoretically profitable. On this score I
suspect that the vagueness, intricracy, and multiplicy of our
paradigms has had as much to do with the earlier scarcity of collective behavior research as anything.-L1

SPECIFIC P').OBLEM A. EA:
Discussion of collective behavior has traditionally included a
wide range of behavior--fads, fashions, crazes, panids, crowds, mobs,
riots, rebellions and revolutions.

Interest in these sub-areas had di-

9Elliot Durrie and Jerome H. Skolnick, "A Critical Note on Conceptions of Collective Behavior," Annals "i9l (September, 1970):351 0E. L. Quarantelli and Jack M. Weller, "fhe Social Problem of
a Sociological Specialty: Collective Behavior's Lack of a critical
Mass." Paper read at the :8th annal :x.eeting of the American Sociological Association, 30 August 1973, New York.
11:Apy Manning, "heview Feature: Fifteen Years of Collective Behavior," The Sociological Quarterly 114 (Spring, 1)73):279-280.

5
versified research and scholarship and not all these types of collective behavior have received equal attention from sociologists.

Socio-

logical interest in what is referred to in this thesis as riotous behavior has increased in recent years, in part perhaps because of the
recent widespread occurrence of such behavior and the public attention
it has received.
This increased interest in riotous behavior is evidenced by the
growing number of published articles on this topic in the major sociological jo._xnals.

The American Journal of Sociology, for example, pub-

lished twice as many articles on riotous behavior in the period of
1961-1971 (16 articles) as was published in the period from 1950-1960
(5 articles)

12

This trend is observed to a much greater extent in

Social Problems, where there were no articles which specifically concerned riotous beha7i

publir'

cles were published durirt,

from 1950-196L; whereas, twelve arti.,
,
'65-1971 period.

In 1970, The Journal

of Social Issues devoted an entire issue to riotous behavior and published a total of sixteen articles ,-yr. this form of collective behavior
firm 196)4-1971.
lishe

Fifteen articles ccsncerning riotous behavior were pub-

by the !.merican Sociological

eview, from 1965-1970.

Riot behavior has always been one of the more "sensational"
areas of collective beh

or research.

As has been mentioned, the re-

,-ence of urban violence--the numerous riots in many American
.ities--d..ring the sixties no doubt led in part to the increase in

12The count from these ana other joLrnals served as the universe
of content for the analysis presented in this thesis. See Chapter III
for details on method. For a detailed list of the articles counted in
this journal and the following jorrnals, a check may be made of articles
in Appendix A under "Content Analysis Articles" and in the 21.12112E2Ehz
of this thesis.

studies and research concerning riotous behavior during the late ]96C's
and early 1973's.
The rather widespread literature published in the major sociological jornals provides an opportunity to examine various relationships between the theoretical explanations of rioting which researchers
have used and the method they have utilized in conducting research on
this behavior.

There is need for study in this area, not only because

of the recent resurgence of riotous behavior; but, also because of the
continuing criticism of research and methods in this area of sociological inquiry.
Before reviewing the specific criticisms concerning riotous behavior, the concept must be defined.

Riotous behavior is defined in

this thesis as any collective overt antagonistic action against the establisheC "normative" patterns of the larger society, excluding those
noimally defined as social movements and revolutions.

forms

Overt and collective antagonistic action refers to open, hostile or
opposing action

by a large group or groups of people.

Such collective

action would normally include rioting, looting, killing and violent
threats (arson, rock throwing, and beatings) against persons or property.
The established "normative" patterns refer to the stable, ordered and
recognized ways of behavior which are accepted in society-such as mores
and laws.
Striking, demonstrating, petitioning and picketing are defined
here to be legitimate and institutionalized modes of collective action
and protest and are not included for study, except where they lead to
riotous behavior.

riots differ from social movements and revolutions in

7

the sense that riotol..s behavior is more spontaneous, less structured
and organized, of relatively shorter duration, has limited objectives,
and fails to develop a complex program of change.13

This does not pre-

dude the occurrence of riotcas behavior at the onset of movements and
Levolutions, however.
For further clarification of what riotous behavior entails, the
following defini-6ions by other authors will be offered, since they all
capture the essence of the definition used here to characterize riot
behavior.
(1)

Urban Violence:
More or less spontanecrns otbursts of group hostility, characterized by excitement, rage, and acts of destruction directed
against generalized perpetrators of injustice or violators of the
community norms and mores.12

(2)

Rioting:
A spontaneous outburst of group violence characterized by excitement mixed with rage....usually directed against alleged perpetrators,of injustice...no premediated purpose, plan or direction....15

(3)

Riots:
A special case of the more general category of civil violence,
differentiated from other kinds of civil violence either because
they are not a deliberate attempt to seize or throw off political
power or because they are more spontaneous and disorganized, or
both....riots may be distinguished from other kinds of civil violence by some measure of magnitude. For example, there are un-

Killian, "Social Movements," Handbook of Modern Socio13Lewis
logy, ed. Robert E. L. Faris, (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 19614
pp. 430-432. See especially p. 432.
1 LPeter A. Lupsha, "On Theories of Urban Violence," Urban Affairs
Quarterly 4 (March, 1969):2731

5:alph W. Conant, "Riotng, Insurrection, and civil Disobedience," The American Scholar 37 (Summer, 1968)3:42C.

8

'
doubtedly more people involved in rioting than say assassination.
Diots:
relatively, sp?ptaneors illegitimate groap violence contary to
traditional norms.''
Smelser's definition of "hostile outbursts" is not listed above
because included in his discussion are strikes, disasters, scapegoating
(as a focus of public reaction), rebellions, social movements, revolts
and revolutions.18

The present contention is that these are not ex-

r,
amples of riotos behavior but are diverse forms of collective behavio
each requiring its own separate definition and study.
Grimshaw coined the term social violence which he defined

as;

An assault upon an individual or his property solely or primarilly because of membership in a social category...physical assault
19
resulting in personal injury or damage to property.
The main fault with this definition and the reason it was not
included in the compilation of definitions above is that Grimshaw
focuses attention on individual connotations.

For the purpose of a

sociological definition, a more correct definition would be--A collective assault upon individuals and their property....

However, this

definition is still not inclusive of riotous behavior as it will be
defined in the present research.

Assaults on persons and property

16,
1,odis v• Masotti and Don R. Bowen, eds., "Civil Violence: A
Theoretical Overview," Riots and Hebellions: Civil Violence in the Urban
Community, (Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications, Inc., 1969),
p. 16.
17Gary r. Marx, "Iss:..eless Riots," Annals 391 (September,
1970):14.
18Smelser, "Hostile Outbursts," pp. 222-269.
19
Allen D. Grimshaw, ed., "Introduction: A Sociological Perspec
-lng
tive," Racial Violence in the 'Alited States, (Chicago: Aldine Ptblish
:o., 190), p. 2.

9

do not have to be contingent upon membership in social categories, although this often may characterize specific instances of this type of
behavior.
As stated before, riotous behavior is defined as any collective
overt antagonistic action against the established normative patterns
visible in the larger society.

Examples of this collective action in-

clude rioting, looting, arson and other physical assault on persons and
property which are not considered legitimate by the larger society.2U
liotous behavior, then, is gro .p behavior and involves group-induced
action21 and therefore should be a major area of concern and interest
in sociological research.
rhe significance of such socIo

7ical research is captured in

the following remarks made by Louis Masotti, writting in the "Preface"
for a special issue of The American Behavioral Scientist:
The riots of the 1960's have turned hundreds of cities of -.11
sizes across the continent, into suer battle-grounds, as nonviolent protest has become increasingly violent. These phenomena
clearly have been the most arresting domestic events in recent
American history. They present a challenge to the social and behavioral sciences, demanding no less than an explanation of the
urban turmoil which has brought death to e-- a hundred persons,
injured thousands, caused the arrest of tho_ -Inds morex and re!arlage.,2
sulted in many millions of dollars in prover
In spite of the importance of research on this tyre of behavior,
many of the criticisms which are leveled against collective behavi

re-

--Gang wars and fights are not coniered to oe riotous behavior
even though they might fit the definition gLven.
217his agrees with i'arner and Killian's view that collective behavior is a "clearly delimited field of sociology." See especially
rurner and Kirian, Collective behavior, pp. 4-6.
22Masotti, "Preface," rhe American Behavioral Scientist
11(March-April, 1968):1.

10

search in general are made against research on riots in particular.
Vernon Allen, writing about research on riot behavior, states:
If the goal of science is to understand, predict, and control,
.hen it is readily apparent that social scientists are still some
distance short of the mark with regard to riots. In spite of
obvious limitations, perhaps theoretical and empirical work in the
social sciences can shed enough light on riots to ensure that
numerous preconceptions and contradictory "commonsense" analysis
held by poly-makers and the public do not forever remain unchallenged."
Olarence Glick feels that the research techniques used by sociologIsts who study the hostility evident in riots are statistically complex and are "remarkably 'scientific'" in the sense of accuracy, assemb:Iage, and collection of data, but he concludes that "explanations of
the 'Andings frequently resort to sheer speculation in the currently
popular verbiage.'
In the "Introduction" to Racial

-Anne In the United States,

Grimshaw says he included sever 1 articles on tho Det

it riot of 1943

which was intended as a lesson to demonstrate
...that the oame set of events can be seen Offerently bi observers with different initial attitudes and with mc'vations which
permit sharpely different interpretations....25
In wri

ci,g the Iv LAaduction for a special issue on riots for the

Journal of Social Issuer, Al2en et- tee:
Articles in this issue discues the rroblem of riots from different vantage pante and from different
els of analysis. All the
factors mentioned by tht, authors are doubtless implicated in the
causal network '.,=ading t, riots. We hope that this issue at the
very least maPee clear ta.at riots elude simple and superficial

23Vernon L. Allen, "Toward Understanding Riote: Some Perspectives," Journal of Social Issues 26 (Winter, 1970) 1:17.
24Clarence E. Glick, "Collective Behavior in R30O Relations,"
ASR 0 (June, 1948):287.
25Grimahaw, Racial Violence, p. 8.
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explanation and recognition of the principle of multiple causation.26
Masotti and Bowen also note that different "theories" or
theoretical perspectives utilize different research methods and modes
of analysis.

They conclude that researchers who study characteristics

of the participants in riotous behavior base their conclusions on interview techniques, whereas those who study the role of the social,
political and economic structure in the explanations of riotous behavior rely more on the cross-cultural comparative analysis, often using
larger units of aggregate data collected by survey techniques and "that
different theoretical perspectives are the major controling factor in
decisions concerning the conduct of research."27

They contend that:

As with other complex social phenomena, where one stands on the
riot depends on where one sits in he social structure.... The
analysis and interpretation one makes of civil violence will be in
part at least a function of the perspective one has or is willing
to adopt.... Thus the intrepretation or analysis of riots made by
the participant, observer, or analyst will be influenced by at least
two factors-one related to personal oz. intellectual bias, I. e.,
the overall orientation to the phenomena, and the second related
to the particular phape of the violence and/or the behavior(s) one
chooses to foc ,:s on.2')
This is what Allen was referring to when he spoke of the different perspectives employed by the various researchers who study riotous behavior.

He noted that each type of approach probably offered

only a "partial fit to reality."29

While Allen was speaking specif-

ically of racial riots, the same may be said of all riotous behavior.

Allen, "Toward Understanding Riots," p.

8.

27Masottd and Bowen, "Civil Violence," p. 27.
28Masotti and Bowen, “Introduction" to Part II, "Prespectives
on Civil Disorder," Riots and Rebellion, p. 99.
2 Allen, "Toward Understanding

p. 2.

PURPOSE OF STUDY
There is, then, an apparent need for the development of a scheme
to examine the relationships between the various approaches or theoretical explanations of riotous behavior and the diverse methodological
techniques which have been applied in empirical studies of this phenomenon.

ihe development of such a scheme (or typology) would be use-

ful for assessing the degrees of fit between the separate approaches anrd
types of explanations pertaining to riotous behavior.

At the same time,

a typology of riota:s behavior would allow one to see the techniques
which have been used extensively in riotous behavior research and those
which have yet to be utilized or need expanded application.

In short,

from this inital typology, the different patterns of methods in relation
to theoretical schemes may be derived and their relationships discovered.
A typology of riotous behavior would, in addition, be helpful
in pointing out any substantive biases on the part of researchers in
their use or non-use of various techniques to study riotous behavior.
As has beer. pointed out, riotous behavior has been investigated from a
variety of levels of inquiry.

Where some researchers have studied only

one particular aspect of riotous behavior--the participants or the role
of the social agents or the specific forms of action involved--, others
have studied more than one aspect.

Utilizing a typology of riotoLs be-

havior, the relat• onships and patterns at various levels may be assessed
and an integration of these various aspects may begin.

Exploration and

analysis of what has been studied and the methodological techniques used
would add to our knowledge concerning the nature and development of this
specialty in sociology, and also the challenges which remain within it.
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fhe typology of riotous behavior which will be developed in this
thesis will be used to address the following questions:

(1)

What are the theoretical perspectives which sociologists have used
to study riotous behavior? Can these perspectives be condensed
into a workieg classifactory system? (From the plethora of approaches, ideas, explanations, hypotheses and "theories," is it
possible to classify these into categories or conceptual areas?)

(2)

What methodological techniques have been used in the collection of
data for riotous behavior study? Do the theoretical perspectives
of the researcher restrict the methodological techniques utilized
or vice versa? For example, if the characteristics of the participants are studied by several researchers, will the same method be
used by all or most of them? Another way of asking this question
would be: Do various methods discriminate between certain conceptual schemes?

(3)

Does the data source-journal articles, newspapers, census, data,
interviews, questionnaires, etc.,--define or circumscribe the
scope of study? Does the number of riot events studied influence
the relationship between concepts and methodological techniques?

(4)

Do researchers who stress multiple causation tend to employ multiple methods in data collection? If so, are there discernible
differences between these types of research and those of researchers who stress single causatior and employ one method.

(5)

Does distance in time c) source from the event affect the conceptual scheme and mode of data collection? Are there extremes? For
example, if interviews are conducted at the time of a riot by one
researcher and eight months later by anothee reseaecher (on the
same riot), will their theoretical explanations differ radically?
Also, if one researcher employs a cross-cultural comparative survey
and this survey is used by others, will the interpretation differ
radically?
The purpose of this thesis, then, is to construct a typology of

previous approaches to the study of collective behavior--one which shows
the interrelationship between the conceptual ideas prevalent in riotous behavior research and the methodological techniques utilized by researchers in presenting their findings.

From this typology the different

patterns and interrelationships of methods and conceptual ideas may be
deeived and the above questioes answered.

The purpose of the present

research is not to test any particular theory or method but rather to

determine the extent to which these two aspects of sociological endeavor
are interrelated and the extent to which these interrelationships describe events in this specialty.
Few attempts have been made to classify "theories," ideas, hypotheses, and approaches of riotous behavior research.

Noteworthy

among those which have been made is that of Firestone.

Firestone notes

the "choatic state of theory in this field and the diverse set of hypotheses being put forward as relevant to an explanation of the riot
nrocess."3°
Firestone's categories of "Hypotheses on the ..;auses of Riots"
consist of two principal divisions:
Process."

"Precipatating Events" and "riot

The 1 iot Process" is further divided into "Iaternal

Characterstics" and "Interaction Among .2.ontending Parties."

rowd

AlthorY1-1

very cursory and admittedly only a brief review, Firestone offers a
possible integration of some of the diverse conceptualizations of these
three variables.-

rine present research will consist of a somewhat more

thorough, detailed, and inclusive study of the various approaches and
explanations concerning riotous behavior research.
Manning has developed a typology for collective behavio7 which
is more comprehensive than Firestone's and one which is anaiogols in design to the one proposed in the present thesis.

Manning suggested that

empirical woric in collective behavior could be categorized by two separate general techniques ("emotionalists" and "non-emotionalist").

These

could be further developed into four types of research strategies which

3ejoseph M. Firestone, "rheory of the Riot Process," rhe Americar.
rehavioral Scientist 15 (Fall, 1972):861.
31 Ibid., pp. 860-861.
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would "demonstrate the maor dimensions of diversity in collective research in a systematic way."32
As may be seen in Figure I, Manning's typology denoted four
types of research.
emotionalist."

Type I includes researchers who are "experimentalist-

According to Manning, such researchers utilize formal

settings such as hospital wards, psychiatric wards, or other institutionalized settings where they can control outside influences as much as
possible.

He contends an emotional (authentic presence of stress,

emotion, or strain) situation is required for these researchers.
As Manning presents it, Type II researchers are "experimentalistnonemotionalist."

Although Type II researchers utilize the formal ex-

perimental situation, they do not feel the authentic emotional situation is necessary.

Examples of this type of research would be that of

small groups, spectators at athletic events and student walkouts.
Manning's Type III researchers are "interventionist-emotionalist."
In his characterization, these researchers wait for a situation to occur
and then make their studiea.

Manning says the best example of this

typo would be disaster researchers.

Type III researchers feel an

emotional (authentic) situation is necessary for research.
Manning's fourth type of researchers are "interventionist-nonemotionalist and differ from Type III researchers in that the former do
not feel an emotional situation is neccessary for research.

A good

example of this form, according to Manning, are those who utilize
attitude surveys in studies relating to urban violence.33

32Manning, "Fifteen 'fears," pp. 283-284.
p. 284.
33Ibid., pp. 283-285.

Quote taken from

1,

The following typology is representative of what Manning advanced:
Figure 1.

Manning's* Typology of Collective Behavior Research

EMOTIONALIST
(Emotional Situation
Required)
TYPE I

WNEMOrIONALIST
(Emotional Situation
U nneccessa ry)
TYPE II

W. A. Caudill, "Social
Processes in a Collective
Disturbance on a Psychiatric
Ward," in The Patient and
the Mental Hospital ed.
M. G. Greenbatt, D. J.
EXPERIMENT- Levinson, and R. H. Williams,
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free
TALIST
Press, 1957)-

Paul A. Hare, Edgar F.
Borgatta, and Robert
F. Bales, Small Groups:
Studies in Social Interaction. (New York:
Knopf, 1961).

(Formal
Controlled
Situation)

Michael S. Olmstead,
The Small Group, (New
York: Random House,
1959)-

A. W. Harrell and D. R.
Schmitt, "The Social Facilation of Physical Aggression: A Laboratory Study of
Different Theories of Collective Behavior." Presented at
the Annual Meetings of the
ASA, 1972.

TYPE III

INTERVENTIONIST
(Situation
occurs-researcher
may alter
situation
with entrance.)

J. A. Blake and J. V. Binder,
"A Working Paper on the
Social Organization of
Crowds," Presented at the
Annual Meetings of the PSA,
1969.

TYPE IV
Robert Shallow and Derek
V. Roemer, "How to Prevent A Summer Motorcycle
Riot," Trans-Action,
3 (July/August, 1966)02-19.

S. W. Davis and J. G.
Taylor, Stress in Infantry
Combat, (Baltimore: Operations research Office,
John HopkIns University,
1954).

*Developed from an article by Roy Manning, "Fifteen Years of
Collective Behavior," The Sociological Quarterly 14 (Spring,
1973):283-286.
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The present thesis is concerned with riotous behavior specifically, and is therefore less ambitious than Manning's typology which
concerns collective behavior in general.

On the other hand, the pre-

sent author will attempt to construct a more detailed classification of
methods and theoretical conceptualizations in comparison to Manningts
two philosophies and two research techniques and his derivation of four
types of research.

This thesis will, therefore, expand on both

Firestone's categorizing of hypotheses and Manning's types of researcher
techniques by presenting a typology which denotes the conceptual ideas
(i. e., all major theoretical perspectives, ideas, hypotheses, and
approaches) as well as the methodological techniques (i. e., the
specific method used by the researcher collecting data, such as participant observer, interviews, census data, mailed questionnaires, field
experiments, laboratory experiments, historical documents and informants) which have been used to conduct riotous behavior research.

SUMMARY OF GHAPTER I
A continuing shortcoming in the sociological specialty of
riotous behavior is the absence of a synthesis of theoretical conceptualizations and method.

There is a need for a typology which will

show the relationship of these conceptual ideas concerning riotous behavior and the methodological techniques utilized by the researchers
studying this type of phenomena.

The present thesis attempts to con-

struct such a typology--to apply it to determine what patterns and
relationships, if any, exist in the way sociological knowledge in this
field has developed.

CHAPTER II

A TYPOLOGY OF RIOT THEORY AND RESEACtl

INTRODUCTION
In developing a typology of riotous behavior, the focus is initially on two conceptual dimensions.

These two dimensions are (1) the

conceptual areas--i. e., the explanations, ideas, "theories," hypotheses and approaches used in explaining riotous behavior by the various
investigators; and (2) the methodological techniques--i. e., the specific data collection methods such as participant observation, survey
historl.cal documents, field and laboratory experimentation
which researchers nave utilized to investigate riot behavior.

The

development of this typology will be based upon an assessment of the
major divisions within -

nf the dimensions.

SCOPE AND METHOD OF DEFININU CONCEPTUAL AREAS
m

first step in developing the present typology of riotous

behavior was based on a detailed investigation or inventory of the
major "thr)riJ,

ey

Anions, hypotheses and approaches prevalent in

explantions of riotous behavior.

"Theories" in actuality may be

popular. ideas, definitions, hypotheses or merely the approach taken
by the researcher.

Lupsha calls these "pseudo-or-folk theories" and

says they are simply papule:. beliefs, notions, and hypotheses which do
not meet the normal :.riteria used by social scientists in theory
18
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cons:uction.1
:lasotti also commented on

_e variey oZ explanations used in

accounting for violent outburst (riots) by saying;
Some of the explanations have been based on various theoretical
orientations clhile others appear to be little more than "folk
theories" bearing little or no relationships to the existing body
of theory and empirical evidence on human behavior.2
Since there are many such "theories" and explanations used to
study riotous behavior, the approach taken by the present uriter is to
"lump" several into and under one category.

As mentioned in Chapter I,

Firestone takes this approach in presenting a possible synthesis of various hypotheses relating to some causes of riots.

In the construction of

conceptual areas, his uork :Jill be expanded to include all the major explanations, hypotheses, and -theories" pertaining to riotous behavior.'
researchLnL-, and revie':ing the major tex'Jbooks,4 readers,5

lLupsha, 'Theories of Urban Violence," pp. 277-278.
2
Masotti, "Preface," p. I.
'Firestone, "Riot Process," p. 32,1.
Examples of the textbooks consul:ed are Turner and Killian,
Collective 3ehavior, 1972; Smelser, Theorl' of Collective 3ehavior,
1969; and Orrin C. Klapp, Currents of Unrest: An Introduction
3ehavior, Ccr: York: 'Iolt Rinehart, and Winson, Inc., 1972).
addition,
Gustave Leon The Crowd 7:ith an Introduction by Robert
In
K.
rton, (1;e7 York: The Viking Press, 1972); and Rerbert Blumer,
"Collective 3ehavior," Part IV, Principles of Sociology ed., Alfred
1,1. Lee, (-e- York: Barnes and ::oble, Tnc., 11752), pp. 165-222 uere
reviewed.
5Included in the revie:: of readers c:ere :vans, ed., Readin(7's In
3ehavior, 1969; Grimshaw, ed., Racial Violence in The United
States, 1969; Lasoti and Boren, eds., Riots and Rebellion, 196-T;
- ehavior: :'a2ers
Tamotsu Shibutani, ed., quman :Ature and Collective 3
Clumer,
(:eu
3runsuick,
;:eu
Jersey:
C. P. Dut'Lon
In Ronor of Rerber.
3ooks,
1973);
Rossi,
ed., Ghetto
and
Transaction
Peter
U.
Co., for
Transaction
Dutton
,!4
Co.,
for
3runsuick,
P.
Jersey: U.
Revolts, (::ew
3ool;s,
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and theoretical works concerning collective oehaviorr in general and
riotous behavior7 in particular, four types of conceptual areas were
identified as having been useful and actually discussed in the development of "theorizing" about riotois behavior.

Although these various

conceptual areas may be viewed as being analytically separable and as
having been used in isolation by many researchers; they may also be
viewed as being complementary since they have, in fact, been used together by some researchers.8

These four conceptual areas together with

the fifth component discussed later, are designed to accomodate all major
"theories," and explanations.
Smelser has been credited by some as being most significant in
proposing a "theory of collective behavior."

Robert Evans says;

Neil Smelser has contributed the most concise theoretical statement to date in his Theory of Collective Behavior (1962). It is a
general theory, predicted upon a set of criteria by which Smelser
delineates the

6The theoretical works include such articles as Smelser, "Theoretical issues of Scope and Problems," Sociological Quarterly 5 (April,
196.4)016-122; Turner, "New rheoretical Frameworks," Sociological Quarterly 5 (April, 1964)022-132; Manning, "Fifteen Years of Collective
Behavior," pp. 279-286; Turner, "Collective Behavior." Handbook of Modern
Sociology ed., Robert E. L. Faris, (Chicago: Rand McNally and ,ampany,
1964), pp. 426-455; and Smelser, "Two Critics in Search of A Bias: A
Response To Currie and Sknolnick," Annals 403 (September, 1970):46-55.
'Examples of the theoretical works in riotous oehavior include
articles such as Carl C. :ouch, "Collective Behavior: An Examination of
Some Stereotypes," Social Problems 15 (Winter, 1968);310-322; Anthony
Oberschall, "Group Violence: Some Hypotheses and Empirical Uniformities," Law and Society Review 4 (August, 1970:61-92; Kurt Lang and
Gladys Lang, "Racial Disturbances as Collective Behavior," The American
Behavioral Scientist 11 (March/April, 1968):11-13; Lupsha, "Theories
of rban Violence," pp. 376-396; and Firestone, "Theory of the Fiot
Process," pp. 859-88.

8Examp1es of these will ne given in Chapter IV when the actual
output of researchers in riotous behavior are charted.
9Evans, ,4!,adihits in Collective Behavior, p.

13.
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axrrie and Skolnick, even though very critical of Smelser's
word, satc:
Smelser is an important writer in the field, and his contributions are relatively recent and systematic; they constitute, in
fact, the most significant recent effort to organize syptematically
the idea of collective behavior and to surmount some of the perennial problems associated with the field.1°
Smelser's "value-added theory" cf collective behaviorll (with
emphasis on the hostile outbursts) was analyzed extensively and while
many of his conceptualizations are used in the present classifications,
the meanings and substantive content given them by Smelser where not
used exclusively.

Smelser's characterizations are limited to a struc-

tural-functional explanation and were therefore judged to be too narrow
to provide a general theoretical framework for riotous behavior.

Where

discrepancies exist between this author's classification and those of
Smelser's notation is made.

Also, it is well to remember that Smelser's

definition of a "hostile outburst," is not the same as "riotous behavior" as defined in this research.

However, the conceptual areas in

this chapter may be taken together in a general framework which could
be considered necessary to explain riotous behavior.
conceptual areas identified here are:

The four types of

(1) structure, (2) belief-motives,

( ) setting and (4) action-behavior.
A fifth component may be added to those just mentioned.

This

category, the aftermath-consequences, while not useful in directly
explaining riotous behavior, has been the subject of some research
13 urrie ind Skolnick, "Critical Note," pp.

34-45.

"Smelser, "Theoretical Issues," pp. 352-354; Smelser, Theory
of :ollective Behavior, pp. 1-30, 222-269; and Smelser, "Two _ritics,"
pp. 146-55.
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and may be useful indirectly in explaining what conditions or change12
prompted the behavior.

For this reason, the afterma7;h-consequences

will be discussed in this paper, but only when it serves to interpret the
other conceptual areas and deals with actual research on r-lot. behavior.

(1)STFUCTURE
Concepts which may be included in the category labeled "stri,cture" are associated with the background conditions of the community
in which the riot occurs.

In this conceptual area, will be placed all

"theories," explanatior.s. approaches, and ideas which associate the
strains, failures, and inconsistencies of the social, economic and political structure with the occurrences) of riotous behavior)Concepts included in the "structure" category are based on the
structural-functional approach, the conflict approach, or some synthesis
of both approaches.114

Regardless of which approach used, the concepts

all relate to some underlying condition within the social system.

In

order to clarify the concepts used in riotous behavior research, a
brief description of these approaches will be made.
12Elamples of work in us as well as the other conceptual areas
will be given in Chapter IV when the actual output of researchers is
charted in the typology of riotous behavior.
1 -In many of the following explanations .nd approaches, attitudes, beliefs and motives are included as structure. The; are not
included in this paper under "structure" but will be explored in conceptual area (2). This also pertains to the concepts of Smelser.
I 4These approaches will be Aescribeo briefly on the following
pages as integrated theories. However, many sociological investigators
use only certain parts of the theories--for example, in using the functional approach, some researchers consider only the explanations
dealing with stability and not those dealing with "dynamic equilibruim."
Hopefully this point will be made clearer as the specific concepts
used in riotous behavior are discussed.

First, functionalism1 5 is an analysis of the social system in
terms of the interrelationships between systems and their parts.

The

structure of the social system consists of ordered arrangements of the
elements of that social system and each element is seen as performing a
function16 or meeting a need or reqeirement for that social system or
some part of it.

Functionalism explains how the structure of the sys-

tem fits together within a social order to support (function; or deter
(dysfunction)17 the integration, equilibrium or stability of that social
system.

Social change, when considered, is seen as a gradual adjustment

15Unless otherwise noted, the following description of functionlism (structural functional) is based on an integration of the
fcllowing: Percy S. Cohen, "The Two Models of Society: A Critique,"
Sociological Theory, ed. Fred Katz, (New York: Random
Cent
ora
House, 1971 , pp. 187-790; Talcott Parsons and Edward A. Shils, eds.,
Toward a General Theory of Action, (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1951), especially Part IV; Talcott Parsons, "Some Considerations on the Theory of 3ocial Change," Rural Sociology 26 (September,
1968) 2:115-117; Pierre L. Ven den Berghe, "Dialectic and Functionnthesis," ASR 28 (October, 1963) 3:695-705;
alism: Toward a Theoretical
Wilber E. Moore, Social Change, Chapters 1 and 2, (Englewood Cliffs,
!tew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), pp. 1-45; Robert K. Merton,
"Manifest and Latent Functione: Toward the Codification of Functional
Analysis in Sociology," On Theoretical Sociology: Five Essays, Old and
New, (New York: the Free Press, 19'71.7, p. 13-1384 and R. P. Cuzzort,
"The Unanticipated Consequences of Human Actions: The Views of Robert
King Merton," Humanity and Modern Sociolo ical Thought, (New York: Holt
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969T, PP. 71-81.
"function is defined by many as the positive contribution made
by the different elements in a social system toward the maintenance of
or a detailed discussion on different connotathat system as a whole.
tions of "function" see Xerton, "Manifest and Latent Functions,"
pp. 74-91, 105. On p. 105, Merton describes functions as "observed
coesequences which make for the adaptation or adjustment of e given
system." (NOTE: Merton does not include subjective dispositions such
as motives and attitudes. See conceptual area (2) in this paper for the
difference between structure and motives.)
17Dysfunctions are defined as negative contributions made by the
various elements toward the maintenance of the social system as a whole.
Merton, "Manifest and Latent Functions," p. 105 defines dysfunctions as
"those observed consequences which lessen the adaptation or adjustment
of the system.'

via the built-in mechanisms of social control and assumes there is a long
range tendency toward uniformity, presistence, continuity and stability.
According to functionalism, the social system is based on a
value consensus--i. e., the broad overall aims and principles which a
18 upon, such as mores, norms and laws, as well as
given society agrees
the social institutions guided by them.

There is emphasis on common

interests, reciprocity, cooperation and solidarity among members because certain basic human needs or nrerequi3tes19 are desirable for the
functioning of a social system.
The social system, according to some functional approaches, is
composed of "differentiated"20 interrelated structures which react to
one another ("dynamic equilibrium"21) by attempting to adjust and minimize change.

If change occurs, it is through adjustments within and by

the system or innovations and inventions (and is still an adjustment by
the system).
The social conflict approach, on the other hand, explains that
although social systems and their parts are interrelated, I. e., based
18Van den Berghe, "Dialectic and Functionalism," p. 696.
"Henry Fallding, "Functional Analysis in Sociology," ASh
28 (February, 1963):13; and Merton, "Manifest and Latent Function,"
p. 106.
20This implies stratification because of specialties, skills,
demands and wants. See Kingsley Davis and Wilbert E. Moore, "Some Principles of Stratification," ASE 10 (April, 1945) 2:242-249. "Differentiated" refers to the differences in roles, positions, hierarcy of
values and so forth of the possible variations in the society. See
Merton, 'Manifest and Latent Functions, p. 106; and Kaare Svalastoga,
"Social Differentiation," in Handbook of Modern Sociokaa, ed. hobert
E. L. Faris, (Chicago: Rand McNally and 'ampancy, 1961), p. 530.
21 See Parsons, "Same onsiderations," pp. 219-223; Moore, Social
Change, pp. 27-30; and Merton, -Manifest and Latent Functions,"
pp. 107-108.
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on sccial structural arrangements, these parts (or elements) are continuously changing because of sectional interests22 (as compared to the
common interests in functionalism) in the social system.

Instead of a

consensus of values, there is coercion on the part of the dominant groups
in the social system and the mores, norms, laws and social institutions
reflect the dominant group values.

The underlying assumption, then, is

that conflict can only be temporarily suppressed through regulated controlled channels because social systems are always changing--especially
when normative breakdowns (of the traditional institutions) are not
strong enough to excerise control.
sonflicts are necessary for social systems to change, according
to this approach, and result because of the unequal distribution of interests and power (authority,23 prestige, property and wealth).

The

tendency of the social system is toward change because of contradictions, malintergration, ambiguity, opposition, unstability and imbalance
within that system.

The internal dynamics of social systems thus al-

ways exert various pressures for change.
There has been a partial synthesis of these two approaches, especially in relation to social change within the social system.

In

22Unless otherwise noted, this and the following description of
the conflict approach is based on a synthesis of the following: Van den
aerghe, "Dialectic and Functionalism," pp. 699-701; Ralf Dahrendorf,
"Toward a Theory of Social :;onflict," Journal of Conflict Resolution
2 (June, 1958):170-183; Dahrendorf, "Out of Utopia," pp. 115-127; and
Lewis Loser, The Functions of Social ,_:onflict, (Glencoe, Illinois: The
Free Press, 1956).
23Dahrendorf, "Social .onflict," p. 219, states that "authority
denotes a relation of supraordination and subordination" where there is
a clear dicnotomy between those who dominate and those who are dominated.
This is the definition applied here.
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these explanations,

both stability and conflict are recognized and con-

sidered as complementary in describing the social systems and the interrelationships of their parts.

This synthesis of functionlism and con-

flict allows for causal explanations as well as functional explanations
about conditions in the structure of the social systems.

In these ex-

planations, the conventionalized, established order is seen as contributing to the legitimacy of the formal authority structure and conflict
Is seen as the revitalization or flexible element of change in the
structure of the social order.
On the basis of these basic approaches to socia) "structure,"
the specific concepts related to riotous behavior reseern will be discussed.

The concepts "structural conduciveness" and "structural strain'

developed and defined by Smelser would be included in this category up
to a point.

Smelser identifies three aspects of "structural conducive-

ness," but only two of these--"the structure of responsibility in
situations of strain" and "the presence of channels for expressing
grievances"--will be included here.25

214See Samuel N. Eisenstadt, "Institutionalization and Change,"
._7ontemporaq Sociolo ical Theory, ed. Fred E. Katz, (New York: Fandom
House, 1971), pp. 32-18; Charles J. Erasmus, "Obviating the Functions
of Functionalism," Social Forces, 115 (March, 1967) 3:319-328; Melvin
rumin, "Some Dysfunctions of Institutional Imbalances," Behavioral
Scientist, 1 (July, 1956) 3:218-223; Pitirim A Sorokin, "Sociology of
Yesterday, Today, and romorrow," ASR JO (December, 1965) 6:80-8143;
Wilbert E. Moore, A Feconsideration of Theories of Social Change," ASF
25 (December, 1960) 6:810-818; Mocar4 Social :hange, pp. 102-112; Van den
Berghe, "Dialectic and Functionalism," pp. 701-705; and Cohen, "Two
Models, pp. 187-191.
25L.melser'a third aspect of structural conduciveness is the "possibility of communication" and refers to an adequate mode of communication, the availability of objects for attack, and the ecological considerations of the situation. this third aspect is included in conceptual area (3) of the present analysis. See 3me2aer, "The Hostile Outburst," pp. 227-20 and especially p. 240.
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According to Smelser, then, there are structural elements in the
social system which provide a "setting" in which riotous behavior may
occur.

Mese are general conditions in the society which usually take

a long time to develop.26

As an example, Smelser points to race riots

over the past hundred years in America.
.;melser says the Jivil War and Reconstruction era resulted in
patterns of segregation between blacks and whites in the North and South.
Because of this segregation, a system of social, economic, political,
educational and ze,;:ual descrimination was developed which gave blacks
an inferior position in the eocial order.

Then, industrial expansion

increased, urban areas grew and labor shortages emerged which led to
migration fram rural areas to the

ities by many blacks.

ferred to this as accamulated pressures on norms.)

(Smelser re-

As a consequence,

competition developed between blacks and whites over power, wealth,
jobs, housing and recreational facilities which whites had teaui.:e Ally
controlled and which blacks challenvd as conditions in the social
system changed.

In Smelser's terminology, this describes a sieuation

of "strain."27
Under the conditions (of strain) described above, the social
control agents (laws and social institutioes) had the responsibility of
taking steps to remedy the situation, i. e.

they c.oulu provee more

housing, job opportunities, better wlges and/or open more recreational
and educational facilities as well as introduce new legislation to relieve pressures on the social system.

261bid. 9

PP.

224-225.

27Ib1d., pp. 242-243.

According to Smelser, the social

structure was unable or unwilling to open new channels and the existing
structure was ineffective in maintaining order in the social system
(structural conduciveness) and race riots resulted as

3

consequencej8

According to Smelser, in situations of strain, if the social order or
legitimate channels of protest are ineffective or closed, riotous behavior is likely to occur,29 1. e., there are conditions in the background of the comrunity structure which are associated with the
rence of riotous behavior.
refers to these structural elements as "preconditions"
,;onant
and states they are one of the factors which are universally associated
with the occurrence of any riot.

By "preconditions," Conant refers to

"value conflict"30 whereby a group attempts to readjust the dominant
31
values in the society to a more equitable distribution.

Like

Smelser's concepts, this concept explains riotous behavior as resulting
because the dominant values in society have failed in producing equality and cleavage groups (such as economic classes or ethnic groups) are
formed in the society, which in turn results in pressures for change at
the same time that legitimate channels for bringing change remain

28Ibid., pp. 228-239.
29Ibid., pp. 237-239.
30See the description of value consensus, basic human needs and
prerequisites as (uneven distribution of the "good things" in life) on
page 24.
31 ,,onant, "Rioting, Insurrection," pp. 420-423. (..:onant is
associate director at Brandeis University at the Lemberg Center for the
Study of Violence.) ._;onant also includes "the hostile belief system,"
"perceptions," and "hopes" in his explanation of "preconditions."
These are not to be included in the conceptual area of "structure" in
this paper, but are included later in other zoncept..lal areas and will
oe explained at that time.

closed. j2
As an example of "preconditions," Conant points to contemporary
ghetto riots.

According to Conant, these riots occurred because ghetto

residents had not been benefitting through the established value system
and they attempted to achieve an equitable distribution in the American
social and political system.

Conflict occurred, thus bringing pressure

for a normative readjustment to bring stability to the social, economic
and political structure of the society.

Howeve:., Conant says, the

normative structure (i. e., the social institutions) was unable to adjust and this failure of the normative structure to provide effective
channels for change led to the ghetto riots.

Conant further states

that all riots are caused by the failure of the legitimate channels in
society to achieve a normative readustment to conflicts over these
distributions within the value system.33

Again, there are conditions in

the structure, developed over a long period of time, which cause riotous
behavior to occur.
Ginsberg also identifies "structural strain" which he defines as
tensions which are the result of a "lack of equilibrium between its

Ciociety's] parts." These tensions may be caused by changes in the size
of the population and resulting clashes between cleavage groups, failure
of the structure to handle change equally or inadeqauate political or

economic development. 31.;
32
Ibid., p. 423.
33Ib1d., p. 421.
Morris Ginsberg, "Social Change," British Journal of Sociology,
9 (l958):213-214.

30
As an example of equilibrium approaches, Massoti and Bowen direct attention to race relations in the United States.

Blacks and

whites represent two incompatible and contending cleavage groups vying
for property, prestige and pawer.35

According to Massoti and Bowen,

conditions in the United States have been such that blacks were repressed and excluded from participating in the social order whereas
the interests of whites were protected by the system's social structure.

Riotous behavior occurs as a mechanism whereby some property,

power, and prestige is transferred from whites to blacks and thus serve
to alter the existing arrangement to insure stability and equilibrium
in the society.
The "social system factors" approach described by Allen,37 the
"historical-economic" approach described by Lupsha 38 and the "systemic
hypothesis" defined by Massoti and Bowen39 are all based on underlying
conditions in the social, economic and political structure which leads
to the occurrence of riotous behavior.

All these explanations concen-

trate on the long-range trends and conditions in the antecedent social,
political and economic structure of the society.

All emphasize the

breakdown of the traditional legitimate structures of the society and
all stress the inability or unwillingness of social control agents to

35Property is defined here as the fundamenLal right over goods
and services as defined by the society; prestige is defined as the poseseion of social honor as defined by the society; and power is defined
as the capability to have your own way over the opposition of others.
36
Massoti and Bowen, Riots and Rebellion, p. 37.
37Allen, "Toward Understanding Riots," pp. 11-12.
36Lupsha, "Theories of Urban Violence," pp. 285-286.

39Masepti

and Bowen, Riots and Rebellion, pp. 26-27.
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deal with demands for changes in the system.

Also, all these explana-

tions view riotous behavior as a mechanism for change within the structure and as promoting aldformity and stability in the society.
When using these approaches for explaining the occurrence of
riotous behavior, stress is placed by theorists on large-scale changes
such as urbanization, industrialization, modernization and technological advances which develop within the social system.

These large-scale

changes cause changes in group relationships and cleavage groups are
formed.

(These cleavage groups may be formed on the basie of social

class, ethnic, economic

or political groups.)

The structure of the

social system allows prejudice, discrimination and disinterest to lend
to inequality and injustice for some of the groups (these are usually
blacks in the ghettoes) which result in poor education, limited or inadequate incomes due to job shortages, inadequate housing and other intolerable social conditions.

According to these explanations, riotous

behavior is more likely to occur if there is a breakdown in the traditiona)

-lative structure because of the inability of the social con-

trol system to meet the consequent demands of those groups Buffering
from the inequality and injustice of the social, economic and political
structue. ...iotous behavior is viewed as a mechanism by which change
40
I.!, attempted to promote stability in the society.
Meier says riots are the result of "stresses" in the urban areas.
Frictions result from the transition of an agrarian society to an urban
society where an influx of population into the

rban area results in the

40Based on a synthesis of
the icieas of Allen, Lupsha, Masotti
and Bowen given above.

presence of unassimulated groups and the rise of ghettoes and public
housing projects:41

These developments result in well-established pat-

terns of urban segregation and well-defined areas of high employment.
rhe social system is no longer able to cope with the many social conditions in the ghettoes and proverty-ridden slums of the society.

Un-

employment, dilapidated and deteriorated housing, over-priced rentals
and higher interest rates, underpaid labor, inadequate police protection, sanitation problems, health hazards and the lack of recreational
facilities are only a few of the social conditions arising in the ghettoes because the system is unable to change as quick as the situations
develop.

Riotous behavior, then, is more likely to occur where social

conditions are the most urgent and this depends on the structures of the
particular social system.

Meier refers to this violence in the cities

and urban areas as the "last urban epidemic" and views riotous behavior

41 Meier's explanation is similar to the "social problems" and
social "protest" approaches used in explaining riots. In these types of
approaches, the social, economic and political structures are examined
to find the cause of social conditions that are causing problems in the
functioning of the social order. A breakdown in the normative order
causes disequilibrium in the system, i. e., the social structure is irresponsible, dysfunctional and inadequate. Although riotoc behavior
is seen as deviant acts, the cause is blamed on the structure of the
society. See Herbert Blumer, "Social Problems as :301lective Behavior,
Social Problems 18 (Spring, 1971) 3:298-306; Turner, "The Public Perception of Protest," ASH 34 (December, 1969) 6:815-831; and Firestone,
"Theory of Riot Process," p. 856 for examples of these approaches..
Robert Bierstedt, The Social Order: An Introduction to Sociology, (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book „;o., Inc., l951i, pp. 177-179, 534-539 describes
the cultural-lag approach defined and developed by William F. Ogburn.
The cultural-lag approach, which serves as the basis for Meier's explanation, considers the changes in the heterogeneity, density, and size of
populations together with technological changes RS bringing about confusion, disorders and frictions. There is a gap between what some groups
have and what others have (materially and ideologically) which is caused
when that part of the society lags behind others. This causes an imbalance (disequilibrium) in the society. Thus, some parts of a society always changes faster than others but the parts lagging behind are continually trying to adjust.

as a mechanism allowing for slow adjustive change.-“
Lee Hainwater uses the concept "economic marginality"-3 to explain the direct causes of riotous behavior by blacks in the United
States.

He says the "root cause" is the "caste" system conferred to

blacks together with the fact that a large number of them are denied the
opportunity for achieving an average living (by American standards).
This is true even for those blacks who meet the average standard American middle-class requirements of education, occupational ability and residential locality.44

According to Rainwater, blacks are economically

excluded because of praverty or near-proverty incomes and "their ability to purchase all those elements that nake up the 'standard package'

42Richard Meier, "Violence: The Last Urban Epidemic," The
American Behavioral Scientist 11 (March/April, 1968):35-37. For an interesting debate on whether riots should be considered as a cultural-lag
problem, see Hornell Hart, "Some Cultural-Lag Problems Which Social
Science Has Solved," ASR 16 (April, 1951);223-227; H. O. Dahlke, "Comment on Hart's 'Some cultural-Lag Problems Which Social Science Has
Solved,'" ASR 16 (May, 1951):551-553; Hart, "Has Social Science Solved
Any Cultural-Lag Problems: A Rejoinder to H. O. Dahlke, ASK 16 (August,
1951):840-841; and Dahlke, "Comment on Hart's Lejoinder," Asa 16 (August,
1951):841-842.
LI 3Lee Rainwater, "Open Letter on White Justice and the Riots,"
Trans-Action L (September, 1967):23. "Political marginality" is denoted
as the cause of race riots by Horowitz and Liebowitz. They define this
as marginal groups in the society (such as Negro ghetto residents, radical youths groups, student youth groups and lower class strata groups)
who are not only marginally employed but also have no say in established
political policies or political norms. Thus these groups (because they
are marginal politically) reject the legitimacy of the established political structure, refuse to compromise with the existing system and oppose (by riotous behavior) the established political authority in order
to change the political arrangements and policies. For further discussion of these groups, see Irving Louis Horowitz and Martin Liebowitz,
"Social Deviance and Political Marginality: Toward a Redefinition of the
Relation Between Sociology and Politics," Social Problems 15 (Winter,
1968): 280-296.
414Fainwater, "Open Letter," pp. 22-23.

that most American families deem their right."45
Rainwater farther states that politival participation, health
needs, educational participation and other such things would solve themselves in the ghettoes if the income problem were solved.

He notes the

lack of legitimate institutional support through the caste system conferred on blacks.

According to this explanation, then, riots in the

ghettoes results as a reaction to the caste system of discrimination
when legitimate social institutions do not provide adequate incomes (job
opportunities) for blacks.46
Grimshaw's "conflict/accomodation theory" is based on the conflict theory of Georg Simnel.

Grimshaw combines two processes of social

conflict in developing his theory.

He defines conflict as the competi-

tion of groups over their share of scarce resources where the dominant
group has the power of allocating these resources; whereas, accomodation
is defined as a process of conflict resolution occuring when a stalemate
is reached or when one group is defeated.47
According to Grimshaw, the United States is composed of two
groups with whites having the dominant ("superordinate") position and
blacks occupying the inferior ("subordinate") position.

This is a form

of accamodation and although Grimshaw stresses the instability of the
relationships, he says they (,.ominant/inferior relationlations) generally
continae as a form of accomodation over a long period of time.

.!:,iotous

behavior occurs when the subordinate group attempts to change the accomo-

45Ibid., P.

30.

46Ibid., pp. 31-32.
47Grimshaw, "Intrepreting Collective Violence: An Argument for
the Importance of Social Structure," Annals 5'-)1 (September, 1970):16.

)

dative structure because social conditions (economic and legal discrimination, for example) become unbearable.

Riotous behavior, according to

Grimshaw, is a direct assault upon the accomodative structure in the
United States for the purpose of changing the position of the black/white
relationships.48
The "group conflict hypothesis," described by Mosotti and Bowen,
is similar to Grimshaw's "theory."

rhis explanation is based on inter-

group conflict and power struggles within the political and economic
structure of the society.

There are various interest groups within the

society which struggle for political power (the "instrumentalities of
political and social control").

These cleavage groups (ethnic, racial

or regional silits) are ususlly reinforced -9 (superimposed) by class
lines.

rhat is, the members of a particular group usually have the

same social class, economic background

political affliation.

interprets this as a "class conflict" <:r7;r:%(_

Allen

id also notes the overlap

between class and face in explaining the

of riot behavior.51

Riotous behavior, according to this approach,

likely to occur

whenever there is conf'ict between two vested interest groups over
political power if th

"11. erior" group cannot gain political power

48Ibid., pp. 16-20.
°Masotti and Hown, P.iots and Rebellions, p. 26. For a detailed
study of group violence see Anthony Oberschall, "Group Violence: Some Hypotheses and Empiric
niformi:des," Law and Society Review 4 (August,
1970):61-92. The artile is on all forms of group violence but many of
the hypotheses could be related to riotous behavior as Oberschall makes
no distinction between legitimate or illegal violence. Amflict theory
is explained in some detail also.
542,rimshaw, "Interpreting collective Violence," p. 17.
51 Allen, "rowara Understanding

p. 3.

through legitimate channels and the members have the same social class,
economic background and political affliation.52
The "competition (conflict) theory" is another approach based on
group conflict.

According to this explanation, groups are continuously

competing for their maximinun sha-e of scarce resources.

This may be in

the fonm of occupational status, employment, income, housing and education.

Mack draws attention to the fact that Americans are taught to

achieve in education and if they do, they will be rewarded.

He says

blacks who receive an adequate education are not given the same opportunity as whites with less education.

The structure of the social

system results in discrimation of blacks and access to the goals of bet7,er employment, higher wages and improved living conditions are not
available.

Riotous behavior occurs whenever the social structure does

not allow access to goals for some groups (blacks) but does allow access to

,ilers (whites).53
Iglitzin asserts that riotous behavior is due to political, ec-

onomical and ideological (emphasis on political factors) in the social
structure and is just a part of the process which allows for necessary
changes of adjustment in the system.

There are continuing disparities

between the American ideology (ideals of value) and the workings of the
American system in reality.

finis devergence of ideal and fact has

,
- 'Masott and Bowen, i.nts and Lebellion, 1968, p. 3; Allen, "Toward riderstanding Riots," p. 3; and Grimshaw, "Interpreting Collective
Violence," p. 17.
5)haymond W. Mack, "Of White Racism and Black Mobilization,"
Social Science Quarterly 49 (December, 1966):444-447. FoT more information un the use of riotous behavior as a means of reaching goals, see
George hude, The ,:rowd in HistorL, 1738-1848, (New York: Wiley and Sons,

1A)4), pp. 220-234.
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When non-violent means are inadequate, riotous

ca sed conflict to exist.

behavior is likely to occur as a way to achieve goals and thus serves as
a useful and necessary function by pointing to the inadequacies of the
'
system and bring about social change.5)
Nieburg sees riotous behavior as acts which point t,o the dysfunctional or inappropriate formal institutions of political administration.

Riots are seen as an "informal polity" at work which acts as

a "channel of social conflict" and leads to bargaining and "accomodation."

Accomodation is the resolution of the conflicting interests and
Nieburg views the urban riot as a political

struggles for influence.

event where the prevailing concensas of interest and power groups must
choose between social, economic and political adjustments and the unpromising course of infinite escalation and counter-escalation of
C.
force..'5
Another approach is one which considers the peculiar structure
of the American social system.

Riotous behavior is viewed as a "mani-

festation" of history--the American heritage and tradition—which is
inherent in the structure.

Bogardus calls this a "race-relations cycle"

and demonstrates that "variob.s social and ethnic groups have been in
tegrated into society."

According to Bogardus, history follows cycles

in allowing these social and ethnic groups to enter and progress within
the structure.

Groups are first met with white American standards which

allows them into the system if they are willing to accept the lowest

Lynne B. Iglitzin, "Violence and American Democracy," Journal
of Social Issues 26 (Winter, 1970 5:165-185
N. I. Nieburg, "Violence, Law and the Social Order," The
American Behavioral Scientist 11 (March/April, 1968):18-19. (gOote taken
from p. 27.

pos-.:tions in the society.

As more members join these groups, they are

faced with white American antagonism, especially as competition for
scarce reso_rces become stronger.

White Americans then attempt to pass

legislation which will keep these social and ethnic groups in an inferior
position.

As time passes, there are fair-play counter moves by some of

the white-Americans with justic promised eventually.

Over time, partial

assimilation occurs as these eth.lic groups are allowed into the system.
(For example, they may be able to go to the same school as whites.)

All

this takes time, especially if the difference in color and cultural
traits is great.

If riotous behavior occurs, according to this explana-

tion, it is just part of the cycle which leads to acceptance by the
dominant groups in society.56
rhere are other explanations which view riotous behavior as a
part of the first stage of revolutions and revolts.

These are rebellions

against the system or government where there is intent to overthrow the
government (or some part of it) and replace it with a new regime.

This

"colonial rebellion"57 approach is not perused in this research, nor are
the explanations which view riotous behavior as a part or phase of
movements, other than to note they do exist.

Such an attempt is beyond

the scope of this research and belongs to studies on that particular
form of collective behavior.

56Emory S. Bogardus, "A hace helations Cycle," AJS 35(1930:612-

617.
57Allen, "Toward Understanding Fiots," p. 3. For a detailed and
informative analysis and model of this approach--using the concept that
urban riots are in reality a contemporary social movement concerned with
the relationships of white-black as colonizer and colonized--see Robert
Blauner, "Internal Colonialism and Negro -evolt," Social Problems
16(Spring, 1969)093-L08.
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SUMMARY OF CONCEPTUAL AREA (1) STRUCTURE
There are various hypotheses, "theories," explanations and approaches in riotous behavior which may be synethesizad under one conceptual area labeled "structure."

All these various concepts associate

the occurrence of riotous behavior to preconditions (conditions which
have existed fo: a long time) in the social, economic and/or political
structure of the social system.
Concepts describing these preconditions are usually based on
three approaches-structural functional, social roAflict or an integration of both functionalism and conflict.

When the struct -al-functional

approach is used, riotous behavior is viewed -as a consequence of some
dysfunction in the social system and serves as a function :LI restoring
stability and equillibrium in the social system by maintaining socidl
order within that system.

If the conflict approach is used, riotous

behavior is viewed as a mechanism for change or as a "safety valve" allowing conflicting groups within the social system to establish some
kind of relationship whereby conflict is minimized or some form of conflict resolution occurs.

In a synthesis of functionalism and oonflir.t,

riotous behavior is viewed as a mechanism of social change where

the

traditional normative structure adjusts and social change occurs witbIn
the social system.
hegardlese of which approach taken, the underlying cause of'
riotous behavior is seen as resulting from conditions in the struct.!:.e
of the social order with riotous behavior more likely to occur when the
traditional normative structure is unable to cope with these conditions.
These underlying conditions are observable and objective (as defined by
Merton) and usually take a long time to develop.

0
4

(2)

BFIIFT-MOTIVES
concepts which will be included in the category labeled "belief-

motives" are those associated with thovghts, beliefs, attitudes, motives,
perceptions and other subjective dispositions-58 or sentiments which are
used in explaining the occurrence of riotous behavior.

In the concep-

tual area, "structure," concepts associate the occurrence of riotous behavior with objective observable social conditions.

In contrast the pre-

sent category associ?tes individual or group dispositions of purpose with
the occurrence of riotous behavior and these are unobservable and subjective.

Inhe:ent in the importance and meaning of these concepts is

the assumption that unjust social conditions exist; but, it is not the
existence of these social conditions which leads to riotous behavior.
Rather, it is what individuals or aggregations "feel," "perceive,"
"hope" or "believe" concerning social conditions which cause the riotous
behavior to occur.59

These abstract disposition

are formed over a

relatively long period of time as general "states of mind" before the
occurrence of the "precipitating event"60 or actual riots behavior

58Subjective dispositions are defined as ideational qualities or
attributes of individuals or groups, i. e., they are abstract in contrast
to concrete (real actual objects) things or events. For example, social
conditions are objective concrete situations, whereas feelings about the
social conditions are abstract subjective sentiments or dispositions of
the individuals or groups. See Merton, "Manifest and Latent Functions,"
pp. 134-105.
59This is not to say that some investigators do not use both
structural preconditions and abstract dispositions as underlying causes
of riotous behavior. Usually, however, one is assumed and study is made
of the other. This will become clearer in .:hapter IV when the actual
research is charted. The point is that these two conceptial areas are
analytically separable.
6°The "precipitating event" is described in detail in concept ial
area (3) of this thesis, but may be defined here as the incident which
provides concrete proof that the general sentiment is justified by giving
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occurs.
Concepts in the "belief-motives" category of explanations concerning riotous behavior may be subsumed under three theoretical perspect1ves61--psycho1ogica1, sociological and social psychological.
Psychological explanations and approaches direct attention to the individual and individual dispositions.

Hence, the individual partici-

pates in riotous behavior because of certain dispositions resulting
from individual experiences and riotous behavior is more likely to occur
when many such individuals are in a group.62
Sociological explanations and approaches, on the other hand, direct attention to the group as a whole and link specific dispositions
to groups and categories rather than to the individual.

Thus, groups

have certain dispositions because of common roles, statuses or positions
and riotous behavior occurs because of these groups dispositions.63
Social psychological explanations and approaches fuse psychological and
sociological variables.

Attention is focused on the individual as a

part of the group or collectivity.

The individual has certain disposi-

tions because of societal circumstances, personal experience and in-

direction and unity to leas definite and vague general psychological
states or beliefs.
61The following is a brief description
of the three broad areas
covered in this conceptual area. Specific examples of each follow later
in the section.
62Lupsha, "fheories of Urban Violence," pp. 287-28?; Grimshale,
"Interpreting Collective Violence," pp. 13-15; Iglitsin, 'Violence and
American Democracy," pp. 172-175; Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, pp. 6-8; and Turner, "Collective Behavior," pp. 384-389.
63Grimshaw, "Interpreting Collective Violence," pp. 15-16; LupshA
"Theories of Urban Violence," pp. 290-291; and Turner, "Collective Behavior," pp. 394-395.
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teraction within groups.64
This dietinction between the three theoretical perspectives may
become blurred in actual practice, however.

All three perspectives are

generally based on some form of aggression65 and are usually related to
needs or deprivations of some 8ort.66

Also, sociological explanations

tend to rely on individual attributes when describing group dispositions
whereas psychological explanations view individuals with similar attributes as comprizing the collectivity.67
Turning to specific explanations, there are those which refer to
the "individual psyche" and associate riotous behavior to an "innate instinct" located within the individual.

According to these explanations,

there are built-in mechanisms within the individual called innate deter-

614_

Lupsha, "Theories of Urban Violence," pp. 283-285; Grimshaw,
"Interpreting Collective Violence," pp. 15-16; and Edwin P. Hollander
and Raymond G. Hunt, eds., Current Perspectives in Social PeTchology,
Third Edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971), erpecially pp.

20-28, 59-91, 134-174, 289-390.
66Many of these explanations are based on variations of the
"frustration-aggression hypothesis" formulated by Dollard and associates.
Frustration is defined as "the blocking of on-going, goal directed
activity." See Leonard Berkowitz, "The Study of Violence: Some Implications of Laboratory Studies of Frustration and Aggression," The American Behavioral Scientist 11 (March/April, 1968):14.
Aggression is usually defined as "a response to the blocking or
interference with some goal-orientated behavior (frustration)." See
Lupsha, "Theories of Urban Violence," p. 287. However, some definitions
of aggression and frustration imply they are emotional reactions. See
Berkowitz, "Study of Violence," p. 14.
66These needs and deprivations wary from one investigator to
another. These needs and deprivations may be viewed by some as a lack of
love on the part of parents, lack of adequate socialization (i. e., no
family ties, no home life, little or no internalizing of norms and so
forth), lack of clothing, food, and shelter, lack of opportunity to enjoy themselves o: attain the status or position wanted and on and on---.
°Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, p. 7 refer to "analogies derived from individual behavior" to describe these tendencies.

minants of aggression, which are drives o: urges which must be satisfied
if the individual is to survive.

rhis "constitutional disposition" may

find release through riotol:s behavior.

Many investigators, using this

explanation, view the individual who has such instinctual tendencies as
being pathological 68
There are other explanations which associate riotous behavior to
"innate instincts" by linking stimuli and response.

These "psychological

motivations" are based on the idea that hostility is caused by grievances
which arise from an individual's "perception" of wrong-doing or injustice
on the part of the dominant society or the agents of social order in the
society.

Aggression is viewed as the innate drive within the individual.

Frustration exists because of some deprivation of the ordinary goals of
life such as income, and adequate food and clothing as well as adequate
police protection and medical, educational and recreational facilities.
Frustration builds up until the "innate" factor releases the aggressive
tendencies.

Here frustration acts as the stimulus and riotous behavior

is the response to theae accumulated feelings of grievance which have
been suppressed for a certain length of time.69
Some explanations use other intervening (drive) variables in certain variations of these explanations.

rhesa include anger,73 anxiety,71

68Berkowitz, "Study of Violence," p. 14 and Turner and Killian,
Collective Behavior, p. 19.
of
Theory
69Firestone, "Theory of the Riot Process," p. 865 and Berkowitz,
Urban Violence," p. 14.
of
"Study
70I.upsha, "Theories of Urban Violence," p. 287.
71 Sme1ser, Theory of Collective Behavior, p. 89. Smelser defines
anxiety as a "generalized response not tied €o precisely defined objects.
It is vague and incomprehensible uneasiness...." Smelser feels aggression is cl,;(9 to anxiety. See Smeleer, Theory of Collective Behavior, p. 248.

and fear.72

According to these variations, the individual(s) become(e)

frustrated because of value expectations, events or social conditions
such as inadequate housing, insufficient income and the like.

Angel,

anxiety or fear resulting from this frustration are crucial prediepositional variables which intervene to explain aggressive response

to the

social order such as riotous behavior.
Other explanations which refer to the "indieidual psyche" account
for a "violence-proneness" within the individual that results from some
traumatic childhood experience which altets some part of the personality.
In later life, this unique experience causes the individual to participate in riotous behavior.

The focus in theee explanations is on the

personality deve1opment73 of the individual as yell
tion processes74 of the individual.

as

the identifica-

The aggression mey he latent, i.e.,

72ftreetone, "Theory of the Riot Process," p. 864.
73Grimshaw, "Interpreting Collective Violence," p. 14. Personality may be defined in various ways, depending on the investigator.
Some define personality as an internal mechanism which determines individual acts whereas others define personality as ways of behaving or
adjusting while still others use a synthesis of both definitions. See
J. Milton Yinger, "Personality, Character, and Self," Current PerTpectives in Social Psychology, Third Edition, edited by Edw.-Sr. P. Hollander
and Raymond G. Hunt, (New York: Oxford University Press, l'-'71) pp. 152-153.
74Iglitzin, "Violence and American Democracy," p. 169. This is
based on the work of Sigmund Freud. His identification process is made
up of two parts: (1) the child identifies with the attitude and habits
of the parents and imitates them: and (2) the child identifies with
either the father or mother and imitates what he perceives eieher as a
"paternal ego" or with hostility toward one or the other. See Gerald
Lauzun, Sigmud Freud: The Man and His Theories, trans. Patrick Evans,
(Greenwich, Connecticut: A Fawcett Premier Book, 1965), p. 99.
Kalman says, "Identification can be said to occur when an individual adopts behavior derived from another person or group because this
behavior is associatedwith a satisfying self-defining relationship to
this person or group. By a self-defining relationship I mean a role relationehip that forma a part of the person's self.' See Herbert C.
Kalman, "Three Processes of Social Influence," Current Perspectives in
Social Psychology, rhiid Edition, edited by Edwin P. Hollander and
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hidden or unconscious.75

As a result, the personality is affected and

76 as well as an inadequate
in adulthood, there is weak ego deve1opment
self-concept.77

Aggression continues to build and riotous behavior may

be the response to this built-up aggression.
Pettigrew gives a good example of this explanation by pointing
to the American black child.

He says blacks are required to play a

"socially stigmatized" role in the United 6tates because of color, position and inhibited social interaction.

Because they are forced to

play these roles, which are inferior to whites, blacks become confused
if they attempt to develop a self-image similar to that of white Americans.

Anxiety and ambivalence over self-identity (Who am 1?) may lead

to acute identity problems.

This is so, according to Pettigrew, be-

cause the black child comes in contact with white values through school,

Raymond G. Hunt, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971), p. 422.
Sterba also relates riotous behavior to personality development and the
identification process introduced by Freud. He explains that Negro
race riots are the result of "infantile fathers" hatred and the development of the "oedipus complex." See Robert Sterba, "Some Psychological
Factors in Negro Race Hatred and in Anti-Negro Riots," Racial Violence
in the United States. ed. Allen D. Grimshaw. (Chicago: Adline Publishing
Company, 1969), PP1408-413.
75furner and Killian, Theory of Collective behavior, pp. 19-21
observe that while SOMA theories rely on aggression and an unconscious
or latent primitive reaction, others view aggression as a conscious
reaction to "preceived" frustrations.
76Ego is defined by Freud as the active and most concious part 01
the self which has ability to reason because it is mostly learned. See
Lauzun, Freud, pp. 97-98. For a detailed work on unconsious ego mechanisms related to participants in "hostile interpersonal relations" as
well as the process of "identification" in group formation and behavior,
see John Speigal, "Campus s;onflict and Professional Egos," Trans-Action
6 (October, 1969)141-5C.
77Se1f-concept is defined here as the answer to the question,
"Who am I?" rhe self concept is described and defined by 'finger, "Personality, Character, and Self," pp. 154-158 in a variety of ways.

television, radio, magizinee, and everyday interactions.

The black child

learns that "poorer" hcp.ses and lower paying jobs belong to blacks
whereas whites occupy the higher-paying jobs and "better" houaes.78
Further evidence, according to Pettigrew, is the perference of
the young black child for white skin, white dolls, white friends and the
unwillingness to admit to being black.

Self-esteem is difficult because

if American standards of worth are used, blacks do occupy a lower position.

As the black child grows to teens, there are further strains and

even those blacks with close white friends may be separated because of
white mistrust and fears over sex.

On reaching adulthood, young blacke

may be refused a job even though they are qualified (by American standards) and then all the old questions concerning identity (Who am I?)
reappear.79
Added to this, says Pettigrew, is the family disorganization of
the blacks.

Conditions such as job discrimination, poor educational

facilities, and unemployment for black males lead to divorce, illegitimacy and separation among poor blacks, especially in the ghetto.

This,

in turn, leads to many children being reared in a home without a father
and causes more personality problems as well as weak ego development.
Female children reared in a fatherless hotlaehold may either reject the
mother entirely or assume both male and female responsibility whereas
male children usually identify with the mother and are hostile toward
malea.

Later, these male children must achieve a masculine self-image.

78Thomas Pettigrew, "Negro American Personality: The Role and Its
Burdens," Current Perspectives in Social Psycho, Third Edition,
edited by Edwin K. Hollander and Raymond G. Hunc—(New York: Oxford
University Press, 1971), PP. 1$9-161.
791bid., p. 161.
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These "psychological vilnerable" blacks,

then are more likely to turn

to riotous behavior as a response.
At the root of most of the "frustration-aggression" approaches
is the concept of deprivation.

As mentioned previously, individuals or

categories "feel" or "perceive" they are not afforded their fair share
in society and "feel" this deprivation is unjust.
potheses" may include several variations.

"Deprivational hy-

These vary only slightly and

sometimes only the name of the concept is different while the substantive import of the various terms are rather similar.

First, there is

"absolute deprivation" in which individuals or categories are the most
deprived and the most likely to "perceive" or "feel" themseivea as being
treated unjustly and therefore are the ones most "prone" to engage in
From this perspective, riotous behavior is viewed as

riotous behavior.

the direct result (response) to the accumulation of frustrations experienced by people who have suffered from appalling social conditions,
the discriminatory practices and prejudices of other groups and abject
poverty.81

Often the intervening variables in such conceptuatizione

here have been despair.82
"ilelative deprivation" differs from "absolute deprivation" in
that a gap exists between an individual's (or category's) "perception"
of what he (it) should be entitled to and the "perception" of what he
(it) actually has.
Pettigrew above.

For example, consider the black males described by

If they (either as individuals or as a group) compare

8°Ibid., p. 161.
alLupsha, "Theories of Urban Violence," p. 284 and Masotti and
Bowen, Riots and Rebellions, p. 23.
"Ibid., p. 284.
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their standard of living, occupational status, income and family life to
that of white middle-class Americans, they "perceive" there is a difference and once aware of this gap, individuals or groups "feel" deprived.83

Such a state ia a prime disposition which may lead to

riotous behavior.
The "rising expectations" concept differs only slightly.

Ac-

cording to this concept, individuals or categories develop "feelings,"
"expectations," "hopes"

Or

"aspirations" c.e a result of making compari-

sions between wt they have and what they believe they ought to have,
or between what they regard as the ideal to have in American society
(consider blacks in the Blume and ghettos) and what they aspire to have
(middle

ea humes in the suburbs).

Individuals learn what to expect

from what others are receiving and come to expect more than they have.
A good deal of
educational

hope" is placed on poverty programs, government and
Individuals experience rising expectations con-

cerning their situation in life and when they are unable to achieve or
to reach their goals, thay become angry and disenchanted.

rhis major

type of predispositio: is considered a major determinant of riotous
nehavior.814
Authors who use the belief-motives perspective to analyze riot
behavior Jfteu des -ribs 3ituations in which groups are poverty-stricken
and

LIA70

never had an expectation of anything else but then are given

83Masotti and Bowen, Riots and Rebellion, p. 2i.
e4Lupsha, "Theories of Urban Violence," p. 284 and Masotti and
Bowen, Riote and Rebellion, pp. 23-214. For further clarification of
these explanations, see James A. Geschwender, "Social Structure and the
Negro Revolt: An Examination of Some Hypotheses," Social Forces 43 (Fall,

1960:248-256.
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"hope" that things will change.

Such groups begin to "hope" or "expect"

their satisfactions will be fulfilled.

.,:onsider groups in society which

have been led to believe that rapid social and economic improvements will
usher in a better life for them.

Certain government programs may promise

changes which these groups never expected or conditions may gradually
improve with these groups coming to expect that living conditions will
continue to improve.

When such trends of improvement or expectations of

the same do not continue, authors postulate that group frustration increase and predisposes such aggregates to engage in riotous behavior.85
Other renditions use the concepts of "anticipated level of
achievement"86 and "unbalanced expectations"87 to postulate that individuale are led to "expect" or "hope" for the removal of some impediments to goals they wish to pursue.

Such a group's present condition

is compared to an anticipated level of improvement.88

Individuals may

"perceive" their situation to be improving and may coma to anticipate
continued aatifaction of goal achievement.

According to autbors who

view riots from this perspective, something then happens to block this

85The "rising expectation" hypothesis has been described as
"revolution of rising expectations" by Berkowitz, "The Study of Violence."
p. 15; the "expection theory" by Allen, "Toward Understanding Riots,"
p. 10; "the rant - get ratio" by Masotti and Bowen, Riots and Rebellion
and Berkowitz, "The Study of Violence," p. 15. Berkowitz calls this the
"politico-social" approach as well and the "aspiration," hypothesis" by
Masotti and Bowen, Riots and Rebellion, p. 24 is another form. Also see
James C. Davis "Toward a Theory of Revolution," ASR 27 (February,
1962)1:1-19.
86Maaotti and Bowen, Riots and Rebellion, p. 25.
87
Allen, "Toward Understanding Riots" p. 11 and Berkowitz, "The
Study of Violence," p. 15.
88Allen, "Toward Understanding Riots," p. 11, calls this the
"blocked -opportunity theory."

this progress and the "anticipated satisfactions" are not achieved.
Other authors contend there is just enough improvement in conditions to
generate hope but the anticipated satisfactions are usually beyond the
capacity of the system to deliver.

Riotous behavior is the aggressive

response to frustrations which develop when these anticipated goals are
not in fact realized.89
Blumer would describe this situation as a "state of unrest,"
For example, certain groups such as those living in the slums and
ghettoes have impulses, dispositions and desires (such as middle clams
homes in the suburbs) which cannot be satisfied by their existing standard of living.

There follows a general restlessness because of in-

security, discomfort and fruetration.

The resulting psychological state

is one of "inner tension" or "disturbed feelings."

Such groups (those

in slums and ghettoes) live in a "state of tension and uneasiness," are
psychologically unstable and suffer from feelings of disturbed impulses..
Because of this, they are more sensitive to others in the same position
and riotous behavior is more likely to occur because of the common diepositions among the metalline of these groups.9C
According to Blumer, social unreet is "a symptom of disruption
and the breaking down of the order of living."91

He also states that

social unrest signifies "incipient preparation for new forms of collec89See Masotti and Bowen, Riots and Rebellion, pp. 24-25; Allen,
"Toward Understanding 1.iots," p. III Berkowitz, "The Study of Violence,"
p. 15 and James C. Davis, "Toward a Theory," pp. 1-19.
90Herbert Blumer,
"Collective Behavior," Part IV, Principles of
Sociology, ed., by Alfred McClung Lee, (New York: Barnes and Nob ea,
Inc., 1955), pp. 171-173.
91 Bluser, "Collective Behavior," p. 173.
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tive behavior. a9
-c
A maor theory, derived from the ideas of Blamer, ia that of
Lang and Lang who say "The greater a perceived threat, the stronger
will be the reaponse."93

They state there are people, who have suffered

severely from authorities, welfare agents and the police, with common
dispositions which lead to a "generalization of sentiment."

This may

result in a "critical mass" of people with "common moral sentiments"
concerning the existences of grievances.

In short, the Lange believe

riots occur because the depressed masses are "alienated together.
These "alienated masses" are unable to adjust to their situation and the
riots came as the result of "anamie."94

According to this explanation,

riotous behavior is more likely to result when a large number of people
are isolated and alienated from the rest of society and share a common
fate by having a common "anomic" disposition.
92Blamer, "Collective Behavior," p. 173. The "tension theory" is
based on Blumer's conceptualizations of "social unrest." See Marilyn
Gittell and Sherman Krupp, "A Model of Discrimination and Tensions,"
Riots and Rebellions: Civil Violence in the Urban Community, ed., Louis
Masotti and Don R. Bowen, (Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications,
Inc., 1966), pp. 69-83 and Klapp, Currents of Unrest, pp. 136-146.
93Kurt Lang and Gladys Engel Lang, "Racial Diaturbances as Collective Behavior," The American Behavioral Scientist 11 (March/April,
1968):11.

94Ibid., p. 11. Lang and Lang do not define specifically what
they mean by "anomie" but Iglitizin defines this 38 a feeling of alienation by large numbers of people who see a highly affluent urbanized
world where they are powerless and penniless. She further says "anomie
conditions" are: "Frustrated hopes, hostility, and cynicism due to unresponsiveness on the part of the government, and deep resentments and
grievances which are intensley vole tile, awaiting only a triggering
incident to erupt into violence." See Iglitzin, "Wiolence and Democracy,"
pp. 177-178. Quote taken from page 178.
951aang and Lang. "Racial Disturbances," pp. 11-13 and Iglitzin,
"Violence and Democzacy," pp. 177-178.
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The "alienation - powerlessness theory," described by Allen, is
just such an approach and refers to individuals who are in relative
isolation from the dominant segment of society.

These individuals have

various predispositions which develop from a sense of "powerlessness"
and "feelings of dissatisfactions" with their may of life.
predisposes these individuals to respond through rioting.

This state
For example,

individuals living in poverty are in relative isclation from the dominant
society and feel dissatisfied with the squalid conditions under which
they live.

At the trone time, this poverty group realizes they are power-

less to change thrir way o:

ife and riotous behavior is more likely to

occur as frustrations build within the individuals over the inability
to change the nature of their lives.)6
"Convergence theory," another well-known variety of the "beliefmotives" perspectives accounts for riotous behavior by concentrating on
a number of individuals who share common dispositione.

Theme vary with

the specific explanation given but utpizjiy identifiee a sne?.'

class

of people97 who are "prone" to committing Aotous behavior.i,

he

96Allen "Understanding }tire," p
971n identifying a special clAse c r-ategory of people, the
emphasis is usually placed on the predispcsitione of the indivtduals or
groups and not on the characteristics of the individuals or groups--such
as race, age, income, sex, occupation and the like--at the time of the
rioting. Such theories have not been included in this conceptual area
but will be intluded in conceptual area 0). However, the socio-demographic characteristics are utilized by some investigators to derive the
dispositions of the individuals and grope, and, when this occurs, these
theories are included in the present conceptual area.
"Grimshaw developed a paradigm denoting how prejudice, discrimination and social tension predisposes certain individuals and/or groups
to become violent-prome. See Grimshaw, ed., "Relationships Among Prejudice, Discrimination, Social rension, and Social Violence," Racial
Violence in the United States, (Chicago, Aldine Publishing ;ampany,
1969), pp. 446-45L. See especially p. 1452.
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following represent some of these "theories."
The "riff-raff theory" states that riotous behavior is caused by
the common "street people," the "lowest in socio-economic" standing, the
irresponsible deviants and the emotionally disturbed.

The "riff-raff"

participate in riotous behavior, according to this explanation, because
they have a long history of personal failure and are unable to integrate
into the social and political institutions of the society.

Riotous be-

havior is viewed as rebellion against the system because of dicatisfactions, distrust and frustrations.99
This is the same as the "underclass theory" which contends that
riots are caused by the hard-core poor, the dropouts, and the unemployed
who comprise the lowest status groLps in society.

hiotous behavior oc-

curs because the grievances of the underclass poor mount up until they
erupt.100

A ;.'Llar explanation is the "criminality" theory which

views riotous beklav:,

as being due to petty thieves, criminals, and

hustlers who engage J- lAais behavior for their awn gain.

Here again, a

certain class or people are seen as having predispositions which cause
them to participate in riotous behavior.2AAccording to the "recent migrant theory," riots are caused by
the failure of recent migrants to urban areas to adjust emotionally and
adapt to the cities,

Fecent migrants are alienated and suffer dis-

satisfactions from poverty, unemployment, and the complexities of living
in slam areas and the ghettoee.

99Allen, "Understanding

Hostility grows as frustrations increase

p. 8.

111qglitzin, "Violence and Democracy," p. 176 and Lupsha,
"Theories of Urban Violence," p. 262.
lulLupsha, "Theories of Urban Violence," p. 281.

and riotous behavior results if these predispositions are not changed.102
In contrast to this is the new image of the ghetto man.

According to

this approach, individuals or groups "perceive" they have the ability
to do better as they are more educated, have higher incomes and usually
are employed.

In this approach, riotous behavior is more likely to

occur if individuals or groups feel they could improve their social conditions but are not given the opportunity to do 80.10

In both ap-

proaches, the predispositions of the individuals or groups are viewed
as the cause of rioting.
Another explanation identifying a special class is the "teenage-rebellion (youth) theory" which blames riotous behavior on teenagers living in the inner-city slums and ghettoes.

rheee are young

people whose immaturity, feelings of racial pride as well as feelings of
the injustice of the American system of inequality causes them to engage
in the hard core activities of riotous behavior.10L

Lang and Lang refer

to a "subculture" existing in the ghettoes of urban areas which consist
of large number of youths who are reared in an environment where vio—
lence is learned and sanctioned.

The greater the integration of these

youth into this subculture, the more likely they are to express the
attitudes of the subculture and the more likely they are to have perceptions which would view rioting as a necessary act to attairr the goals
of self-interest.

According to Lang and Lang, riotous behavior is more

likely to occur within the urban ghettoes subculture if there are a

102Ib1d., p. 280.
103Allen, "Understanding aiots," p.

8.

104Iglitzin, "Violence and Democracy," pp. 176-177 and Lupsha,
"rheories of Urban Violence," p. 281.
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large number of youth who are unable to achieve in the ways which are
sanctioned by tho dominant society.1.35
7here are aldo explanations which approach riotous behavior via
a "conspiracy theory."

This "theory" explains that riotous behavior is

caused by a few individuals who promote this action to gain poltical
power or some other gain for themselves.

These individuals "perceive"

the chance to gain wealth for themselves and thus the action is premeditated rather than epontaneous.106
Conant states that riots occur on the basis of a pre-existing
hostile belief system.

According to this explanation, there are in-

dividuals or groups who have

3

pre-existing belief about the expected

behavior of social control agents, the social, economic and political
system or the dominant group in society.

For

example, blacks in the

ghettoes are convinced that the police will behave more discriminatory
toward them than toward middle-class whites.

alum predispositions are

viewed as the underlying determinant fo: the occurrence of riotous behavior.17
.;onant's conceptualization is similar to Smelser's concept of
the "generalized belief," which "prepares" the participants of riotous
behavior.

According to Smelser, generalized beliefs are "rooted in sit-

uations of strain and ambiguity. 1,108

When these

Sit..:AtiOn8

exist, anx-

1°5Lang and Lang, "Racial Disturbances," p. 13. Also see
Iglitzin, "Violence and Democracy," p. 176. Iglitzin refers to this as
the "subcultural thesis."
106Lupsha, "rheories of Urban Violence," p. 278-279.
"Fioting, Insurrection," pp.
10Cona-t,
n

421-422.

108
Smeleer, 'theory of Collective Behavior, p. 101.

iety may be felt by some individuals and groups.

This, in turn leas to

such individuals or gro ps identifying "some responsible agent" as
causing the anxiety which then leads to hostility toward that "responsible agent."

When this occurs individuals or groups have general

feelings of aggression which may result in sufficient motivation for
attacks upon those they feel are responsible.109

SUMMARY OF JONCEPTUAL AREA (2) BELIEF-MOTIVES
"Belief-motives" is a general category used to conceptuelize
explanations, "theories" and hypotheses which are associated with -,he
pre-dispositions of individuals and groups which exist befo-e and are
"triggered" before the actual occurrence of riotous behavior.

rhese are

general feelings, perceptions or states of mind which are viewed as the
underlying causes of riotous behavior.

Often theorists combine "etruc-

ture" and "belief-motives" when reviewing the underlying causes of
riotous behavior.
these two types.

Nevertheless, important differences exist between
Whereas structural concepts refer to objective and

concrete situations such as social conditions, "belief-motives" concepts refer to subjective and predispositional states of mind, such as
feelings about tne social conditions.

Many authors feel both are neces-

sary to explain riot behavior, but as should be clear on the basis of the
preceding discussion, specific "theories" often tend to stress one

Or

the other as "primary" causes.

(.3) urrao
The theoretical category labeled "setting" is defined in this

1 09Ibid., pp. 101-109, 249.
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thesis in terms of concepts which refer to the processes involved in the
attraction and assembly of large numbers of people who actually engage
in riotous behavior, the actual physical location where the crowd forms
as well as the socio-demographic characteristics of the participants.
This area does not include the act..ial behavior patterns as they are
included in conceptual area (4).

Processes .1.nvolved in the attraction

and &blamably of large numbers of people include the "precipitating event,"
milling, rumor and keynoting as well as the leadership roles of the
social control ants
the crowd.

rhe

usually the police) and the leadership roles of

physical iocation includes the ecological factors of the

neighborhood, the ')r,,ndaries ape", the relationship of the riot area to
the surrounding territory.

file socio-demographic characteristics of the

participants and/or social control agents may include age, education,
race, income and occupation.
_110
concepts in this category-- concern the immed:inte cot'ing more
or less concurrent with the actual occurrence of a riot.

'5ucl, deter-

minants, then, refer to the immediate ceases of riotous beha-v;or as
opposed to the relatively long-term cr underlying causes discusaed in
the first two theoretical categories.

In'derent in many of the "setting"

concepts is the assumption that underlyi

oaL:ses do exist and while

they do contribute to the occurrence of riotoua behavior, they are not,
according to many authors, the 'Limo:Late causes i. e., they (underlying
causes) do not explain why the riot ,,ccrred at a certain time or in a
particular location.
110Concepts used in this category have been described by many
authors. rho following represent only a few and are more or less a
synthesis of ideas except where otherwise noted.
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Conant identifies the "precipitating event" as an act, event,
or even a gesture which is seen by those with grievances as concrete
proof of an injuatice.111

the "precipitating event" may give credence

to any or all of a variety of "generalized belief-motives" and also
gives individuals or groups a concrete "justification" for striking back
at the presumed source or injustice, which may, in fact, not be the
actual source but a symbol of it.
Smelser defines the role of "precipitating factors" as confirming the existence, sharpening the definition or exaggerating the
effect of "structural conduciveness," "structural strain" and "generalized aggression."112

Examples of this sort of explanation would be

various recent discussions of the "precipitating events" leading to the
1960's riots, which generally involved some action by the police.
Lupsha, for example, pointed out that such events were not

nusual or

"traumatic," but that "hostilities had just reached a point where simply
the appearance of authority figures can trigger violence.013

That

action by the police served as a "trigger" or "peaking incident" is just
the concrete evidence of what presumably had been a "general feeling"
of aggression or hostility toward the unfairness and discriminatory

11]-Conant, "Rioting, Insurrection," p. 424.
112Smelser, "Theory of Collective Behavior, p. 264. In a later
work, Smalser, "Some Additional Thoughts on Collective Behavior,"
Sociological Inquiry 42 (Spring, 1972)2:101, said the value-added model
was to be considered as an analytic model rather than a temporal model.
Therefore, Smeser said, "If I were to rework Theory of Collective Behavior today--and still wished to treat the subject analytically--I
would drop that variable tprecipitating fac'..ori and treat the valueadded model without reference to time."
113Lupsha, "Theories of Urban Violence," p. 291. Also see
Berkowitz, "Study of Violence," p. 16 and Allen, "Understanding Riots
p. 6.

practices of the police, or the social order in general or the "last
straw" in a long list of grievances or injustices.114
"Precipitating events" may be diverse in nature but they all
serve as the "trigger" or "stimulus" for the assembly of a large "hostile group (crowd) of people and in addition, direct and focus crowd
attention on a concrete set of events and circu2nstances.115

The

"precipitating event" may be random and unpredictable, but nevertheless,
necessary and for most authors is the immediate "cause" of riotous
behavior 116
Once the precipitating event occurs, "rumors" are the usual mode
of communication which enables the crowd to define the situation as one
of Interest to their purposes.

Pumors are an informal mode of communi-

cation that allows for the widespread transmission of information in an
ambiguous situation i. e., a situation where information concerning the
incident is incomplete or unverified.117

This widespread transmission

of information occurs in situations where there is a "readiness to give
and receive communication," and where interests and "emotional arousal"
are present.

There is a tendency to believe that information which con-

forms to previous beliefs and supports present feelings.

The rumor is

seen by theorists as a mechaniem whereby an image is presented which is

114Lupeha, "Rioting, Insurrection." p. 291.
115Masotti and Bowen, Riots and Rebellion, pp. 28-29
116For example, see Firestone, "Theory of the Riot Process," p.
861; Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior, pp. 104-109, 247-252; Conant,
Rioting, Insurrection," p. 424; Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior.
pp. 61, 64-65, 108-109; and Lang and Lang, "Facial Disturbances; p. U.
117Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, pp. 32-33; Smellier,
Theory of Collective Behavior, pp. 104, 247-20; and Conant, "Rioting,
Insurrection," p. 424.
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consister

vith what is believed by the individual or group.

thus there

is increased reliance on others in the group and even though the rumor
118
may not be true, it may be accepted as true.
Turner and Killian describe the rumor process as developing
under situations where traditional forme of communication fail in defining the situation.

They say rumors are necessary to permit a "col-

lective definition" or "collective support" by the crowd members.
Individuals in the crowd look to each other for verification in accepting explanations of the situation and thus form a rumor group (a
"t_atative, shifting and easily-changed" group) until a "collectively
sanctioned imagery" develops.129

In other words, rumor is really the

collective effort of the group to simplify the situation and eliminate
some ideas or interpretations.
An example of the role of rumor in assemblying a large number of
people would be a situation where the police arrest a black man for being
drunk.

A scuffle follows and the black man is injured and has to be

hospitalized.

News travels around the neighborhood and there are several

diverse explanations and interpretations as to what happened.

As the

rumors spread, a crowd forms and especially if many people hear the
police beat the man simply because he was black.

rhis rumor would be

accepted as truthful by individuals who believe that police are unfair
118Turner and Killian, L.:011ective Behavior, pp. 42-4); Firestone,
"Theory of the Riot Process," p.161; and Conant, "Rioting, Insurrection," p. 404.
"rumor and Killian, .3ollective Behavior, pp. 42-43. On p. 41,
rurner and Killian aay if rumors provide the essential development of
the crowd, then symbolic interaction is emphasized, i. e., individuals
collectively through interaction determine the eituation and which explanation to accept. See the emphasis on symbols on the following page.
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and discriminatory toward blacks.
When an unusual or ambiguous incident takes place, an "undecided"
and "ambivalent" group may be created.

At the same time, there are

several explanations or interpretations (rumors) for the incident.

When

one explanation is accepted by the group as a whole, the process is
called "keynoting.e120
According to some authors, "keynoting" occurs because individuals are "milling," I. e. moving in a random and aieleas manner trying
to determine what actually occurred.

"Milling," according

o these

explanations, helps the gathering crowd to become more sensitive to one
another and allows the "keynoting process" to emorge.121

Blume, Tor

example, defines this as "circular reaction" and says it is the main form
,acting crowds."122 '1C ircul a r react ion"
f "inter-stimulation" within'
fee to stimulation coming from one individual to another individual
and

-ing

eflected bac}e te the first individual from the latter

•

" Onant, "Rioting, Insurrection," p. 425; Firestone, "Theory
of eiot Preeess," pp. 864, 868; and rarner and Killian, Collective Behavioe, p. 47. Clark McPhil and David Miller, "The Assembling Process:
A rheoretical and Empirical Examination," ASR 38 (December, 1973)6:721 735 neemenee the assemblage process and offer further insight into
entreeretations of why individues assemble as they do.
121 Blamer, "Collective Behavior," pp. 174-179 and Turner and
Killian, Collective Behavior, pp. 37-41.
122Blumer, "Collective Behavior," pp. 178-184, identifies fe.,
types of crowds. Briefly these are the "casual crowd" - characterized
by a brief existence, loose organization and little unity or assoeiation
of members. An example would be the "street crowd" looking at store
windows display; (2) the "conventionalized crowd" - characterized by
regular and established behavior. An example is spectators at a football game; (e) the "expressive crowd" - characterized by physical movemanta not directed at a specific object, but as a form of release. An
example would be the actions of the "Holy-Rollers," a religious sect;
and (4) the "action crowd" - characterized by spontaneous activity oirected toward a specified object. A prime example is the riotous crowd.
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individtlal and thereby reinforcing the initial stimulation.123

rhis is

one concept for explaining how spontaneous gr,ups such as those engaging
in riotous behavior come to have the same feeling about a situation or
event and is seen as reflecting an immediate cause for the rioting.
Most authors concerned with the immediate cause of rictous behavior stress the importance of an "object" or "symbol" in the rumor
and keynoting processes.

According to these authors, an "object" or

"symbol" of the object is necessary for preparing the crowd for action.
This object or symbol is the target or "shared image" which the crowd
believes to be the source or cause of the situation or grievance.124
Blumer defines the object as that on which "the impulses, feelings, and
imagery of the people become focused.

It is an image which has been

built up and fixed through the talking and acting of people as they
mill.125

rurner and Killian define symbols as "the material and product

of rumors" which "functions to indicate the implementation of the situation, or what is to be done about it, and to clarify the claim to
legitmacy for this line of action. H126

Smelser, on the other hand,

123Ibid., p. 174.
1214Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, pp. 47-48, Kapp, Currents of Unrest, pp. 49-55, Gary T. Marx, "Issueless Riot," Annals
7971—(S74tember, 1970)124-25 and Lupsha, "rheories of Urban Violence,"
pp. 274-275. Lupaha distinguishes between specific, well-defined targets (a particular group, class or individual) and the diffuse illdefined targets (government, authofity structure in general or the
economic conditions).
125Blamer, "Collective Behavior," p. 179.
126rurner and Killian, Collective Behavior, p. 47. Manning,
"Fifteen Years," p. 282, points out that rurner and Killian use "symbolic" in two different forms: (1) "Designative" symbolist's a process whereby "behavior, behavior patterns, events, persons, words, or
objects" are associated "with other behavior, behavior patterns, events,
persons, words, or ob.iects." This foes. according to Manning, is a

defines this as the focusing of a "generalized belief, which identifies
the so,..rce of stain, attributes certain characteristics to this source,
and specifies certain responses to the strain as possible or appropriate."17
Using the previous example, then, the crowd would view the
police as being responsible for discriminatory acts against blacks.
Keynoting would occur if there was agreement that the police were to
blame for the incident.

The police would then serve as the target or

object of crowd hostility or as a symbol for the various injustices
previously incurred by the group.

Turner and Killian comment on the

role which the mention and rumor of police brutality played in the
"keynoting" phase of various riots in the 1960's.

The cry of "police

brutality" was enough to signal a riot128 and led to "rhe Police
Brutality (Gestapo) Theory."

According to this "theory," police are

inadequate in handling their job, discriminatory, and instigate rioting
by their cruel treatment.129
"wedge-driving rumor."

Smelser further explains this as the

That is, the agents (police) are identified as

being responsible through a process which Smelser calls "shortcircuiting."
According to Smelser, there are generalized hostile beliefs or suspicious

mental act of association. (2) "Communicative" symbolism: a process
whereby the relationships of social behavior are formed through "language, thought, and communication." This form, according to Manning, is
used in explaining the crowd development processes, rumor development
and milling through social interaction. Manning further states that
rurner and Killian's use of symbolization may be "interchangeable with
socialization."
127Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior, p. 16.
1 28Tarner and Killian, Collective Behavior, p.

47.

129Lupsha, "Theories of Urban Violence," pp. 282-283.

that agents (police) are responsible for discriminatory acts against
blacks.

The "short-circuit" occurs if the police become a "concrete

identification" (object) and are assigned the blame for a "whole
variety of events."

Smelser says the crowd will accept any "exaggerated

stories" of the incident if the "short-ciruiting" occurs.

This, in

turn, causes the desire for "mobilization for action," i. e., to punish, attack, remove or damage those responsible (or perceived to be
responsible)."13°
Other authors describe the "suggestibility" which aids in the
formation of a large .amber of people.

"Suggestibility" refers to the

'heightened response to cues provided by other individuals in the
131
crowd.

Blume: calls this "social contagion" which he describes as

the result of milling--increased verbal and body activity within the
crowd—and he contends people find it difficut not to join in and become a part of the group.

"Social contagion" causes interest to

spread, especially if there is a common object--persons or things--on
132
which the crowd focuses attention.
"Contagion theories" use this approach in explaining the
processes whereby moods, attitudes, excitement, and so forth are communicated quickly.

These "feelings" may be communicated by "social

contagion" (described above), "lmitation"--individuals attempting to
mimic each other—or identification"--individuals identify their

130Smelser, Theory of .:ollective
Behavior, pp. 102-1-3, 248-249.
131 For example, see Turner and Killian, collective Behavior,
pp. 14-16; Lang and Lang, "Racial Disturbances," p. 12; Kleppe, Currents
of Unrest, pp. 49-51, 125-127; and Berkowitz, "The Study of urban Violence," p. 16.
13281umer, "Collective Behavior," p. 176.
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feelings to be the same as others Ln the crowd--,13 or some other
emotional reaction which is accepted by the members of the crawd.124
According to these "theories," individuals are transformed because of
a "heightened sensitivity" to each other and tend to spread a "common
mood and image.11 35
In the concepts and explanations described previocely, the
processes for assembling a large number of people have been described.
The precipitating event, rumors, milling, keynoting and the focusing on
par'Aculer object or target for hostilities are viewed by many authors
to be the Immediate determinants of riotous behavior.

Also important,

according to many authors ere the roles played by the social control
agents and the crowd just prior

c the riotous behavior action.1 36

This

includes the leadeeenip roles which develop among the social control
agents and the members of the crowd,

;hough there is evidence that

usually there is no stable leadership in
leadership rolee develop during "keynotir

4

crowd; but, instead these
Tr "confrontation. H137

1 33"Identification" is described :n more detail in the "beliefmotives" categnry.
2 and 133 as well as Firestone, "Theory of
1 34See footnoter
Riot Process," p. 866; 1.cL. Noel, "Group Identification Among
Negroes: An Empirical AelOeses," Journal of Social Issues 20 (Spring,
1964)2:71-84, Turner and 1Yllian, Collective Pehavior, p. 21.
135Turner and Ki_lien, Collective Behavior, p. 15.
1 36For exam,- e, see Firestone, "Theories of the Riot Process,"
pp. 861, 866; Conant, "Rioting, Insurrection," pp. 424-425; Lupsha,
"Theories of Urban Violence," pp. 274-277; Rainwater, "Open Letter,"
pp. 22-27; Robert M. Fogelson, "Violence and Grievances: Reflections on
the 1960's hiots," Journal of Social Issues 26 (Winter, 1970)2:141;
and Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, pp. 88-89.
137 rurner and Killian, Collective Behavior, pp. 65, 88-89;
Rainwater, "Open Lotter," pp. 24-25; and Firestone, "Theory of the Riot
Process," p. 865-866. "Confrontation" is defined below.

Smelse:-, as well as others, contends that crowd leadership may
take several forms: (1)

he leader may be an individual who shouted

somethiag (keynoter) the crowd agreed to and is not really aware he is
a leader nor does he necessarily have the desire to become one.

(2)

fhe leader may 'oe ar individual, motivated by circumstances, who deliberately encourages the crowd to riot.

(3)

Representatives of

organizations may be able to aesume the leadership roles even though
such grouos may not have started the assembling of the crowd.138 (4)
There may be several leaders during the occurrence of riotous behavior.
This keynoter may not be the one to lead the physical action and other
leaders may arise to direct the different forms of action.139
Some authors call this the "confrontation" or "streetconfrontation" phase and include the communication between the social
control agent, the crowd and/or other responsible recognized leaders
(religous, community organizations and the like).114

The roles of all

interested parties are emphasized and Firestone states this most
graphically when he says:
The street confrontation...may be locked upon as a phase in

138Smalser, fheory of Collective Behavior, pp. 254-255. Also
see furner and Killian, Collective Behavior, pp. 64-65; and Firestone,
"fheory of the Riot Process, pp. 870-873.
139Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, p. 89.
140tana and Lang, "Racial Disturbances," p. 11; Conant, "Rioting,
Insurrection," pp. 424-425; and Firestone, "Theory of the Riot Process,"
pp. 861, 869-872. Firestone is one of the authors who feels attention
should be given to the dominant group (Firestone is speaking of the law
enforcement personnel, city officials, and other civil authorities who
are not a part of the crowd) as they also have a precipitating event,
keynoting activities as well as images of what the situation calls for.
Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, p. 94 note the roles of
onlookers who do not participate in keynoting and confrontation.
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which rational and aggressive motivation for violence vie for supremacy, depending upon the interaction of the contending parties....
Motivation...is ambivalent, the possibility of withdrawal from the
confrontation still may be attractive t in short, the aggressive
incentive is not dominant.141
As noted, many authors feel this "confrontation phase is the
most critical and can be the most immediate determinant of riotous behavior action.

The nature and influence of social control activity at

this point is very critical.

"Under-control" on the part of social con-

trol agents may give the other responsible leaders of the community the
opportunity to stop hostilities; but, at the same time, "under-control"
could lead the crowd to conclude that this would be a good time to riot.
Accordingly, some authors state that riotous behavior is more likely to
occur if social control in the confrontation stage, I. e. the early
stage before the actual riotings begin, is weak, uncontrolled or withdrawn too soon from the area.142
riot is more of a "baiting game."

Smelser infers that this phase in the
For example, he says, both the social

control agents and the crowd participants are attempting to maneuver
.ach other into the positions of being labeled the one responsible for
the action eventually taken.

This phase of riotous behavior is viewed

by Smelser as critical because it determines which group (social control
or crowd) receives the support of the audience, spectators and the
143
ambivalent members of the crowd.
141

Firestone, "rheory of the biot Process," p. 861.

142,
,onant, "Rioting, Insurrection," pp. 427-428; Firestone,
"Theory of the Riot Process," pp. 866-867; and Smelser, rheory of Collective Behavior, pp. 17, 256-269. Smelser, "Some Additional Thoughts,"
pp. 98-99, also comments on the confrontation.
/43Smelser, "Same Additional Thoughts," pp. 98-99.
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On the other hand, same authors stress that "over-control" by
social control agents can inflame, arouse and intensify the situation.
rhia is especially true in the early stage before the actual behavior
patterns are well established.

Usually any such action on the part of

social control which tends to be out of proportion to the event leads to
greater hostility and increases the potential for more intensified violence.'"

Westley states "the worst thing the police can do is restrain

the crowd through the use of force."

He further states; "As long as

there is communication by voice, gesture, and eye, a human relationship
can continue.

But violence by the policeman breaks this compact, and

the crowd feels free to become violent."145
Conant also points out the role of the news media during the
"confrontation" phase by saying,
How the news media handle phase 2 [confrontation) has a critical
effect on the course of the riot. During the "sensationalizing" era
of a few years ago in the United States, almost any street confrontation was likely to be reported as a "riot." In the current policy of
"restraint," a street confrontation may not be reported at all.
Neither policy ia appropriate. A policy of "adequate communication"
Is needed. The grievances stemming from the precipitating incident
and agitating crowd should be identified. The response of local
authorities should be described. The adversary relations and their
possible resolutions, violent or nonviolent should be laid out

1"Conant, "Rioting, Insurrection," pp. 427-428; Firestone,
"Theory of the Riot Process," pp. 866-867; Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, p. 162; and Rainwater, "Open Letter, pp. 25-27.
1 45Wil1iam A. Westley, "The Escalation of Violence through
Legitimation," Annals 364 (1966)023. NOTE: This "confrontation" stage
should not be confused with the "interaction process" identified in conceptual area (4). In the present conceptual area --the "confrontation"
occurs before the crowd becomes violent. That is, in the early stage
before the patterns of behavior are established, there may be (and
usually is) an encounter with social control agents which determines
whether the crowd will became violent or disperse without physical destruction of lives and property. Although this encounter does involve interaction between the social control groups, the crowd and other interested groups, the interaction ia more in the form of verbal action.
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insofar as possible.146
The importance of the "confrontation" phase as a determinant in
the occurrence of riotous behavior is evident, according to these authors, because riotous behavior is unlikely to occur if social control is
adequate if some responsive method is suggested for appeasing the crowd
or if other responsible leaders are able to disperse the crowd.

On the

other hand, if the confrontation phase suceeeds in furthe: agitating the
crowd by intensifying hostilities, then riotous behavior is more likely
to occur and to occur rapidly.
Smelser and other authors consider: the "ecological factors" to
be very important in the timing as well as the assemblage of a large
number of people before a riot occurs.

rt,ese authors observe that rlots

are more likely to occur where overcrowding exists or where a large
number of people can easily be drawn into a crawl (in the slums and
tenement areas), near large transportation centers, in recreation eiaas
such as public places of entertainment, or on busy uteeet corners.

fhe

proximity of the physical location to the center of activity of a large
number of people, is necessary, in order that some fonm of apontaneo,s
communication or rumor will bring them together as e greep (crowd).
These authors further contend that riots are more likely to eecur in
the summer when the weather is clear, humid, and very hot while the most
severe rioting will occ!.:r at night and/or on weekenua,

on Friday

146Conant, "Rioting, insurrection," p. 425. Firestone "fhcory
of 'fiiot Process," p. 871 also calls attention to the role of the mass
media and feels the "labeling" of a situation as a riot is an aspect of
keynoting, especially for the community involved. Marx, "Ineueless
i•iots," p. 29 says many of the incidents expressed as riots in "the
height of the riot season" and labeled as such by the mass media, "were
not much more than traditional Saturday night brawls."

or Saturday night where ther€ are many people gathered or there is the
possibility of their gathering at very short n0tice.IL7
McCall, among others, stresses :ho e are ecological patterns
in the urban race riots in America, i. e., t here are certain areas
where riotous behavior is more likely to occur.

McCall contends these

are the slom or ghetto areas and therefore place of residence is an
important factor in the likelihood of riots occl.tring.

The physical

location is viewed as important in the success co fAiiure of social control agents in the confrontation phase, also.

Pm availability of such

things as yards, wider streets, public transportation facilities and
house construction (tall multi-familled buildings compared to single
mil. dwellings) are all important determinants in the likelihood of
rioting1118
The ecological factors are important, according to some authors,
in the spread or containmont of rioting not only from one neighborhood
to another but also from one rion to another ("geographic contagion").
According to their view, if there &Pe two or mote cities arranged in
such a way that communication, travel and proximity from one to the other
is sGsily attained, and rioting occurs in one city; there is every
likelihood that rioting will then occur in the other city (cities) as

&Wiser, nheory of Collective Behavior, pp. 62-63; Firestone.
"Theories of the fiorTrocess," pp. 86i-862; Michael McCall, "Some
Ecologioul Aspects of Negro Slum Riots (1968)," Protest, Reform, and Yevolt: A Reader in Social Movements, ed., Joseph F. Guefiold, (New York:
TolirT7PATiTITTE3ons,77icT, 19701, pp. 345-362; Day-id C. Schwartz, "On
the Ecology of Political Violence: Th. Long Hot Summer as a Hypothesis,"
The Amsrican Behavioral Scientist 11 (July/August, 1968):24-28, Lang
and Lang, wIacarnisturbancesO" p. 11. and Fogelson. "Reflections,"
p. W.
146Mc‘All, "Some Ecological Aspects," pp. 3.47-3/48.

wel1.11-9
The "structural situational approach," described by Lupsha, is
based on the interactional effects between individuals and the ecological
arrangements of a given situation.

Authors using this approach explain

the occurrence of riotous behavior by discussing the ecology of an area
and "concentrates cn examination of aggregate data, population growth,
density, unemployment, etc., to make statements about the "situational
concomitants of ecological arrangements..."15°
Socio-demographic characteristics151 are atudied to determine
why rioting occurred in that particular area at that particular time.
Smelser, for one, stressed that people in a crowd prepared for rioting
(mobilized for action) had to have a similar background or set of experiences in order to be able to understand one another.152

Turner and

Killian note the amount of sociological studies made to demonstrate that

149Berkawitz, "Study of Urban Violence," p. 16; Iglitzin, "Violence and the American Democracy," p. 176; and Lang and Lang, "Racial
Disturbances," p. 11.
1 501,upaha, "Theories of Urban Violence," p. 286.
151 The socio-demographic characteristics of the participants will
be placed under this category if the emphasis is on what characterized
the participant per se and not on the predispositions of the participants.
rho predispoeitions may be aseumed but if emphasis is on predispositions,
they are not included here but are placed under the "belief-motives"
category.
152Smelser, Theory of Lollective Behavior, pp. 240-256. Jeffery
1- Hadden, "Reflections on the Social Scientist' Role in Studying Civil
Violence: Introduction to a Symposium," Social Science ivarterly 51 (September, 1970)032-333, suggests study of neighborhoods (small ecological
units) including the characteristics and relationships of individuals
within the neighborhoods, would offer more insight into the causes of
riotous behavior than the study of "gross aggregate iata," such as
comparing riot cities with non-riot cities. Also see Carl ''.ouch
"Dimensions of Association in Collective Behavior Episodes," Sociometry
33 (December, 1970):457-01.
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the:

are common sociological background characteristics of participants.

These explanations imply that simillarity in social class, race, age,
education, employment and the like will determine whether an individual
or group participates.

As an example, Turner and Killian say "a sedate

middle-class buisness man is not as likely to join in the physical
violence of a crowd as is a lower-class laborer."153

SUMMARY OF CONCEPTUAL AREA (3) SETTING
The conceptual area labeled "setting" includes concepts, explanations and approaches which are associated with processes in7o7ved
in the assemblage of large numbers of people who engage in riotous behavior--"the precipitating event," "milling," "rumor," "keynoting" and
the like--but not the action itself.

Included in this conceptual area

are concepts relating to the leadership roles of the social roles of the
social control agents and riot participants in the confrontation stages
before the actual riot stages begin as well as the ecological considerations of boundaries, weather and etc.

Concepts in this category refer

to the immediate determinants of riotous behavior in contrast to the
underlying cauees of the two previous conceptual areas and "set the
stage" for the actual behavior discussed in conceptual area (4).

(4)

ACTION-BEHAVIOR
"Action-behavior," as a conceptual area of riotous behavior, is

defined by concepts relating to the general characteristics of crowd
behavior as well as the concepts describing the actual behavior patterns.
"Action-behavior," as a conceptual area in riotous behavior, contains the

153Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, pp. 20-21.
taken from p. 21.
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hypotheses, ideae, explanations and approaches which describe the social
interaction processes occurring once the action has commenced.

Up to

this point, the theoretical conceptualizations or categorizations have
explained the underlying or immediate causes of riotous behavior witho,.A
reference to the behavior patterns or characteristics formed by or
For example, concepts in the "structure"

during the actual rioting.

category and the "belief-motives" category explained the underlying
nausea of riotous behavior that are formed over a long period of time.
The "setting" category contains concepts relating to the immediate
causes of riotous behavior.

On the other hand, the present category

contains concepts relating to the actual behavior patterns (or lack
behavior patterns) and characteristics of the crowd which occur once
the action hail commenced.

That is, the previous three conceptual areas

concerned the determinants (underlying and immediate) of the occurrence
of riotous behavior whereas this conceptual area concerns the actual
behavior involved.
The conceptualizations of LeBon are helpful as they relate to the
characteristics of the nature of crowd behavior.

LeBon's characteriza-

tion cf crowd behavior was based on the "psychological law of the mental
unity of crowds."

LeBon clearly states he is concerned;

more especially with such crowds as have attained to the phase of
complete organism... It is only in this advanced phase of organism
that certain new and special characteristics are superposed on the
unvarying and dominant characteristics of the race.... It is only
under such circumstances too, that what I have called above the
15B
psychological law-of the mental unity of crowds comes into play.
The general characteristics of crowds is defined by LeBon as
"common sentiments," "contagion," and "suggestibility."

154LeBon, The Crowd, p.

26.

(rhese terme

have been defined in the conceptuals areas, "belief-motives" and "setting."

The difference is that these concepts are used here to describe

crowd oehavior.) }-) the "special characteristics" include impulsiveness,
high mobility, irritability, irrationality, suggestibility, credulity
through illusions, exaggerated sentiments, intolerance, dictatorialness,
conservatism, rebellionness, destructiveness, transitory nature and the
capacity for "lofty" moral sentiments such as sacrifice and oevotion.156
For example, Leon says the crowd is like "primitive beings"
whose acta are "at the mercy of all external exciting causes and reflects
their incessant variations."

Further, says Leon, tie makes the crowd

highly mobile and "they my be animatee in succession by the most contrary sentiments" with "varying impulses.""

According to Leon,

An isolated individual knows well enough that alone he cannot
set fire to a palace or loot a Shop, and Should he be tempted to do
Bo, he will easily resist the temptation. Making part of a crowd,
he is conscious of the power given him by number, and it le sufficient to suggest to him ideas of murder or pillage foz Um to yield
immediately to temptation. An unexpected obstacle will be destroyed with frenzied rage.156
In another passage, LeBon further describes the crowd by saying;
In consequence, a crowd perpetually hovering on the borderland
of unconciousness, readily yieldir- to all suggestions, having all
the violence of feeling peculiar to beings who cannot appeal to the
influence of reason, deprived of all critical fac.:lty, cannot be
otherwise than excessively credulous. The imp;-onatle does not
exiet for a crowd.. •19

1 55Ibid., pp.
In the previoGs cAtegories, these conceptualizations were used to describe the causes f)r determinants leading to
crowd action, whereas; in this conceptual area, they are used to describe
the actual behavior.
156LeB--,
on The Crowd, pp. 35-59.
157Ibid., pp. 3-37.
158Ibid., p. 38.
159Ibid., p.
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This has led to the "mad-dog" imagel6U of riotous behavior and
Fogelson in describing the 1960's riot says that "once the riots were
underway the black mobs assamed many of the "extraordinary characteristics attributed to mobs in general" by LeBon.

This was expressed by

the following passage;
That is, they exhibited a touch of the demonic--a sense of overwhelming power and a feeling of excitement bordering on abandon-which encouraged the rioters to act according to the passions of the
crowd rather than the rules of the society.10l
Blamer's "characteristics of the acting crowd" also implys that
actions of crowds (used here in reference to riotous crowds) are a form
of pathological behavior.

Of the acting crowd, Blamer states:

Instead of acting, then, on the basis of established rules, it
acts on the basis of aroused impulse.... In the light of this fact,
it is not difficult to understand that crowd actions may be strange,
forbidding, and at times atrocious. Not having a body of definitions
of imor rules to guide its behavior, instead acting on the basis,
pulse, the crowd is fickle, suggestive and irresponsib1e.16,
Spiegel, among others, refers to this type of behavior as the
"!4.oman Holiday," "carnival climate" and "game" or "sport" stage.

He

describes this behavior displayed by crowds as "an angry intoxication
indistinguishable from glee"--and is marked by wild cheering, yelling,
taunting jeers, and excitement.
a game structure.

According to Spiegel, the crowd "has

It (crowd] is like a sport somehow gone astray... n16

160Narx, "Issueless Riots," p. 23.
161 Fogelson, "Reflections," p. 143.
162Blamei, "Collective Behavior," p. 180.
163John Spiegel, "Hostility, Aggression and Violence," in Racial
Violence in the United States, ed., Allen D. Grimshaw, (Chicago: Aldine
Publishing Company, 1969), p. 336. Also see Jonant, "Rioting, Insurrection," pp. 425-426; Firestone, "Theory of the Riot Process," p. 871
and Fogelson, "Reflections," pp. 143, 145. Masotti and Bowen, Riots
and Rebellions, pp. 16-17 say they "tentatively label" this view of

While many authors have characterised crowds as fickle and irrational, Couch criticizes "current conceptualizations" which "emphasize
the pathological and bizarre nature of crowd behavior. 11164

C;ouch

further criticizes the Use of concepts such as "suggestibility," "emotionality" and "irrationality" in explaining crowd behavior because they
are "characteristics of the individual members."165 Couch, instead,
directs attention to the "social processess" and "social relationships"
of crowd behavior.

Using Couch's conceptualization of the acting crowd

the action of riotous crowds would be developed as a social 8y8tem.166
For example, Couch says that crowd behavior in "unanticipated
situations" is no different from other social systems when suggestions
are accepted for behavior which suits their purposes.

(Couch notes

institutionalized social systems have legalized authority.)

Further,

Couch says, crowds have not been as destructive as the established
authority especially in

he taking of human lives and concepts such as

irrationality and emotionality may be used to define the actions of both
the crowd and the established authority.

That is, the crowd sco;dn also

view the actions of the established authority as irrational and emotional
and vice versa.167

riotoua behavior as "rioting for kicks" and say such views of rioting describe or characterize it as a form of pathology--the "maddening crowd,"
or "feelings of freedom and joy." Kurt Lang and Gladys Lang, Cultural
Dynamics, (New York: Crowell, 1961), p. 32 comment on the irrationality
of crowds and the pathological elements within crowd action. Also see,
Roger W. Brown, "Masa Phenomena," in Handbook of Social Psychology, ed.,
Gardner Lindzey, (Cambridge: Addison Wesley, 1951) 9 PP. 833-876.
164Couch, "Some Stereotypes," p. 310.
165Ibid., p. 321.
166Ibid., pp. 321-322.
167Ibid., pp. 312-316.
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Both the crowd and the established authority, according to :o,lch,
tend to have "delusions of persecution" and reinforce this with their
"negative evaluations of the other."

The crowd acts, according to Couch,

to "oppose policies formulated by authorities" and depends upon a
"plurality having common dissatisfying experiences."

They (the crowd)

are attempting to pi-oduce a situation whereby a "different set of norms"
are used.

The crowd is not "more emergent than other forma" as these

"different set of norms" are already existing in the society (for example, the opportunity to vote and the ideas of equality and liberty)
but the adoption of these norms are new for the crowd.

rhis becomes a

joint co-ordinated effort through the interaction of the crowd membes
to change, modify or develop a new social system and, says Couch, would
be distinctive to that social system.168
Turner and Killian, however, emphasize the "emergent norm approach."

According to this approach, all collectivities, including

rioting crowds, are governed by normative behavior.

During a riot, the

normative structure develops via "the discovery of a special norm to
legitimize the action and the development of a conception of the situation, which defines this rule as the appropriate guide."169
In the "emergent norm approach," then, each individual perceives
socially relevant situations because they are a part of the group.

fills

perception is based on the agreement of the members and depends on convictions experienced in real life situations.

When the behavior of the

group diverges from what has oeen experienced previously (as does

168Ibid., pp. 315-322.
169Turner and Killian, Collective Behavior, p.

75.
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riotous behavior), the individual looks to the group as a reference.

In

the process of interaction, new situations (forms of behavior) are established and group pressu:e blocks out the usual (traditional) norms thcs
allowing new norms to be formed.170

thus crowd actions in a riot would

be the emergent norms for the group and would be developed through the
interaction of the group as they redefine the situation

OY

make new

rules for that particular situation.
Many authors feel that once a :.tot has commenced, the behavior
of the social

ontrol agents, the acting collectivity and the counte:-

violence agents should be considered.171

There is a "process of inter-

antion" and the patterns to such interaction depend on whether the
activities of either social control/counter-violence agents and/or thc
acting collectivity are conciliatory or violent.
developing

',14

severity of tt‘,.
Splewf

The relationship

this "interaction process" will help determine the
behavior.172
intifies the results of a violent "process of inter-

170TurL,er, "i±ieoretical Frameworks," pp. 129-130; Turner and
Killian, Collecve Behavior, pp. 75-76; and Turner, "Collective Be'aavior," pp. 394-397.
171A3 pL2inted out in the "setting" category, this "interaction
process" should not be confused with the "confrontation" or "streetconfrontation" phase. In the "street confrontation" phase of riotous behavior, the Interaction is mostly verbal with social control agents,
crowd members and other leaders in the community attempting to decide
what action should be taken. In the "interaction process" conceptualized
in the present category, the actual physical action has already commenced. That is, the crowd has been involved in throwing missiles,
looting, attacks, and/or other such behavior. The "interaction process"
determines to a great extent--not whether action will develop but rather-haw severe the action will be.
172yirestone, "Theory of the Riot Process," p. 873. Also see
Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior, pp. 261-268 for more details on
the activities of social control agencies.
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action" ana "seige."

According to Spiegel, when no direct communication

between rioters and social control agents can be established, a "state
of seige" develops where state police, vardsmen and paratroopers are
called in to repress the crowd.

At the same time, there is an attempt

by these social control agents to close off the area and establish a
curfew.

Rioters become increasingly more violent by throwing bombs,

setting fires and sniping and the social control agents also become more
violent in attempting to suppress the riotous behavior.173
Janowitz calls this state the "escalated riot stage."

According

to Janowitz, the atmosphere changes rapidly as "sniper" fire immobolizes
the police and fire department thus causing fires to become more widespread which, in turn, leads to more destructive rioting.

Thus, Janowitz

says, there is a "transformation wrought by sniper fire, widespread destruction and the counter-measures created by police and uniformed
soldiers."17/
' Once riots reach this point, Janowitz says, effective
control

OF

countermeasures are difficult and because of this highly

trained or specialized social control is required.175
According to many authors, this "interaction" period lasts until
the social control agents and/or counter-violence agents suppress all
violent activities (in relation to the riotous behavior) or until exhaustion slaws the action or the demands of the rioters are met.176

173Spiegel, "Hostility, Aggression and Violence,' p. 337.
174Morris janawitz, "Social Control of Escalated Riots" in
Facial Violence in the United States, ed., Allen D. Grimshaw, (Chicagot
Aldine Publishing Company, 1969), pp. 50L-505.
175Janowitz, "Social Control," pp. 505-512.
176For example, 300 Firestone, "Theory of Riot Process," pp. 868869; Spiegel, "Hostility. Aggression and Violence," p. 337; Conant,
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Sp1ege7 says, "The siege runs its course, like a Greek traagedy, until
both sides tire of this fruitless and devasting way of solving conflict.
It subsides when 'order has been restored'..."177
Turning to the pattezns of action which are involved in riotous
behavior, Fogelson describes what he calla "rioting."

Fogelson says,

"rioting" occurs most often and that it is characterized by excitement,
resentment, displays of jubilation," denouncement by rioters and social
control, boasting of accompolishments, exhilaration, threata, defiance
of police, curfew violation, and "milling" in the street.

Fogelson does

not view "rioting" to be a destructive form or pattern of action. - 8
Guzman, on the other hand, describes "rioting" as the entire process of
action and includes all the patterns of action under the conceptualization of "rioting."179

"Rioting, Insurrection," p. 426; and Janowitz, "Social Control," pp. 501:505.
177Spiegel, "Hostility, Aggression, and Violence," p. 337.
1 78ogelson, "Reflections," pp. 144-146. If "rioting" is defined according to Fogelson's conceptualization, this concept could also
be placed in the "setting" category if the investigator considered only
the resentment, excitement and "milling" in the street. However curfew,
are usually only established after the crowd has become violent and
destructive and thus this form of riotous behavior would be included in
the present conceptualization. Also, some authors bypass the "setting"
conceptializatione and refer only to the action committed by participants. If the author uses concepts to refer to the activities of crowd
just prior to the actual physical violence, the concepts will be placed
in the "setting" category. However, if the author refers to concepts
explaining the activities of the participants in relation to the actual
behavior patterns formed during the riotous event, they will be placed
in the present category.
1 79Jessie Parkhurst Gueman, director, "Routine' Violence in the
South-1963," (ATuakegee Institute Report), Racial Violence in the United
States, ed., Allen D. Grimshaw, (Chicago: Aldine Publishing, Co., 1960,
TT-79-190. Most of the authors in the section on patterns of behavior do not differentiate between "rioting" and riotous behavior
action.
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"Looting" is a pattern of action which is directed toward property rather than persons.

Fogelson states the pattern of "rioting," by

: the 60's, revealed "looting" occurred "openly" as though the
the riots o4
merchandise really belonged to the looters; durable goods such as furniture and clothing were taken more often than perishable goods; and if
caught, looters were not remorsefu1.18°

Quarentelli and Dynes view

"looting" as a pattern of selectivity which preceeds through three
stages and cumulates in a re-definition of property rights.
In explaining this pattern, Quarentelli and Dynes first define
property as "a shared understanding about who can do what with the
valued resources within a community.”181

Looting is seen as assuming

a degree of selectivity since there are particular stores, businesses
and establishments that become targets (clothing stoles, furniture and
appliance places and liquor establish.ents) whereas others (banks,
schools, certain buisness eetabliehments, private residence's and plans)
are virtually ignored.
developed as follows.

The three stages of the looting pattern are
First, in the "symbolic looting stage," ac-

cording to Quarentelli and Dynes, there are destructive attacks or
illegal use of equipment belonging to those felt responsible for the
"underlying" causes of conflict in the community.

(There are usually

attacks on police cars, fire fighting equipment, and/or white buisnees
establishments and include acts such as window breaking, turning over
or burning care and the burning of particular stores.)

rhese are

18°Fogeleon, ":,,eflections," p. 147.
181 E. L. Quarantelli and eessell R. Dynes, "Looting in
Disorders: An Index of Social Change," The American Behavioral Scientist
11 (March/April, 1968):8.

symbolic objects and "signal the start of the redefinitions of property
rights."182
Ile second stage of the looting pattern occurs, say Quarentelli
and Dynes, when there is a conscious, systematic and deliberate plundering of goods rather than the destruction of "symbolic" poperty.

Then,

in the third stage, according to Quarentelli and Dynes, looting becomes
widespread, open, unsystemic and the "normative, the socially si.Ipported
thing to do."183

Thus, there

is

a "redefinition" of these properti

rights, with a ;:sw agreement emerging among the rioters in defining the
situation with the 1c'7)ting serving as a "new process of 'collective
bargaining' concerning rights Lpropertyl and responsibilities of various
groups in most American communities."

In the same paragraph, Quarentelli

O ft
and Dynes state looting is 'also an instrument for societal change.
Another pattern of behavior of action is arsi.Jn.

Althou.gh more

destructive than looting, the overall pattern of arsor Ls aiso seen
being selective by Quarentelli anu Dynes.

As ponted

looting patterns, there are certain establishments sac:

3

previously in
,,nkS,

churches, schools, private residences, and plants that are usually
ignored unless they are damaged %a a

ult of being to .:lose to busi-

ness establishments that are burned.1
Assaults, as a pattern of act!!, incl..de physizal attacks such

182Ibid., pp. 8-9.
183Ibid.
18hIbid., p. 8.
185
Ibid. For a different view of the patterns of arson see
Guzman, "Violence in the South," pp. 187-189. Guzman desc-ibes bombing
and fires as a mode of attack on churches, private residences as well as
business establishments.

33 the firing of weapons, beatings, knifings, throwing of bricks or
stones (or any object), and the overturning of motor vehicles as well as
the tossing of bombs.

Assault as a pattern of action may be directed at

people or property.186
The perspective with which one approaches the study of riotous
behavior patterns will determine whether one

Vi3WS

this action as a

"social system," a "situation involving the emergence of new norms" or
as a "pathological" activity.

For example, if the investigator views

,..he action as pathological, bizarre and irrational, the acts will be
seen as deviant, "anti-social," illegal, "meaningless" and criminal behavior.187

On the other hand, if the actions are viewed via the social

systems approach, the acts are seen as functioning to allow change within
the society (in the social processes and social relationships of some
members of that society) by modifying the old system.

Thus the behavior

Jle rioting crowd is not viewed as being "anti-social," pathological,
riminal.188

Similarly, if riotors behavior is approached via

no:ms," the "action-behavior" is viewed as an emerging norm
which means the eituation

is

redefined by new rules, established through

the interaction of the crowd members, for that particular situation and
thus the behavior would not be deviant, but rather conforming to the
group eituation.189

186Fogelson "Reflections," p. 154. For a detailed description of
beatings, bombing, Shootings, stabbing and stoning see Guzman, "Violence
In the South," pp. 185-193.
187Quarantelli and Dynee, "An Index of Social Change," pp. 7-10,
especially p. 8; and Couch, "Some Stereotypes," pp. 310-322.
188Couch, "Some Stereotypes," pp. 310-322.
189rurnor and Killian, Collective Behavior, pp. 391i-397; and

SUMMAY OF CONCEPTUAL AREA (4):

AMON-BEHAVIOR

fhe conceptual area, "action-behavior" is defined by concepts
which define the general characteristics of crowd behavior; the social
interaction processes occurring once the action has started; and the
actual patterns the action takes--looting, arson and assault.

In the

previous three conceptual areas the emphasis was on the underlying
("structure" and "belief-motives") and immediate ("setting") determinants
or cases of the occurrence of riotous behavior.

In the "action-behavior

category, however, the actual behavioral patterns and the action
processes are described.
rhe significance and meanings of the patterns of action, I. e.,
looting, arson, and assaults are determined by the perspective or approach taken toward riotous behavior.

If riotous behavior is approached

as being pathological or bizarre, the action is viewed as "anti-social"
and deviant.

If, however, the behavior is approached as a "social

system," the action is viewed as being functional in that it allows
certain groups to be included in the existing order of the society.

On

the other hand, if the behavior is approached via the emergent norm
conceptualization, the action is viewed as a re-definition of rules
distinctive to that particular situation.

In the latter two approaches,

the action is not seen as deviant or pathological, but as an instrument
of social change.

Turner, "Theoretical Frameworks," pp. 129-130. (NOrE: rhe main difference between Couch's definition of the "social system's model" and
Turner and Killian's "emergent norm" approach is ;ouch's distinction
between re-defining the situation using norms which are already existing within the society and rurner and Killian's definition of redefining the situation by the establishment of new rules.
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(5)

AF ra..MA l'H-CONSEQUEN .ES:
The conceptual area labeled "aftermath-consequences" describes

the situation and/or attitudes following the "ac,ion-behavior."

The

"reactions" and responses" of all individuals and groups in the community are viewed as a "critical" factor in the analysis of riotous behavior.

The potential for the occurrence of future riotous behavior is

19',)
reflected by these "reactions," according to these authors.

Also by

analyzing the 'aftermath-consequences," the causes or determinants of
riots may be assessed.

For instance if riotous behavior is indeed an

"instrument" of social change, one would expect such behavior to generate
social reform.

In the absence of substantive reform, repeating incidents

of behavior would be more likely to occur.
Spiegel notes three types of response taken by local governments following the occurrence of riotous behavior in the ghettos.

One

response is a "mass denial" by city officials that ghetto residents were
actively involved in the riots.

Rather, these officials say hoodlums

and criminals are responsible for the action.

According to Spiegel,

these officals call for stricter law enforcement measures, larger and
better weapons, and instigate no programs to ease social conditions or
tensions in the ghetto.

According to Spiegel, the possibility of a

repetition of the occurrence of riotous behavior is high in this type of
situation.191
:he second respcnse, given by Spiegel, is the -insincere recogni190Allen, "Understanding Riots," pp.
13-1L; Masotti and Bowen,
Riots and Rebellions, p. 301; Spiegel, "Hostility, Aggression, and Violence," pp. 337-339; and L:onant, "Rioting, Insurrection," pp. 427-428.
191 Spiegel, "Hostility, Aggression, and Violence, pp. 337-338.

8ri

tion" given by city officials of the ghetto p:oblems and conditions.

In

this type of situation, according to Spiegel, the officials recognize
publically the demands of ghetto leaders and announce plans for improving
conditions but few actual improvements are made.

rherefore, says Spiegel,

the potential for repetition of riotous behavior is great.192
The third type of response is viewed by Spiegel to be a "sincere
recognition" of the social problems and conditions existing within
ghetto areas.

In this sitc.ation, city officals seriously attempt to

change these social conditions (these vary due to the "particular cir—
cumstances, resources, and local government capacity") existing L.r. t,he
ghetto.

According to Spiege2, even here there is danger 0

riotoLe be-

havior reoccurring if there is too much "self-satisfaction" and "selfcongratulations" on the part of city officals. 93
Another conceptualization, relating to the probability of incidents of riotous behavior increasing or decreasing, is the "catharis
concept."

According to this explanation, once riotous behavior has

occw.red, all (or at least most of) the aggressive motivations and predispositions leading to the occurrence of riotous behavior are dissolved.
rhere is a "cleansing force," according to some authors, which allows
individuals to be free of those pre-dispositions (see "belief-motivea")
which led them to participate in riotous behavior.
behavior is unnecessary once "catharis" is reached.

Thus further riotous
On the other hand,

if "catharis" is not reached, i. e. if socia: control agents suppress
the riotous behavior too quickly, there is every likelihood of increased

p.

338.

19.31bid., pp.

338-339.
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riotous behavior 0ccirring.2c'L
rhe "aftermath-consequences" category should be taken as "optional" in the conceptual areas.

rhe concepts in this area are weak and

rather undefined to date because of the lack of research in this area.
Also this category is not directly related to either the causes and
determinants or riotous behavior nor to the actual behavior, but indirectly may be used to explain them.

This category is included in this

thesis because some researchers use the public reactions (government as
well as the larger public) as an indirect mode of intrepreting and
clarifying the previous four conceptual areas.

SCOPE

ME7HOD OF DEFINING METHODOLOGICAL rECHNIWES
As stated in the begining of this chapter, the focus of attention

initally on two variables--the conceptual areas (defined in the previous section) anci the methodnlocical techniques of collecting data
utilized by the various researchers

the study of riotous behavior.

Seven categories of methodologi:a_

A.ques of data collection are in-

cluded in the present thesis as being representative of research in
sociological interpretaticns.195

These categories of data collection

1 94For example, see Allen, "Inderstanding Plots," pp. 13-114 and
Conant, D'aioting, Insurrection," p. 1427.
195For general discussions on techniques of data collecting see
Fred N. Kerlinger. "Methods of Observation and Data Collection," Part
avers, Foundations of Behavioral Resea,ch, (New York: Holt, tinehart and
Winston, 1966), pp. 199-3112: (This includes four chapters on data collection.) Ralph rhomlinson, Sociological Concepts and Fesearch:
Acquistion, Analysis, and Interpretation of Social Informatior, (New
York: Random House, 1969), pp. 140-60; Bernard S. Phillips, "Data Collection," Part No, Social Eesearch: Strategy and ractics, 2nd. ed.,
(New York: rhe MacMillan Company, 1971), pp. 87-18.9: and Herbert M.
Blalock, Jr., An Introduction to Social Research, (tAglewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1970), pp. T.767n.
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and observation are identified as historical documents, census materials,196 interviews, questionnaires, participant observation, laboratory experiments and informants.

These classifications of methodologi-

cal categories are utilized in this thesis to delienate potential methodological techniques or procedures available for use in collecting
data on riotous behavior.

The actual use of these methodological tech-

niques by researchers of riotous behavior are discussed in Chapter IV
of this theeis.
Historical documents, as defined in this paper, include personal
documents such as diaries, court and school records, reports of agencies—such as social welfare, voluntary associations, prisons, industry
and the like--, newspaper articles and the synthesized work of others.197
Census materials, as a separate category, includes the use of census

1 96Although many, if not all, writers include census data within
historical documents, they are not combined in this thesis. Phillips,
Social Research, pp. 152-155, stresses the fact that census tract data
is usually combined with other data collection procedures. He states
they may be combined with interviews, questionnaires, other historical
data and observational techniques. He also says, "census data is too
rough to do more than point in such directions, the integration of data
on physical systems with data on behavioral systems but such pointing
itself can be quite valuable in leading us to take the next steps." See
Phillips, Social hesearch, pp. 153-154. Since interviews, questionnaires
and observations are separate categories, census materials is considered
a separate category in the initial typology. Later in Chapter IV, the
categories are combined and the interrelationships aee shown, i. e., the
different combinitions of methods as used by researchers in riotous behavior are denoted. From this point all seven categories will be referred to as data collection techniques or methodological techniques in
that all axe used as a source of data for explaining, theorizing and
conceptualizing riotous behavior.
197
For a description of documentary materials see Thomlinson,
Sociological Concepts and ,esearch, pp. 34-35 and Phillips, "Use of
Documents," Social Research: Strategy and Tactics, 2nd. ed., (New York:
eandom House, 1969), pp. 147-151, 1,4-157.
The synthesized work of others does not include the use of survey data collected by ether agencies as this is included in the interview or questionnaire category, depending on the method employed.

trace data such as that supplied by the U. S. bureau of the Uensus
(decennial), the Statistical Abstract of the United States (annual) and
other statistical data gathered as a result of the census.198
Interviewing, as a methodological technique, includes several
forms--standardized, semi-standardized or informal interviews, but all
involve the use of interviewer(s) in the collection of data.

Examples

of the standardized interview would include the use of interview schedules such as those utilized by the I-oper Public Opinion Research Center,
the National Opinion Research ;enter, the Office of Public Opinion Research, the Gallup Poll and Market ilesearch Opinion ,2enter.199

In this

type of interview, the interviewer is required to ask only the questions
on the interview schedule and in the order given on the schedule.

Semi-

standardized interviews have certain specific questions that are required but other questions (probes) may be utilized by the interviewers
in gaining the information sought.

In the informal or unstandardized

interview, the interviewer decides what questions are to be asked in the
order most appropriate at the

23

Questionnaires, as a methodological technique, are self-administered and do not utilize the services of an interviewer.

Question-

naires are usually mailed but may be distributed and collected by an individual or group.

Large nation-wide sample surveys are mailed.2-1

198Phillips, Social Research, pp. 151-154.
199Ibid., p.

155.

21)0Thomlinson, Sociold_gical ._;oncepts and Research, pp.
and Phillips, Social Research, pp. 128-129.

45-46;

201 Blalock, Jr., Social Research, pp. UL -51; Phillips, Social
heaearch, pp. 125, 1L2; and rhomlinson, Sociological Uoncepts and Research, pp. 0-5U.
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Participant onservation, as a methodological technique of data
collection, is _lefined in this thesis as the direct observation of the
situation, event and/or behavior by the author himself.

rherefore, the

author may have actively participated in the event, may have been a member of one of the groups (crowd, social control or other interested
organization) without actually participating, or just an observer to the
event.202

Defined in this manner, the field experiment--where the in-

vestigator observes real--life situations but does net participate in
the events under study, would be incorporated into the category of
participant observation.203
The :aboratory experiment, on the other hand, involves the investigators use of a formal structured setting in a laboratory or laboratory setting in which he attempts to simulate situations of real-life
and observe reactions and responses of these under observation.
In the laboratory experiment, the investigator is able to isolate
variables not considered per - tinent to the situation under study as well
as manipulate those variable considered important in a specific controlled research. 2U
The .1se of informants, as a methodological technique, is defined
In this thesis as the utilization of key individuals to gain some specific information on some aspect of the situation, event, or behavior.

Selltiz, Marie Johoda, Morton Deutsch, and Stuart W.
Cook, Research Methods in Social i'elations, rev. 1 vol. ed., (New York:
Holt, ..inehart and Winston, 1966), p. ?OIL; and haymond L. Gold, "Roles
in Sociological Field Observations," Social Forces 36 (1959):217-223.

21n1
-- Thamlinson,

Sociological Concepts and Research, pp. 43-%5 and
Phillips, Social 'esearch, pp. 122-123.
21"Thomlinson, Sociological Concepts and Research, p. 146; Phillips, Social hesearch.
, p. 107: and Kerlinge:.. ',Iehavio:7
a-nesearch, p. 379.

Although closey related to the informal interview, informants are distinguished as a separate category in this thesis because of the investigator's use of only one or two key individuals rather than any attempt
to sample respondents.

These key individuals are selected on an indivi-

dual basis to aid the investigator in collecting data.2's6

SUMMAil.Y OF METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
The second variable discussed iu this chapter is

methodologi-

cal techniques used by various researchers in collecting data for riotous
behavior research.

Classification of these techniques are based on meth-

odological procedures which are repreaentive of research in any sociological interpretation.

The methodologicA categories, used in this thesis,

are (1) historical documents--diaries, records and/or reports of various
agencies, newspaper articles and the synthesized works of others--, (2)
census matefial, (3) interviews, (4) questionnaires, (5) partirpant
observation,

(6)

laboratory experiment and (7) informants.

POWAPD A TTPOLOGY
In Chapter 1, several questions were aseed.

Among these were

"what are the theoretical perspectives which sociologists have .ased to
study riotous behavior?" and "can these perspectives be condensed into a
working classifactory system?"

rheas questions have been answered in the

first part of this chapter with the classification of the conceptual
areas--(1) structure, (2) belief-motives, (3) setting, (!) actionbehavior, and (5) aftermath-consequences (optional).

The question was

2t5Selltiz, et. al., Research Methods, pp. 245-2h6, 263-26/4 and
Wiiliam Foot Whyte, Street Corner Society, (Chicago: The University of
,Ilicago Press, 1969), pp. 70-301.

also asked, "what methodological techniques have been used in the collection of data for riotous behavior study?"

This question will be

answered in Ilapter 17 when the actual research on riotous behavior is
charted via the methodological procedures which are representative of
sociological interpretation--these methodological techniques are (1)
historical documents, (2) censs material, (3) interviews, (4) questionnaires, (5) participant observation, (b) laboratory experiment and (7)
informants.
Lsing these classifications, a typology of conceptual areas in
relation to methe'_ogical techniques was developed to analyze all the
empirical articles, concerning riotous behavior, appearing in the major
206
sociological journals from 1940 to September, 1973.

Such a typology,

then, would be illustrated by Figure 2 on the following page.
This analysis of conceptual areas in relation to the methodological techniques utilized in riotous behavior research was accompolished
via the content analysis approach.
tionships.)

2°6

(See Impter IV for actual rela-

Content analysis was utilized because it is a resea-ch

technique which allows for a systematic objective comparison of what has
been accompolished in riotous behavior and is a way of comparing the

2°6Articles were not considered prior to 19L because some of
the sociological techniques of research were not developed before that
time. See Chapter I for Evans discussion on the development of these
techniques.
207For a detailed discussion of content analysis and its uses
see Ole R. Holeti, Content Analysis For the Social Sciences and Humanities, (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1969))
Jacqueline P. Wiseman and Marcia S. Aron, 'Content Analysis," Field
Projects for Sociology Students, (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Schenkman
Publishing 'pany, Inc., 1970), pp. 113-125; and Kerlinger, "Available
Materials and ;ontent Analysis," Foundations of Behavioral Fesearch:
Educational and Pe cholo ical I uir , TRav York: Holt, F.inehart and
Wtnston, Inc., 196LY pp. 39-j.
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Figure 2. Relationship Between ';onceptual Areas and
Methodological Techniques in Riotous Behavior Research.
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relationship of conceptual areas to the methodological techniques by
studying the actual output of researchers.
''sing the framework developed in Figure 2, answers to the following questions relating to riotous behavior may be fond.

That is, do

the theoretical perspectives of the researcher restrict the methodological techniques
versa?

utilized in the study of riotous behavior or vice

Does the data source of riotos oehavior research circumscribe

or define the scope of the study?

Are there discernible differences in

2C8This author recognizes that there may be some objections to
using census data as a methodological technique. The reasons for doing
so are explained in footnote 196 and this will become even more evident
in the final chapter. For the purpose of this thesis, then, census
data will be included as a methodological technique and/or technological
method.

the research techniques of investigators who stress ralltiple causation
over those who stress single causation in riotous behavior?

The frame-

work developed in Figure 2 was devised to analyze previous empirical
resea2ch and derive the interrelationships between the conceptual ideas
prevalent in riotous study and the technological methods utilized by
these researchers in the collection of data in order that these and
other questions might be answered.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER II
Attention is focused in chapter II on two variables: (1) the conceptual areas--explanations, hypotheses, approaches and theories-utilized in explaining riotous behavior by the various investigators and
(2) the methodological techniques which these researchers utilized in
the collection of data to present these conceptual areas.

Five cate-

gories of conceptual areas are identified:

(1)

The "structure" category contains concepts describing the preconditions leading to riotot,s behavior as resulting from social conditions in the social, economic or political structure of the
society and riotous behavior is viewed as more likely to occur
when the traditional normative structure is unable to cope with
these conditions.

(2)

The "belief-motives" category contains concepts describing the
underlying cause of riotous behavior as resulting from the predispositions of individuals or groups, 30th "structure" and
"belief-motives" categories contain concepts used in describing the
underlying cause of riotous behavior; but "structure" contains concepts referring to the objective concrete social conditions, whereas
"belief-motives" contains concepts referring to the abstract subjective predispositions about the social conditions.
The "setting" category contains concepts describing the immediate
cause or reflection of the immediate cause of riotous behavior which
results from the assemblage of a crowd, the leadership roles of all
concerned parties, "the ecological arrangements, and the sociodemographic characteristics of the participants."
The "action-behavior" category contains concepts describing the general characteristics of crowd behavior, the social interaction
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orocess occrring once the action has begun; and the actual patterns
of action. Whereas the three categories above contain concepts referring to the actual behavior patterns and characteristics. the
"action-behavior" category contains concepts referring to the components of action.

(5)

rhe "aftermath-consequences" category contains concepts which describes the situation or attitudes following the actual behavior.
rhis category would be considered as optional as concepts are only
indirectly related to rioto_s behavior.
Ihe methodological techniques utilized by researchers in col-

lecting riots behavior are classified as (1) historical documents,
(2) census material, (3) interviews, (4) questionnaires, (5) particirant
observer, (6) laboratory experiment, and (7) informants.

Melte clasel-

factions are used to delienate the available methodological techniquee
in riotous behavior research.

The actual methodological procethires

which have been utilized are discussed in chapter IV.
These two variables, conceptual areas and methodological techniques, are used to de'- n a framework in litizh the actual work of reThis classi-

searchers in the study

rio'vous behavior may be analyzed.

factory system will

Azed to show the interrelationships between

the conceptual areas a -xi the methodological techniques prevalent in
r)otou.i rshavior research via content analysis of the major sociological
journal a:ticles relati•Ig to the empirical study of riotous behavior
fram 1940 to September 1973.

OHAPrER III
I.

MEMODOLOGY

xvrair

A:;ALYSIS PROClYPrS
The classifactory scheme developed in Chapter II, will be used

as a framewcrk for analyzi:g all the empirical articles concernirg
riotous behavior which hive appeared in the major sociological journals
from 19L0 through September, 1971.1

he published literature on riot-

ous behavior contributed by sociologists and other social researchers in
these publications provides the researcher with an opportunity to examine within the sociological context, the interrelationships of the
conceptual areas and the methodological techniques used to discuss and
analyze riotous behavior.
Champion and Morris, in noting the important function of sociological journals, stress the fact that they "disseminate empirical research" and "eleborate" on "methodological strategies."

rhey further

state that;
Professional sociological journals reach and irfluence large
segments of the sociological population. There are often considered
as parameters which reflect current professional attitudes, opinions,
and the state of the discipline.?
1 As stated in the previous chapters, the major sociological data
collection techniques had been introduced and for the most part perfected as research tools by this time-1940.
?Dean J. lhampion and Michael 1.. Morris, "A rantent Analysis of
Book Reviews in the AJS, ASP, and Social Forces," AJS 78 (March,
1973)5:1256.

j)7

fhe selecO:!.on of articles was intended to be exhaustive of the
published literature concerning riotous behavior in the major sociological journals from 194o through September, 19733 and other selected
journals and magazines which pertained to sociological inquiry.

Po

aetermine just which articles should be included in this analysis, a
working bibilography was compiled from the Social Science Guide.

All

articles referring to riots, riotous behavior and collective behavic:• in
general were included.

All articles in the major sociological journals

were consulted and any articles not on the original list were added.5

3The major sociological journals used in this analysis were
Social Problems, Journal of Social Issues, American Sociological Reviewo
Social Forces, Sociological Inquiry, American Journal of Sociology,
Sociological Quarterly, Sociometr_y, Urban Affairs Quarterly and the Journal of Intergroup Relations.
/lin addition the following journals and magazines were used in
the analysis: American behavioral Scientist, Annals, Commentary, Human
Relations, Public Opinion Quarterly, Phylon, Trans-Action, Social
Science Quarterly, Journal of Applied behavioral Science, Journal of
Criminal Law: Criminology and Police Science, Scentific American and Science
and Society. ale articles from these related journals and magazines were
included for several reasons: (1) these articles were directly related
to riotous behavior. (2) the involved research ana conclusions based on
sociological analysis. (3) the field of riotous behavior has been somewhat neglected by sociologists in presenting research on riotous behavior to major sociological journals; although, there has been a marked
increase within the last ten to fifteen years. (L) the journals and
magazines are not in clearly established disciplines such as political
science, psychology, history and the like; but, they are listed as subscriptions pertaining to the field of Sociology. These twelve journals
and magazines together with the ten sociological journals are considered
as a universe of content rather than a sampling.
5These checks were made three separate times to lessen the possibility that articles would be overlooked. In all, there were 1.9,4
articles included on this list. Of the 193 articles, two could not be
located. These were H. Cantril, "Causes and Control of fiot and Panic,"
Public Opinion Quarterly 6 (1943):669-679; and Robert Shellow, "Reinforcing Police Neutrality in Civil Rights Confrontations," Journal of
Applied Behavioral Science 1 (July/August/September, 1965):20-2514.
The latter article sounds like a socia: movement article but since it
coLld not be located this cinnot be substantlated.
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The following is a list of selection criteria applied in obtaining the articles to be analyzed using the framework developed in
Ilapter 11:6
(1)

The article had to pertain to sociological inquiry into

riotous behavior or some aspect thereof and had to have appeared in a
journal or magazine pertaining to the discipline of sociology.?

There-

fore, all unpublished articles and journalistic accounts of riotous behavior were excluded as being beyond the scope of this thesis.

Also all

articles in books and selected works in readers were excluded unless they
had appeaf.ed in a sociological journal or magazine.8
6 The following criteria were applied to the remaining 191 articles on the working bibliography.
7The original list contained articles concerning collective behavior in general. Using the criterian that the article must pertain to
riotous behavior specifically, these were excluded from consideration in
the analysis of the relationship between conceptual areas and methodological techniques in riotous behavior research. (These were included on
the original list because there is a tendency for some authors to define
riotous behavior as collective behavior.) However, many of these articles were used in defining the conceptual areas--those concerned with
the theoretical perspectives and approaches in the field. Then too,
articles such as Mazafer Sherif and O. J. Henry, "A Study in Ego Functioning: Elimination of Stable Anchorages in Individuals and Group
Kerckhoff and Kurt
Situations," Sociometry 15 (1965):272-305; Alan
W. Black, "Sociometric Patterns in Hysterical 7,ontagion," Sociometry
28 (1965):2-15; Taylor H. Buckner, "A Theory of Fumor Transmission,'
Public Opinion Quarterly 29 (1965):514-70; and Leon Festinger and et.
al., "A Study of Rumor: It's Origin and Spread," Human Relations
1 (1948):464-486 were excluded because the concepts were not specifically related to the occurrence of riotous behavior even though the
processes involved could and do occur in riotous behavior.
8Articles in books and readers were excluded as being beyond the
scope of this study--not because they would not "fit" the framework--,
but, because of the lack of time, materials and difficulty in determining
a universe of content for such articles. The same may be said of unpublished works such as papers presented at sociological meetings, unpublished works and manuscripts and unpublished Ph. D. dissertations. The
conviction is that these articles would "fit" the general framework if
the other criteria were applied.
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(::.)

All articles concerning commission reporta and/or articles

which discussed the use of commission reports as well as those which
dealt with the public policy implications of riotous behavior were excluded.9

However, articles utilizing commissions reports or data col-

lected by commission surveys with other collected data to explain
sociological conclusions or that were substantiated by sociological
findings were included.
(3)

All articles whicn were related specifically to other areas

of collective behavior, such as social movements, revolutions, strikes,
demonstrations, dieastera and

like were excluded as being beyond

he scope of this their :Inc] the main criterion for determining the exclusion of such articles was the stated purpose or focus given by the
lu
authors of such articles.9Tnis is based on the assumption that commissio7! -epe,rte are not
based on sociological inquiry alone. In most cases, rrrn.idss'one were
not formed with sociologiats as members and many articles are merely
criticisms of this lack. This is not to deny the impo:tance of the
articles but they are beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore such
articles as James S. Campbell, "The Usefulness of Commission Studies,"
Annals 391 (September, 1970):168-176; Carl Akins, "The Riot Commission
Report and the Notion of Political rruth," Social Science Quarterly
L9 (December, 1968)3:469-473; Norval v. Glenn, "The Kerner Report," Social
Science Quarterly 1i9 (December, 1968))
:1433-437; Francis L. Feliman, "An
Objective and Dispassionate Study," Social Science Review LC OMarch,
1968):86-87; jewel L. Prestages, "Black Politics and the Kerner Report,"
Social Science Quarterly L9 (December, 1968)3:453-L6L; Robert Shellaw,
"Social Scientist and Social Action From Within the Estat ishment,"
Journal of Social Issues 26 (1970)1:207-220; Franklin G. Edwards and
'aifton P. Jones. "The Commission Report: Some Sociological Policy
Conaiderations," Social Science Quarterly L9 (December, 1968)3:29-35;
Harry M. Scobe, "The McCone Commission and Social Science," Phyloh
29 (Summer, 1968):167-181 and the like were not included.
10
For example, tio!I Bucher, "Blame and Hostility in Diaster,"
AJS 62 (1957):467-495 and Thomas Drabek and Enrico L. Quarantelli,
171Capegoats, Villians and Disaster," Trans-Action 4 (March, 1967):12-17
were excluded as pertaining to disasters. Nicos E. Develetoglau, "Responsibility and Demonstration: A Cane Study," Public Opinion Quarterly
20 (Summer, 19666), 265-269; Stanley J. Morse and Stanton Peele, "A

lu

(4) Articles had to relate riotous behavior to occurrences in
the United States.

rherefore articles concerning riotous behavior in

countries other than the United States were excluded unless the United
States was also considered within the articles.
(5)

All articles which appeared in the well established jour-

nals of other disciplines were excluded as being beyond the scope of
this thesis.11
The previous methodology outlines the foundation for a form of
content analysis, in that decisions were made concerning whether an
article should be included or excluded from consideration in the present analyais.12 In addition to the previously mentioned criteria,

Study of Participants in an Anti-Vietnam War Demonstration," journal of
Social Issues 27 (1971):113-136 are examples of articles excluded as
pertaining to demonstrations. Examples of articles excluded as strikes
a-e Stephen Cole, "Teachers' Strike of the Conversion of Predisposition
Into Action," AJS 74 (15'68):506-520 and K. G. J. C. Knowles, "StrikePronenese' and It's Determents," AJS 60 (November, 1954)3:213-229.
There wore many social movement articles and examples of these articles
that were excluded include James O. Babcock, "The Farm ellvolt in Iowa,"
Social Foncee 12 (1934):369-373; Richard Flacks, "Social and Cultural
Meanings of Student Fevolt: Some Informal Comparative Observations,"
Social Problems, 17 (Winter, 1970), 340-359; August Meier and Elliot
Rudwick, "Negro Protest and Urban Unrest," Social Science Quarterly
49 (December, 1968)3:438-4143; and Phillip Altbach and Patti Peterson,
"Before Berkeley: Historical Perspectives on American Students Activism,"
Annals 395 (1971):1-11.1.
11 Therefore articles from journals such as the Political Science
Quarterly, Journal of Psychology and Psychology Today were excluded.
That is not to say that these journals are not contributing to the study
of riotous behavior. However, such an attempt is beyond the scope of
this thesis and better left to researchers in these disciplines.
12Chia is based on Holati's definition of content analysis: "Any
technique for making inferences objectively and eystematically identifying specified characteristics of messages." See Ole F. Holsti, Content
Analysis for the Social Scienees and Humanities, (aeading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1969), p. 14. Wiseman and Aron, "Sontent Analysis," p. 123, define content analysis as "a technique that
enables the sociologists to observe man's behavior in an indirect way,
through an analysis of the things they write (their verbal symbols).

a panel of four judges13 were instructed to place the remaining articles1L into two categories labeled "CA" (articles to be considered in the
content analysis) and "T" (articles which did not contain collected data
and/or were theoretical).

In the "CA" category were placed all articles

which were based on collected data either from primary
sources,

Or

secondary

e., the researcher must have collected the data himself or

reanalyzed data collected by others.

the article was considered to be

empirical and was included in this category if the researcher reanalyzed
the findings of previous studies and did not just repeat what others had
said.

In addition, if the articles contained theoretical perspectives

and hypotheses as well as collected and analyzed data, the article was
included in the "CA" category.
Articles which were entirely theoretical or which contained no
collected data were placed in the category labeled "T."

These articles

were among those sources used to help define and categorize15 the concep-

The social researcher who used content analysis as a method for gathering
data is usually concerned with the manifest content of the written document-- with that which is openly stated."
Therefore a form of content analysis was used in decisions concerning the exclusion and inclusion of articles as well as the placement of articles within two categories.
13T
he panel of :',udges was composed of an instructor in sociology and three graduate students majoring in sociology. Elle instructor
has a doctorate degree in sociology and is familar with the field of collective behavior. Ilhe judges are identified as "G," "M," "D" and "L."
14After applying the selection criteria, there were 1J7 articles which were determined to relate specifically to riotous behavior.
1C
-Articles excluded as relating to collective behavior in general as well as articles in books and books on collective behavior
(which dealt with the theoretical perspectives and approaches) were also
used in defining the conceptual areas developed in ,:hapter II. Furthermore, an analysis of conceptual areas in relation to methodological
techniques must by definition consider articles which include same form
of data collection and those articles which did not utilize some method

tual areas out

e,1 a-

-eviewed in Chapter II.

The classification of

conceptual areas, while relying heavily on these articles, was not
limited to these articles; however, none of the articles placed in the
"CA" category was used in defining conceptual areas.

Of the 137 articles

relating specifically to riotous behavior, 57 were placed in the "CA"
category.

These 87 articles16 were determined to "fit" all the cr1-

terial7 given above and are regarded as the universe of content for the
present analysis.

RELIABILITY
The overall reliability of the category definitions was obtained
by ranking the patterns of agreement among the judges on each placement
in a category.

rhus, if all for judges agreed on placing an article in

the "f" category, the mean score would be 1.0 (complete zgreement).

The

same would be true if all four judges agreed on placing an article in
the "CA" category.

If three judges agreed on the placement of an article

in a catego,y and one did not, the mean score would be

'-75 and if two

Judges agreed and two did not agree on the placement of an article in a

(s) of data collection were excluded from consideration in the analysis
of conceptual areas and methodological techniques.
16A complete list of the 87 articles to be used in the analysis
of conceptual areas and methodological techniqles in riotous behavior
is found in Appendix A of this thesis.
1 7It is, of course, difficult to prove the universe is absolute.
For one thing, articles may have been overlooked even though several
checks were made to insure all empirical articles concerning riotous behavior in the sociological vein would be included. Also, some of the
articles excluded as not pertaining to riotous behavior research, could
be viewed by other authors as being pertinent to any discussion of
riotous behavior research. However several checks were made (see above)
and the universe was selected according to the criteria set above.
Therefore, the contention is that the 'election of articles do represent
a universe of content.
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category, the mean score would be 0.5c 18

Using this procedure, the

over111 average agreement on the placement of articles was .967 or approximately 97 percent agreement.
Inter-coder reliability was detemined by using the formula
2M
, where C. R. is the coefficient of rellability, M is
N1 + N2
the number of decisions on which two judges agreed and N1 is the number
19
of decisions made by the secbnd judge.

Table 1 below illustrates the

percent of agreement among 1.he 'or judges utilizing the formula discussed above.

Table 1. Inter-Coder Reliability Between Four Judges in Determining the Placement of 137 Articles on Riotous Behvior.

NUMBER OF JUDGES
1.

NUMBER

(G)

2.

(M)

100%

OF

1.

(G)

JUDGES

2.

(M)

(100%)

3. (D)

(981)

(95%)

:41 . (L)

(98%)

(98t)

3. (pH

T.

(L)

95%

98%

95%

98%
911

(91%)

Thus, according to table 1, inter-coder reliability between
judges 1 and 2 was 100 percent, reliability between judges 1 and 3 was
95 percent and reliability between judges 1 and

1.1

was 91 percent.

same percentage of reliability exists between judges

and

3 (98

The
percent),

18Holsti, Content Analysis, p. 141.
19This technique for finding the coafficient of reliability
using the ratio cf agreements is found in Holsti, Content Analysis,
p. 140.
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as it did for judges 1 and 3 (95 percent) and judges 1 and 4 (98 percent).

Reliability between judges 3 and 4 was 91 percent..2°

Therefore,

the categories '..sed to define the universe of content were viewed as
reliable and consist of 87 articles.

These 87 "CA" articles so obtained

will be ...sed in Chapter IV to demonstrate the empirical relationship between conceptual areas and methodological techniques in riotous behavior
research.

(NOTE:

The reader is reminded that none of these 87 articles

were used Ln defining the conceptual areas developed in Chapter II.)
These 87 articles were listed numerically (according to a).phabetical order) from one to eighty-seven, respectively.21
!orm

• was used to code relevant information in each article.

two major indexes used in the coding procedure.

A Coding
rhere were

One index 23 was used

for determining what conceptual area or areas were dealt with in each of
the articles.

The Content Analysis Index of Conceptual Areas consists of

information relating to the specific aspect of these areas under study.
For example, if the article investigated

the immediate conditions of the

riotous event, the article was studied to determine if the investigator
studied the precipitating factors, the presence of rumors, the milling
process, the crowd leAdership role, the control agents role, the object
or symbol of action, the confrontation process, or the ecological con20I
should be noted here that none of the 87 articles were
selected to be placed in the "T" category more than one time. The mean
score on reliability was never below 0.75 on any one article.
21 As

stated previc.:sly, these articles are found in Appendix A
of this thesis.
227he coding forms are found in Appendix B and C. of this thesis.
23The Content Analysis of Conceptual Areas is found in Appendix
B of this thesis.

siderations.

In other words, the specific focus of study was coded by

the use of categories and subcategories.

The Content Analysis of Concep-

tual Areas was also used to code the findings and conclusions contained
in each article.
The other major index was used for determining the specific methodological technique or techniques used in collecting the data for the
study.

The Content Analysis Index for Methodological Techniques was

also used to code the number of events studied, the distance of the
author (in time) from the event studied, the source of the data collected (primary or secondary) as well as other information on the methodological technique utilized and the sampling procedures.n
These two indexes and the rest of the information on the coding
form were compiled and coded by the author alone.

Other coders were not

used because of the time involved in analyzing the eighty-seven articles
for such an in-depth study.

The complexity of coding all the items con-

tained in the Content Analysis Index of Cunceptual Areas and the Content
Analysis Index of Methodological Techniques would have made the training
of the coders mandatory.
training.

There simply was not time for this detailed

The fact that the author alone coded the data had the advan-

tage that material was indexed using the same standard of judgement and
that the althor was very familiar with the content of the articles.25

2L.See Appendix C in this thesis for the 7ontent Analysis Index
of Methodological Techniques.
251'his does not, of ccl:rse, preclude the need for other coders
as a check for reliability. It is hoped others will challenge the author
by testing these categories themselves. Appendix D of this thesis contains 11 charts which illustrate in summary, how the article was coded.
Not all the material contained in these charts were used in this thesis.
However, the charts will give an idea of what was coded.
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fhese two indexes and the other information on the coding form
were applied to each article.

Some of the articles contained more than

one conceptual areas and/or more than one methodological technique.
Each instance was coded by the author according to the indexes.

INDEX OF CONCEPTUAL AREAS IN RIOTOUS BEHAVIOR RESEARCH
The Index of conceptual areas26 was derived from the typology of
conceptual areas developed in Chapter II of this thesis.

Therefore,

there were five major categories to be considered in applying this index.
These classifactory divisions are stricture, belief-motives, setting,
action-behavior and aftermath-consequences.

Each article placed in the

"CA" category was analyzed to determine which category or categories of
the conceptual areas were being studied.

Every conceptual area studied

via collected data was "counted:" however, assumptions and concepts
noted in the review of the literature in .he article were not "counted"
unless they themselves were also the focus of the article in question.
Coding of the conceptual areas in riotous behavior was made according to the divisions listed below.27
(1)

Structure:

fhe focus or emphasis on the cause of riotous

behavior was the underlying preconditions existing within the society.
Deficiencies in the social, economic and/or political structure of the

26As stated previously, the Content Analysis Index of Conceptual Areas is located in Appendix B of this thesis.
27fhe coding sheet used in classifying these conceptual areas
is found in Appendix B of this thesis. If the classifications of these
categories, i. e., structure, belief-motives, setting, action-behavior
and aftermath-consequences, are unclear, a review of Chapter II is suggested at this time. These categories in the 3ontent Analysis Index
were developed and formulated from the material contained in the "Method and Scope of Defining Conceptual Areas" Rection of that chapter. The
entire coding form is found in Appendix B and C of this thesis.

society led to the occurrence of riotous behavior.
(2) Belief-otives:

The underlying predispositions premlent

in the community and formed over a long period of time led to the occurrence of riotous behavior.

The specific concept emphasized in this cate-

gory was coded.
(3) Setting:

The immediate causes or reflection of the causes

of riotous behavior are emphasized.

These include the precipitating

factors, presence of rumors, milling, roles of social control and crowd
leadership, confrontation, object or symbol of the object, ecological
factors and socio-demographic characteristics of the participants.
(4)

Acton-Behavior:

e-'

The characteristics and patterns of be-

havior formed in the actual rioting were emphasized.

The specific con-

cepts in this category were coded.

(5)

Aftermath-Consequences:

The reactions of the public, gov-

ernment and others to riots are emphasized as well as the probability
for the reoccurrence of riotous behavior.

Specific concepts in this

category were co&d.
As noted before, if the author considered more than one conceptual area within an article, each conceptual area was coded.

A brief

synopsis of the findings were coded for each article.28

INDEX OF METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES IN RIOTO7S BEHAVIOH HESEAR:2H
The classifactory schome used in the content analysis of methodological techniques in riotous behavior research consisted of seven
major divisions.

These categories are historical documents, census

28The synopsis of these findings are located in the 11 charts in
Appendix D of this thesis.

materials, interviews, questionnaires, participant observation, laboratory experiments and informatns.

Divisions of these methodological

techniques are listed below.29
Historical Documents:

Data were collected from commission

reports, newspaper accounts, personal histories, reports and tests of
special agencies, schools or other institutions, tapes and films, and/or
the published works of others.
(2)

Census Material:

Data were collected utilizing census infor-

The specific year and publication was coded where given in the

mation.
article.

(3)

Interviews (Survey):

Data were collected by interviews

either in face-to-face contact or via the telephone.

fhe character-

istics of interviewers and interviewees were ccded as weld as the specific sampling design used.
(4)

Questionnaires:

Data were collected via mailed question-

naires or similar distribution method without the use of interviewers.
The sampling design and percentage of returns were coded when given in
the article.
(5)

Participant Observation:

Data were collected by the author

being on t::e scene at the time of the occurrence of riotous behavior
either as a participant of a group, or simply as an observer of the
action.

29ategories in the Content Analysis Index of Methodological
fechniques are based on the material contained in the "Scope and Method
of Defining Methodological Techniques" section of ,:lhapter II. (he :ontent Analysis Index of Methodological fechniques is located in Appendix
C of this thesis. See Item IV for the variables considered in the
coding of data collection methods. fhe entire coding forms are found in
Appendixes B and C of this thesis.
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(6)

Laboratory Experiments:

Data were collected from an experi-

ment in a laboratory or laboratory setting.

The sample design and con-

trols were coded.
(7)

Informants:

Data were collected by specific individuals to

support the author in his study.

rhe specific individuals were coded

when given in the article.
rhe content analysis for methodological techniques was used to
code the number of events studied per articled° the distance (in time)
of the author from the event(s) studied-'
' 1 and if the data were collected
by the author himself or came from another source.

The specific source

(if secondary) was coded.32
As in the case of conceptual areas, if the article described
more than one methodological technique used in the collection of data,
each technique was coded.

Other data

well as that previously men-

tioned are given in the charts in Appendix D of this thesis.

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
The interrelationships between conceptual areas and methcdological techniques of data collection are illustrated via tables and charts
compiled from an analysis of eighty-seven articles which are considered
a universe of content.

A pe2centage analysis of the overall relation-

ship between conceptual areas and methodological techniques as well as
the relationships of combinations of methodological techniques in riotous
behavior research are compiled via tables and rank ordering of the per-

305ee Item', Appendix

of this thesis.

31 See Item II, Appendix C of this thesis.
32See Item III, Appendix

of this thesis.
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centages.

Data were collected to demonstrate the effect of the number of

events studied by the researcher as well as the effect of thd distance
of the research from the occurrence of riotous behavior on the interrelationships between conceptual areas and methodological techniques.
Percentage analysis illustrates these contingencies.

SUKMAY OF CHAPTER III
The published literature on riotous behavior in 22 journals and
magazines is defined as a universe of content for determining what articies will be analyzed via the classifactory scheme developed in Chapter
II.

Applying the selection criteria to 191 articles, 137 were deter-

mined to be specifically related to riotous behavior.

Using a form of

content analysis, four judges categorized these into two groups--"T"
and "CA."

Articles placed in the "CA" category contained data collected

from either primary or secondary sources, whereas articles placed in the
"T" category were entirely theoretical. or contained no collected data.
Eighty-seven articles were placed in the "CA" category and these are
considered the universe of content for an analysis of the relationship
between the conceptual areas and methodological techniques in riotous
behavior research.
An index of conceptual areas was derived for counting which conceptual area the researcher used in the article.

fhe index was based on

the conceptual areas section of Chapter II of this thesis.

Also an index

of methodological techniques was derived for counting the mode of data
collection utilized by the researcher in explaining the conceptual area.
These two indexes were used as a form of content analysis to illustrate
the interrelationships between conceptual areas and methodological tech-

niques in Aotous behavior research through an analysis of eighty-seven
articles.

Percentage analysis of this data c]arifies the interrelation-

ships as well as the effect of some contingencies.
analysis are given in Chapter IV.

The results of this

GHAF2E.1- - IV

FINDINGS

INTRODUCTION:
Chapter IV contains an analysis of the relationship and interrelaticnships between the conceptual areas associated with riotous behavior
research md the methojological techniques utilized in collecting the
data for investigating such conceptual areas.

These interrelationships

will be discussoci and illustrated via tables compiled from an analysis
of eighty-seven artcles relating to riotous behavior research selected
from the major sociological

ournals 7.-id magazines.

rhis analysis will consist of the ntilization of the theorymethods typology described and defined in the previous three chapters.
:hat is, the interrelationships between the five conceptual areas of
str-cture, belief-motives, setting, action-behavior and aftermathconsequences and the methodological techniques of data collection, i. e.,
historical documents, census material, inuerviews, questionnaires, participant observation, laboratory expe
plored and assessed.

irients and informers, will be ex-

The eighty-seven articles' used to analyze this

interrelationship are 7 ewed as a universe of content of sociological
inquires into riotous behavic. sesearch as published in the major
1 As stated previously, the eighty-seven articles are listed
numerically and alphabetically in Appendix A of this thesis.
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sociological. journals and magazines from 191.1 through September, 1973.

OVERVIEW OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONCEPTT.."AL AREAS AND METHODOLOGICAL
TECHNIQUES
Several questions were asked in Chapter I of this thesis.

The

purpose here is to determine the answers to these questions by means of
an analysis of the eighty-seven articles pertaining to riotous behavior
research.

The first question--Is it possiole to condense the theoreti-

cal ideas and perspectives of the various researchers concerning riotous
behavior into a working classifactory system?--has already been answered.
That is, assuming the acceptance of the categorizations given in Chapter
II of this thesis, the theoretical ideas and perspectives prevalent in
riotous behavior research can be condensed into five separate categories
of structure, belief-motives, setting, action-behavior and aftermathconseouences.

These classifications are considered to be inclusive of

all major theoretical ideas and perspectives utilized by researchers of
riotous behavior.

Thus, utilizing these conceptual areas, any idea or

Perspective of any individual researcher would "fit" into these categories.
The '.heory-method typology of riotous behavior research will illustrate which conceptual areas have been studied most often in riotous
behavior research.

Also, the data collection techniques used in pre-

senting these conceptual areas and the frequency with which each was used
will be illustrated as well as the interrelationships between the two.
Another question asked in Chapter I was, 'what methodological
techniques have been used in the collection of data for riotous behavior
study?"

Table 2 summarizes the methodological techniques which have been

used in sociological inquiry.

rhese are charted to determine what methods

11
we-e used in the eighty-seven articles to investigate the conceptual
areas in riotous behavior research.2

Table 2 also illustrates the con-

ceptual areas researched by the various authors in the eighty-seven
articles.
Inspection of Table 2 (See percents in last column) establishes
the following i.iik urdering of conceptual areas concerning riotous behavior research which have been studied in the eighty-seven articles.
iiANK ORDER
1
2

calcErrau, AREAS

PERCENTAGE

Setting
Belief-Motives
Structure
Action-Behavior
Aftermath-Consequences

3
4
5

29
28
16
16
11
(100%)

NUMBER

(89)
(83)

(48)
(47)
(314)
301

It is clear in the case of the top two rankings, setting and
belief-motives, the percentages are very close--29 percent and 28 percent,
respectively.

The conceptual areas presented most are those concerning

the setting--the immediate conditions leading to the occurrence of riotous behavior--followed by belief-motives, the underlying predispositions
of individuals leading to the occurrence of riotous behavior.

Following

these categories, the structure and action-behavior were explored somewhat less often--16 percent each.

rhe aftermath-consequences were in-

vestigated least (11 percent).
From an examination of the row percentages in Table 2, it can be
seen that setting was expressed most often using historical documents (37
percent) and census materials (3u percent).

Setting was expressed when

2The nambers and
percentages in ruble
are based on the number
and percentages in which a conceptual area was investigated and a method
was used in the universe rather than the number of articles used in the
universe.
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interviews were used 17 percent of the time whereas participant observation was used

8 percent of the time. Informants were used 5 percent of

the time to investigate setting whereas questionnaires (2 percent) and
laboratory exnerimentation (1 percent) were used least.

Phus, while

setting was investigated most often using historical documents and census materials; it was least often explored via questionnaires and laboratory experiments.
Belief-motiAes were researched most often using histcric-il documents 02 percent) and census materials (
used

percent).

Interviews were

"Zi.4 percent of the time to investigate belief-motives whereas ques-

tionnaires were only used 6 percent of the time.

Informants and partici-

pant observation were used least often (h percent) with the exception
of laboratory experimentation which was not used to investigate beliefmotives.

Belief-motives, then, were investigated most often when his-

torical documents were used and of the methods used, least often when
informants and questionnaires were used.
Still observing the row percentages, i

is clear structure was

researched most often when historical documents were used (hh percent).
Census materials (25 percent) and interviews (17 percent) were used next
often in that order to research structure whereas participant observation was only used lu percent of the time.

Informants and question-

naifes were used least often (2 percent) of the methods used.

(Labora-

tory experiments were not used to investigate structure, either).

Thus,

structure was investigated most often when historical documents were used
and least often when informants and questionnaires were used (with the
exception of laboratory experiments which was not used at all) as the
method of data collection.
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TABLE 2. The lelationship Between Concual Areas and
Methodological Techniques in Riotolzb .,'Iavior Research.*

C.
A.
ST.

METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQLES
HIS.

CEN.

INT.

(21)
(12)
(8)
44%(r) 25%(r) 17%(r)
20.1(c) 14%(c) 12.5%(c)
7%(t)
3%(t)
4%(t)

QU.

P.

(5;

(1)
2%(r)
8%(c)
0

10%(
26%(cs,
2%t)

L. E.

'lir.

Ts.

(Q)

(1)
()..8)
2%(r) 100%(r)
8%(c)
16%(t)
0

(0)

(3'
(83)
4%(.. irio(r)
5%(1%(7,; 9.8%(t)

B. M.

(27)
32%(r)
26%(c)
9%(t)

(25)
30%(r)
28%(c)
8%(t)

(20)
24%(r)
33(c)
6%(t)

(5)
6%(r)
h2%(c)
2%(t)

(3)
4%(r)
16%(c)
1%(t)

SE.

(33)
37%(r)
31%(c)
11%(t)

(27)
30%(r)
31%(c)
9%(t)

(15)
(2)
17%(r)
2%(r)
24%(c) 17% •
0%kG)

(7)
a%(r)
37%(c)
2%(t)

(89)
2X(r
50%(c) ,. .51(c;
i%(t) 29%(t)

A. B.

(17)
(13)
(8)
(1)
36%(r) 27%(r) 17%(r)
2%(r)
16%(c) 15%(c) 12.5%(c) 8%(c)
6%(t)
4%(t)
3%(t)
0

(3)
6%(r)
16%(c)
1%(t)

(1)
(4)
2%(r)
9%(r)
50%(c) 33.5%(c)
1%(t)

(7)

(ii)

21%(r) 32%(r)
7%(c) 12%(c)
2%(t) !A(t)

Ts.

(12)

(3)

(1)

35%(r)
19%(c)

9%(r)
25%(c)

2%(r)
5%(c)

a(t) 1%(t)
21%(t)

(0)

o%(t)

(105) (88)
(63)
(12)
(19)
100%(c) 100%(c) 100%(c) 103(c)
35%(t) 29%(t)

(0)

4%(t) 6%(t)

(310
11%(t)

(2)

31(t)

(12)
4%(t)

(301)
100%(t)

*Based on a content analysis of 87 articles listed in Appendix
A of this thesis. (r) represents percentages across rows,
(c) represents percentages of column, and (t) represents
percentages of total (301).
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When action-behavior was investigat,ed, the method used most often
Icis also historical documents ;36 percent) followed by census materials
(27 percent) and interviews (17 pe:cent).

Informants were used )per—

ceri:, of the time to investigate action behavior and participant observation was used 6 percent of the time.

Laboratory experimentation and

questionnaires were used least often in resenrching action-behavior
(only one instance each).

It is very evident, then, that structure was

investigated most often using historical documents and least often
using laboratory experimentation and ouestionnaires.
Inspection of Table 2 (percentage across rows) will demonstrate
aftermath-consenuences were investigated more often using interviews
(35 percent). census materials (32 percent) and then historical documents (21 percent).

Questionnaires were used in only 3 instances to

investigate aftermath-consequences whereas participant observation was
used least often of the methods used (in only one instance).

Informants

And laboratory experimentation were not used to investigate aftermathconsequences.

Thus, aftermath-consequences were investigated more often

using Interviews and least often (of the ruethud used) when participant
observation was used.
It is clear from Table 2. (across rows) then, that the most
ofter, used methods in researching setting, belief-motives, structure,
and action behavior were historical documents and census materials (in
that order) whereas the most often used method in researzhing aftermathconseouences was interviews.

The least used method to research any con-

ceptual area was laboratory experimentation.
The percentages reported across the bottom raw of Table 2 enables a comparison cf the rate at which various methods were used in the
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study of riotous behavior.
RANK ORDER
1

A rank order of these is as follows:
PERCENTAGE

METHOD
Historical
Census M.
Interviews
P. 0.
Questionnaires
Informants
Lab. Exp.3

3

4
5
6
7

NUMBEF!

35

(105)

29
21

(88)

6
4
4

(19)
(1 2)
(12)

(63)

(2)
301

1
(1001)

From the rank ordering of methods, it is clear that historical
documents were used more often (35 percent of the time) than the other
methods in investigating the various conceptual areas in riotous behavior.

Census materials were used 29 percent of the time and interviews

were used 21 percent of the time.

Questionnaires and informers were

used at a rate of 4 percent each and laboratory experiments were used in
less than 1 percent of the concepts-methods combinations.

In answer to

the question, "What methodological techniques have been used in collecting data on riotous behavior?", these findings indicate that historical
documents, census data and interviewes have been used much more than
other methods.
The fact that laboratory experiments were used less than the
other methods to explore conceptual areas in this type of research is not
surprising co-,sidering the nature of riotous behavior.

Questionnaires

and informants were used 3 percent more often than laboratory experiments and 2 percent less than participant observation but far less often
than other techniques:

17 percent less than interviews, 25 percent less

than census material and 31 percent less than historical documents.
Participant observation was used 5 percent more often than laboratory

3Laboratory expe:iments were actually less than 1 percent.

11?

expe:iments b_t 15 percent less than interviews, 23 percent less than
census materials and
historical documents.

percent less than the most often used technique-rhus, with the exception of interviews, data

gathering techniques which the research himself employs (questionnaires,
participant observation, informants and laboratory experiments) are not
used.

This will oe discussed in detail in the next chapter.
From an examination of the column percentages in Table 2, it can

be seen that historical documents were used most often to investigate
setting (31 percent) followed by belief-motives (26 percent) and structure (2C percent).

Action-behavior was investigated 16 percent of the

time historical documents were used and aftermath -consequences were investigated least (7 percent).

rhus, when historical documents were used

to investigate conceptual areas, setting was investigated most often,
followed by belief-motives, structure, and action-behavior, and aftermath-consequences were investigated least often.
Loosing at the column percentages for census materials, it can
be discerned that setting was also investigated more often (31 percent),
followed by belief-motives (28 percent).

When census materials were

used to research conceptual areas, action-behavior was investigated 15
percen', of the time and structure was investigated 114 percent of the
time.

Aftermath-consequences were investigated least when census mate-

rials were used (12 percent).

When census materials were used, then,

setting was investigated most often followed by belief-motives, actionbehavior, structure and the least investigated conceptual area was
aftermath-consequences.
Close inspection of Table 2 (percentages in interviews column
down) shows belief-motives were investigated most often (32 percent) when

'

interviews were used followed by setting (214 percent) and aftermathconsequences (19 percent).

Action-behavior and structure were investi-

gated least when interviews were ised (only 8 instances out of the o3
total instances).

When interviews were used, then, belief-motives were

investigated most often followed by setting and aftermath-consequences
with action-behavior and structure being investigated least.
Questionnaires were used in only 12 instances out of the 301
total instances.

In 5 of the 12 instances questionnaires were used, be-

lief-motives were investigated whereas aftermath-consequences were inestigated in 3 instances.

Setting was investigated in two instances

when questionnaires were used but structure and action-behavior were
investigated least (only one instance per conceptual area).

Thus when

questionnaires were used to investigate conceptual areas, belief-motives
were investigated most often, followed by aftermath-conseqnences and
setting with structure and action-behavior being investigated least.
Participant ooservation, on the other hand, was used in 19
instances.
stances.

Of these 19 instances, setting was investigated in 7 in-

Of this 7 instances, 5 instances investigated structure

whereas belief-motives and action-behavior were investigated in 3 instances each.
stance).

Aftermath-consequences were investigated least (1 in-

Thus, when participant observation was used to investigate con-

ceptual areas, setting was most often researched and aftermathconsequences was least often researched.
'able 2 illustrates laboratory experimentation was used in only
two instances.

Setting and action-behavior were the only two conceptual

areas investigated and these in only one insi:ance each.

Structure, be-

lief-motives and aftermath-consequences were not investigated when labo-

12:

ato-y experimentation

was used.

fable 2 (see column down) illustrates informants was used in
instances.

Of these 12 informants were used most often to investigate

setting and action-behavior (4 instances each).

Belief-motives were in-

vestigated in 3 instances when informants were used.

Aftermath-

consequences were not investigated using informants and structure was
investigated tn only one instance.

When informants were used, then,

setting and action-behavior were investigated most often and structure
was investigated least often (excluding aftermath-consequences) which
was not i:ttgated when informants were used.
Looking at Table 2 (column down) overall, it is evident, when
historical documents are used, setting is investigated most often and
aftermath-consequences least often.

The same trend is true when census

materials are used--setting is investigated most often and aftermathconsequences are investigated least often.

Interviews are used more

often to investigate belief-motives, however, and least often to investigate structure and action-behavior.

this same trend holds for question-

naires--belief-motives are investigated most often while structure and
action-behavior ie _estigated least often.

When participant observa-

tion is used, setting is investigated most often and aftermathconsequences the least often.

Laboratory experimentation was only used

to investigate setting and action-behavior.

When informants were used

setting and action-behavior were investigated most often and aftermathconsequences least often.
Table 2 is really a cross tabulation of conceptual areas by
methods of data collection found in the 87 articles pertaining to riotous
behavior.

From this overall view, many of the detailed interrelation-
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A rank ordering

ships in the theory-methods typology may be illustrated.

of all the cells in ['able 2 will be used to explore the relative frequency of patterns between particular conceptual areas and methodological
techniques.

Such a rank order follows:"

RANK ORDER
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

lo
U.
12
13
lh

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
(The remaining
3% is distributed
among these as
all were too
low to show up
in the precentage table.)

CONCEPTUAL AREA X METHOD
Setting X Historical
Setting X Census
Belief-Motives X Historical
Belief-Motives X Census
Structure X Historical
Belief-Motives X Interviews
Action-Behavior X Historical
Setting X Interviews
Action-Behavior X Census
Structure X Census
Aftermath-Con. X Interviews
Aftermath-Con. X Census
Structure X Interviews
Action-Behavior X interviews
Setting X P. 0.
Aftermath-Con. X Historical
Structure X P. O.
Belief-Motives X Questionnaires
Setting X Informants
Action-Behavior X Informants
Belief-Motives X P. 0.
Action-Behavior X P. O.
Aftermath-Con. X Questionnaires
Belief-Motives X Informants
Setting X Questionnaire
Structure X Questionnaire
Structure X Informants
Setting X Lab. Exp.
Action-Behavior X Questionnaire
Action-Behavior X Informants
Aftermath-Con. X P. 0.

PRECENrAGE
11
9
9

8
7

NO.
33
27
27
25
21
20

6
6

17

5
4

15
13

h

12
12
11

4
Li
3
3

8
8
7
7

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
4
4
3

3
3
3
2
1
1
1

1

3
-757%7
7

1
1
767

From an examination of the rank ordering of conceptual areas X
it can be seen that setting X historical documents were used
more often than any other- combinations of conceptual areas tested by

"Again, the numbers and percentages refer to the number and perconceptal area appears and not the number
cent of times a method and
and percentage of articles.

a method.

Thus of the total 301 instances conceptual areas and methods

were used, 11 percent of the time (N=33) historical documents were used
to investigate setting.

rile next most often used combination was setting

X census materials (N=27) and setting was investigated using census
materials 9 percent of the 301 instances a conceptual area and a method
were used.

3elief-motives X historical documents were also used in com-

oination 9 percent (N=27) of the time.

3elief-motives investigated by

using census materials was the next most often used combination (N=25)
and was used 8 percent of the total instances.

Structure researched by

using historical documents was ampolyed in combination 7 percent (N=21)
of the total instances whereas structure was investigated using historical documents as a combination 6 percent (N=17) of the total instances.
rhns, these se7en comninitions were used 50 percent (N=161) of the 301
instances.
rhe last sixteen rankings (or twenty-two if the last ranking is
counted separately) are all less than 5 percent but only slightly more
than 10 percent separates the more often used (historical X setting)
theory-method ranking from the least often used ranking.

Chere were only

eight rankings of theory-methods included in 5 percent

more of the

Or

articles and these represent the major patterns found between conceptual
areas and the methods used in riotous behavior research.

Of these eight

rankings, the least freci.ient theory-method utilized was the investigation
of setting using interviews (5 percent).
Setting, belief-motives, structure and action-behavior were all
studied more often when historical documents and census materials were
used; however, when interviews were used, belief-motives were more often
st.iaied as the conceptual area and setting was the least studied.
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Aftermath-consequences was studied more often when census materials and
interviews were used and was the least investigated conceptual area.
Participant observation, informants, questionnaires and laboratory experimentation were used only 15 percent of the time as methodological
techniques of data collection, whereas historical documents, census
materials and interviews were used 85 percent of the time.

SUMMARY OF TABLE 2
As thp data collected in Table 2 (row percentages) will illustrate, if the researcher was interested in studying structure, beliefmotives, setting or action-behavior, the most often used methods are
historical documents, census materials and interviews in that respective order.

However, if the author was interested in studying aftermath-

consequences, the most often used methods are interviews, census materials and historical documents in that order.

Laboratory experimentation

is the least used method in studying any conceptual area.

Other than

laboratory experimentation, informants and questionnaires are used least
often when studying structure and setting whereas informants and participant observation are used least often when studying belief-motives and
aftermath-consequences.
An overview of Table 2 (cell percentages) illustrates that when
a specific concept-method combination is used, setting resealched by
historical documents is the most often used combination.

Setting invest-

igated by using census materials and belief-motives investigated by
using historical documents are the next most often used combinations.
Overall, when conceptLal areas are investigated, setting is investigated most often forlowed by belief-motives, and, aftermath-

1

conseqences are investigated least often.

Historical documents, census

materials and interviews are used most often as methods and laboratory
experimentation is used least often.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONCEPTUAL AREAS AND METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
WHEN NUMBER OF METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES PER ARTICLE IS CONSIDERED.
The relationship between conceptual areas and the number of methodological techniques used in presenting them is another important way
of viewing how interest in a particular concertoal area may lead to
diverse methods of gathering data.
Table 3.

This relationship is explored in

Table 3 illustrates the number of methods used to study the

various conceptual areas contained in the body of literature studied in
this thesis.

On

he bael.s of findings reported in Table 3, it is pos-

sible to evaluate which conceptual areas about riotous behavior had led
to the use of a more narrow (or wider) variety of methodological techniques of data collection.
Table

reve

, that setting was developed most often in the body

of literature when the number of methods used in a given article is considered.

Conceptual areas were developed 148 times in the universe or

ccntent and setting was investigated 31 percent of the time.

Of the 31

percent, set:ting was developed 28 percent of the time when one method
was used,

. pe:cent when two methods were used, 6 percent when three

methods were used and only 2 percent when foul methods were used.

Thus,

when setting was developed, one or two methods were used in nearly all
instances, with little employment of a wide variety of research techniques.

Ninety-two percent of the time, setting was developed uy either

one or two methods and only
methods.

6 percent of the time by using three or more

Interest, then, in st_dying the setting of riotous behavior,

1 26

has 2ed to a rather narrow focus upon one or two methods of data collection.
Of the 148 times conceptual areas were developed in the body of
the literature, belief-motives were investigated 27 percent of the time.
Sixty percent of these instances involved the use of two methods whereas
employment of one method and three methods occurred only 12.5 percent of
the time, and only two instances were found in which four methods were
used.

In studying belief-motives, researchers tended to used two methods,

although three methods were used as much as one method in researching
belief-motives while four methods were used hardly at all.

Thus, mul-

tiple methods (2 or 3 methods) were used somewhat more often in studying
oelief-motives than in studying setting.
Returning to Table 3, structure was researched 17 percent of the

148 times conceptual areas were investigated in the universe of content.
In these 25 instances, structure was studied 36 percent of the time by
the use of one method, 44 percent of the time by the use of two methods,
12 percent of the time when three methods were used and 8 percent of the
time when four methods were employed.

These findings suggest that study

of structure resulted in a greater tendency to employ a very narrow range
of methodology (one technique) than was the case for either the study of
setting or belief-motives.

In the vast majority of instances (80 per-

cent), study of structure involved no more than two methods.

In summary,

the study of setting, belief-motives and structure has tended to preclude the use of more than two methods and this is most clear in the
case of the study of setting and structure, but especially structure.
Action-behavior was developed in 16 percent of the 148 instances in
,ere investigated in the universe of content.
tleic:1 conceptual areas ,

(See
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TABLE 3. The Relationship of Conceptual Areas to the Number of
Methodological rechniques Per Article in Riotous Behavior.*

CONCEPTUAL
AREAS
STRUCTURE

BELIEFMOTIVES

SETTING

ACTIONBEHAVIOR

AFTERMATHCONSEQUENCES

TOTALS

NUMBER OF TECHNIQUES
ONE

TWO

TEREE

(11)

(2)
8%(r)
29%(c)
1%(t)

(2)
5%(r)
29%(c)
1%(t)

(39)
100%(r)

(1)
2%(r)

(46)
100%(r)

0%(t)

31%(t)

(24)
100%(r)

FOUR

TOTALS

(25)

(9)
36%(r)
27%(r)
6%(r)

12%(c)
7%(t)

(3)
12%(r)
18%(c)
2.%(t)

(7)
17.5%(r)
21%(c)
5%(t)

(23)
60%(r)
26%(c)
16%(t)

(7)
17.5%(r)
41%(c)
5%(t)

(13)
28%(r)
40%(c)
9%(t)

(29)
64%(r)

(3)
6%(r)
18%(c)
2%(t)

(4)
16%(r)
12%(c)
3%(t)

(18)
76%(r)
19%(c)
12%(t)

OS(t)

(1)
4%(r)
14%(c)
0%(t)

(0)

(10)
71%(r)
11%(c)
7%(t)

(3)
22%(r)
18%(c)
2%(t)

(1)
7%(r)
14%(c)
0%(t)

(14)
100%(r)

(91)
10011(a)
62%(t)

(17)
100%(c)
11%(t)

(7)
100%(c)

(148)

4%(t)

l00%(t)

(33)
100%(c)
23%(t)

32%(c)
20%(t)

(1)

100%(r)
17%(t)

27%(t)

9%(t)

9%(t)

*Based on a content analysis of 87 articles listed in Appendix A
of this thesis, (r) represents percentages across rows, (c)
represents percentages down columnd, (t) represents percentage
of total--(148) Gimes a conceptual area was developed in the
body of the literature.
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table3.)

In developing action-behavior, one method was used 16 percent

of the time while three and four methods were only used
Thus, two methods were
behavior was developed.

4 percent each.

sed three-fourths of the time when actionWhen compared to the three conceptual areas

already discussed, there is a greater tendency for study of actionbehavior to involve use of two methods; but, consistent with previous
findings, the investigation of this area does not tend to involve the
usage of more than two investigative techniques.
This same general pattern is evident when the results for the
study of aftermath-consequences are viewed.

(See fable 3.)

Study of

aftermath -consequences were the least popular in the articles studied
and was explored in only 9 percent of the

148 instances where conceptual

areas were investigated in the body of the literature.

Of this 9 per-

cent, aftermath-consequences were investigated 71 percent of the time by
the use of two methods, 22 percent of the time by the employment of three
methods and 7 percent of the time through four different methods.

It is

apparent, then, that two methods were used more often in investigating
aftermath-consequences.

Although the number of instances is small,

there is a greater tendency for study of aftermath-consequences to involve the use of more than two investigative strategies (in 29 percent
of the instances studied) than the other conceptual areas included within
the typology.
Thus, it may be said that, in general, when conceptual areas
were studied in riotous behavior research, no more than two methoas were
used to investigate the nature of theoretical ideas.

Moreover, in the

case of studying structure and setting, the use of only one method was
quite common (in it percent and 28 percent of the instances studied
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respectively).

The only exception to these general conclusions occurs

in the study of aftermath-consequences where no instances of the onemethod pattern of investigation are found and
than two methods takes place.

greater usage of more

However, it should be stressed that this

exception represents the conceptual area least studied by those who research riotous behavior.
Table 3 (the bottom row of percentages) make::, !7.1ear that, overall, the study of riotous behavior has involved the use of two or fewer
methods in 85 percent of the instances studied in this thesis.

There is

a tendency for researchers to employ two methods to test their ideas;
but, as we have seen, this is not as clear for

he study of structure as

the other conceptual areas.
Table L reports data which clarify the relationship between investigating a particular concepteal area and the use of a specific method
or combinations of methods used in studing that theoretical construct.
As is noted in Table L. there were 33 instances in which invesIgtion
of a conceptual area involved the usuage of one method only (23 percent
of the number of research instances studied).

As the first panel of

rable 24 makes clear, of all possible methods, only three different
methods were used when the one-method manner of investigation w:.
- s employed to study a particular conceptual area.

Of these tn:..ee,--histori-

cal documents, interviews and participant obse:. vetion--, historical documents were used in the vast majority of instances (76 percent).

Inter-

views and participant observation, the only other one-method technique
employed, were used far less frequently ;in 15 percent and 9 percent of
the instances stelied, respectively).
Table 4 (see first panel) reveals that historical documents were

used most often to investigate setting (9 o.,t of the 25 total instances
historical documents were used as a single-method), but, only by one
instance as structure was investigated in
documents was the one -method used.

8 instances when historical

Belief-motives were investigated in

5 instances and action-behavior were investigated in 3 instances while
aftermath-consequences were not investigated at all.

When the one-

method used to investigate conceptual areas is historical documents, the
tendency is to study setting and structure most often and aftermathconsequences least often.
When interviews were the one-method used to research conceptual
areas, belief-motives and setting were investigated in 2 instances each
of the total

5 instances. Action-behavior was investigated in the only
Thus,

other instance in which interviews were used as the one-method.

when interviews is the one-method used, the tendency is to investigate
belief-motives and setting and to investigate aftermath-consequences or
structure very little if at all.

e,

Participant observation was used as one-method in only
stances.

Two of the

3 in-

3 instances investigated setting and the other in-

stance investigated structure.

rhus, when participant observation is

the one method used to research conceptual areas, the tendency is to investigate only setting and structure, whereas, when interviewing is used
as the one-method, belief-motives, setting and action-behavior are investigated, although, belief-motives and setting are investigated most
often.

However, when historical documents is the one-method used, set-

ting, structure, belief-motives and action-behavior are all investigated
although setting and belief-motives are investigated most often.

There

is a tendency not to investigate aftermath-consequences at all when only
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2

2
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5
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2
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ABLE 4—Continued

N1JM3ER OF
METHODS

ST.

B. M.

SE.

A. 3.

HIS., INT. &
INF.

1

1

1

HIS., CEN. &
QU.

1

1

A. C.

Ts.
NO.

%

THREE

HIS., INT. &
Qtr.
TOTALS

2

1
(5%)

3
(18%)

7
(41%)

3
(18%)

HIS., CEN.,
INT. & QU.

1

1

1
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INT. & QU.

1

1

DDTALS

2

2

1

1

(29%)
25
(17%)

(29%)
40
(27%)

(14%)
47
(31%)

(14%)
24
(16%)

3
(18%)

3

(18%)

2

(11.5%)

2

(11.5%)

17

11%(t)

FOUR
1

4

(57%)

1

3

(43%)

1
(144%)
14
(9%)

7
148

4%(t)
100%

one-method is used to research conceptual areas. (There were no instances
where one-method was used to investigate aftermath-consequences.)
The first panel of Table 4 illustrates that 8 of the 9 instances
in which a single method was used to investigate structure involved the
use of historical documents, whereas participant observation was the only
other single method used (only one instance).

Thus, it is clear when a

single-method is used to investigate structure, the method is usually
historical documents.
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From the first panel of rah1

Li, it is evident that in

5

of the

7 instances in which belief-motives was investigated using a singlemethod, the method most often used was historical documents.

Interviews

were used in the other 2 instances to investigate belief-motives and no
other methods were used when single-methods were employed to research
Thus, when one-method is used to investigate belief-

belief-motives.

motives, the method is usually historical documents as is the case when
structure is researched by one-method.

However, when a method other than

historical documents is used to investigate structure, the other method
is participant observation, whereas when another method is used to investigate belief-motives, the method is interviewing.
Setting was the only conceptual area investigated by the use
more than two separate methods when one-method was employed to research
conceptual areas.

(See first panel of Table 4.)

Of the 13 instances in

which setting were investigated, 9 were by one-method--historical documents but interviews and participant observation were each used in two
instances.

When one-method is used to investigate setting, then, the

method is usually historical documents as in the case of structure and
belief-motives.

When another method (other than historical documents) is

used, there is a tendency for participant observation and interviews to
be used equally.
There were only four instances in which action-behavior was investigated using one-method.

As will be seen in the first panel of

Fable 4, historical documents were used most often--in three instances-and interviews were used in only one instance.

There is a tendency for

action-behavior to be investigated by the use of historical documents
when onl.i one-method

Ased.

If another method (other than historical
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documents) is used, the tendency is to use interviews to investigate
action-behavior.
Overall, the first panel of Table 4 reveals when one-method is
used to investigate conceptual areas, the method is

ually historical

loeuments and this is true for each conceptual areas investigated.
Aftermath-cons quences are not investigated when one-method is used,
however.

When historical documents is the one-method used. setting

(F=9) and structure (N=8; are researched most often, whereas when inter%

ews is the one method used, setting (N=2) and belief-motives (Ne2) are

le,estigated more often and when participant observation is used, setting
Je also investigated more often (N=2).

It is evident, then, when one-

method ie used to research conceptual framewrks, the method is usually
historical documents and the conceptual areas most often investigated
are setting and structure.
Two methods were used to research the various conceptual areas
in riotce_s eehavior in 91 of the instances studied in this thesis (61
percent of the total).

When two methods were used, historical documents

and census materials were used in combination 41 percent of the time to
portray the various conceptual areas.

Census materials and interviews

were used together 25 percent of the time whereas historical documents
and participant observation were employed together 11 percent of the
time.

Thus, as shown in the second panel of rable 14, of the ten com-

binations of two-methods used in riotous eehavior research, historical
documents and census materials, censes materials and interviews, and historical documents, and participant observation were used most of the time
(in 76 percent of the instances studied here).

Historical documents/

census materials and census materialsinterviews, as two distinct combi-
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nations of methods, were used

66 percent of the time.

The other seven

combinations of two-methods were used much less frequently.

It may be

concluded that of all possible pairings of methods only three have predominated the study of ideas about riotos behavior.
Table 1 (second panel across rows) will illustrate how the
various combinations of two-methods were used.

Historical documents and

census materials were used in 37 of the total 91 instances.

Of the 37

instances, 15 were used to investigate setting, belief-motives were investigated in 7 instances, structure was investigated in

5 instances and

in only one instance was aftermath-consequences investigated by researchers employing historical documents and census materials as a two method
combination.

Thus, when historical documents/census materials as a two-

method combination are used there is a much greater tendency to investigate setting whereas aftermath-consequences are investigated least.
Historical documents and interviews were used in only )4 instances
as a two-method combination.

Belief-motives were researched in 2 in-

stances while structure and action-behavior were investigated in one instance each.

Setting and aftermath-consequences were not investigated

at all when the historical documents/interview combination was used.
fhere is a tendency for researchers using historical documents and interviews together to investigate belief-motives more often than the other
conceptual areas and to investigate setting and aftermath-consequences
least if at all.
Going back to Table

4 (See second panel-percentages across rows),

historical documents and participant observation were used in ten instances.

Although setting was investigated most often (N..3), structure,

belief-motives and action-behavior wee investigated in 2 instances each.
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Aftermath-consequences were investigated in one instance, also.

fhus,

there is a more equitable distribution when historical documents and
participant observation is used as a two-method combination.
Historical documents and informants were used as a two-method
combination in 5 instances.

Setting and action-behavior were investi-

gated in two instances each while belief-motives were investigated in
one instance.

Structure and aftermath-consequences were not investi-

gated when historical documents and informants were used as the twomethod combination.

When historical documents and informants are used

together to investigate conceptual areas, there is a tendency to study
setting and action-behavior and a tendency to study structure and
aftermath -consequences least, if at all.
Census materials and interviews were used together as a twomethod combination in 23 of the 91 instances where two-methods were
used.

In 8 of these 23 instances, aftermath-consequences were studied

whereas setting was studied in 6 instances, belief-motives was studied
in 1.1 instances, action-behavior was studied in 14 instances and structure
was studied in one instance.

As we have seen, aftermath-consequences,

until now, has been the least researched of the conceptual areas.

Yet,

when census materials and interviews are used together, aftermathconsequences are the most often researched area whereas structure is
the least researched.
Census materials and participant observation were used in combination in L inatancee.
conceptual areas.

These four instances covered a wide range of

Structure, belief-motives, setting and action-behavior

were each studied once when census materias and participant observation
are used together to investigate conceptual areas.

rhe only conceptual

area not studied was aftermath-consequences.

Therefore, when census

materials and participant observation are used together, the least likely
area to be investigated is aftermath-consequences whereas there is a
tendency to investigate the other areas--struct: , belief-motives, setting and action-behavior.
Interviews and questionnaires were used together as two-method
combinations in only 2 instances.

These two instances were bcth used to

investigate belief-motives and no other conceptual area was researched.
There appears to be a tendency to investigate belief-motives when interviews and questionnaires are used togethe: to research conceptual areas
but this could be due to the small base.
Interviews and participant observation were used together in two
instances as well.

Structure and setting were investigated in one in-

stance each and belief-motives, action-behavior and aftermath-consequences were not researched when interviews and participant observation
were the two-method combination used.

Thus, there is some tendency to

investigate setting and action-behavior when interviews and participant
observation are the two-method combination but the base is rather small
and this should be a consideration.
Table L (See panel 2) illustrates questionnaires and laboratory
experimentation wee used to research setting and action behavior in one
instance each.

These were the only two conceptual areas investigated

when questionnaires and laboratory exper:Imentation were used.

Thus,

there is some tendency- to research setting and action-behavior when
questionnaires and laboratory experiments are used as the two-method
combination but the base is very smal 7.
rhe last two-method combination used to investigate conceptual
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areas was census materials and questionnaires which were used in two
instances, only.
motives.

naese two instances were used to investigate belief-

There is some support, then, for concluding that when census

materials and questionnaires are used together, the most investigated
area is belief-motives.

Again, the base is very small.

In summary, then, historical documents and census materia.z uscd
together as a two-method combination, are used more often to inestigate
setting.

All conceptual

-eas are investigated however; and, .his com-

bination is the most often used of the ten-two-method combinations employed in this thesis.
next most often.

Census materials and interviews are usea

ne

However, aftermath-consequences are investigated more

often even though all conceptual areas are researched when census materials and interviews are used.

Historical docaments ana participant

ouserition is also used in researching all conceptual areas.
the base

is

Although

small, there is a more even d'ustrioution in researching con-

ceptual areas when historical documers and pa..

rant observation are

used than when any other combination is used with the possible exception
of c.

3

s materials and participant observation.

However these two-

...dnations are no*, used to research aftermath-consequences and
the •

le is somewhat smaller.

In both these cases, participant observa-

un ie one of the methods used.
Table

(See percentages in second panel cclumn down) illustrates

setting was the most researched concepttll area when two-methods are used
in combination (Nms29).

Setting was also the most or one of the most re-

searched conceptual area in each two-method combination except the historical docLments/interviews combination, the interviews/questionnaires combination and the census matelials/questicnnai!e combination in which
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setting was not investigated at all.

Setting was :esearched most often

when historical documents and census materials were the method (N=15).
,3ens s materials and interviews were the next most often used combination to study setting (N=6).

In summary, then, setting is the concep-

tual area studied most often when two methods are used and over half of
the time when setting is researched using two methods; historical documents and census materials are the two-method combination used.
Belief-motives was the next most often researched conceptual
area (N=23) and more combinations of methods were used to research
belief-motives than were used to research the othe• conceptual areas,
Of the ten combinations of two-methods used, only the interviews/participant observation and questionnaire/laboratory experimentation combinations were not used.

fhe three combinations not used to research setting

were used most often to research belief-motives--(historical documents/
interviews, interviews/questionnaires and census materials/questionnaires).
Of the L? instances where two-method combinations were used to
study belief-motives, 9 were studied using the historical documents and
interviews combination, 1.1 were studied using the census materials and
interviews combination.

In all but 3 instances, one of the two-method

combinations was either census materials or interviews.

In summary, more

combinations of two methods are used to research belief-motives than the
other conceptual areas although historical documents ana census materials or interviews as one of the two-methods when two-method combinations are used to study belief-motives.
Action-behavior was researched using all but three combirations
of the 10 combinations (N=18).

The two-method combinations not used to

study action-behavior were the interviews/questionnaires combination, the
interviews/participant observation comoinaton and the census materials/
questionnaires combination.

Action-behavior was studied more often when

the historical documents/census materials combination (N=7) and the census materials/interviews combination (N=11) were used, as two-method
combinations.

Also when questionnaires were one of the two methods used,

action-behavior was not studied.

Thus, when two-method combinations are

used to study action-behavior, historical documents and census materials
are used most often.

If questionnaires are one of the two methods in a

two-,
method combination, there is a tendency not to study action-behavior.
Structure was studied less than setting, belief-motives arc
action-behavior (N-11) and there were less combinations of two-method
combinations used to study structure than these three conceptual areas.
Hidtorical documents/informants, interviews/questionnaires, questionnaires/laboratory experimentation and census materials/questionnaires
were the combinations not used to study structure.

Thus, when question-

naires were one of the two-methods used, structure was not researched,
either.
In 5 of the 11 instances in which structure was researched using
two-methods, historical documents and census materials as a combination
were utilized.

In all but one instance, one of the two-methods used to

Study structure was either historicai documents or census materials.
summary, the two-methods used most often are historical documents and
census materials; aria, even when othe: combinations of two-methods are
used, in the vast majority of instances either historical documents or
census materials are used.
Aftermath-consequences were only researched using three of the

In
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ten combinations.

Aftermath-conseq...ences were researched in 10 instances

using two method combinations and 8 of these 1J instances occurred when
census materiale and interviews were employed.

Historical documents/

census materials and historical documents/participant observation were
used in one instance each.

Thus, aftermath-consequences were the least

researched of the conceptual areas and the vast maority of the time
aftermath-consequences were researched, only the census materials and
interviews combination was used.
Overall, then, historical documents and census materials are
used most often when two-method combinations are used to study setting,
structure, belief-motives and action-behavior (in that respective order).
Census materials and interviews as a two-method combination are used
more often to study aftermath-ccnsequences, however.

Belief-motives are

explained using a greater variety of two-method combinations than are
the other conceptual areas.

When participant observation is one of the

two method combinations, there is a tendency to research conceptual areas
in a more equitable distribution.
small, however.

The base for this concludion is rather.

When questionnaires are one of the two-methods in combina-

tion, there is a tendency not to study steucture and aftermath-consequences at all.
When two-method combinations were used, one of the two-methods
was the same as when one-method was used with the exception of the census materials/questionnaires combination.

In other wcnIs in e-,6 pe:.cert,

of the 62 percent (of the total 148 instances), at least one of the
methods which were used when only one method was employed to research
conceptual areas was used in the two-method combination.

Historical

documents were used in combination with census materials, interviews,
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participant observation and informants
naires and laboratory experimentation.

were not used with questionIn almost all of the capes where

nistorical documents was one of the methods used, setting was explored
more often.

he one exception was when historical documents and intet-

views were used in combination.
plored more often.

In this case, belief-motives were ex-

The least explored conceptual area, in all camee

where hiot,orical documents was one of the two-methoda, was aftermeth
cc:isequences.
Interviews were used in combination with historical documents,
censes materials, questionnaires and participant observation but were not
used with informants or laboratory experimentation.

An stated earlier,

census materials and interviews together are used more often in studing
aftermath-consequences; however, when interviews are need with hintotioel
documents or questionnaires, belief-motives are studied more otter. and
when interviews and participant observation are used in combination, almost all of the conceptual area
studied.

(except aftermath-coneequencea) are

Thus, interviews are more versatile than hietorioal docn.mente,

when used in combination with another method, in studying diverse conoeptual areas.

:hat is, whereas bietorical documents are ,)sed most often

in studying setting, Interviewt are not used predominantly to study only
one conceptual area.
Participant observation was used with historical documents, census materials ano interviews but was not used with questionnaires, informants or laboratory experimentation.

Considering the small number (16

instances out of 91 total instances) of instances in which participant
observation was used as one of a two-mothoA combination, there is a
tendency to explore all conceptual areas when participant observation
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is one of the methods.
Informants were only used in combination with historical documents when used as one of a two-method combination and setting and
action-behavior were most often explored.

Laboratory experimentation

was only used with questionnaires when used as one of a two-method combination and also studied setting and action-behavior.

Because of the

small number of instances when these combinations are used, no further
comments are necessary.
Questionnaires were used in combination with interviews, laboratory experimentation and census materials but were not used with historical documents, participant observation or informants.

When question-

naires were used as one of the two-methods combination, only beliefmotives were explored with the one exception mentioned above--i. e., when
used with laboratory experimentation, setting and action-behavior were
explored.
To sum up, then, if historical documents is one or the

1,;()-

methods combination, there is a tendency to study setting except when
interviews is the second member of the combination and then there is a
tenUency to study belief-motives.

When questionnaires are one of the

two-method combinations, there is a tendency to study belief-motives except when laboratory experimentation is the second member of the combination.

When interviews or participant observation are one of the two-

method combinations, the predominance of one conceptual area over the
others is not as great.

Also, although aftermath-consequences is the

least researched area when other combinations of methods are used, it is
researched more often when interviews and census materials are used.
When infc-ranta or census materials are used as one of the twn-method

combination, there is a great tendency for the second member of the combination to determine which conceptual area will be studied.
Three methods were used in only 17 instances to investigate a
particular conceptual area in the universe of literature on rioto.s behavior studied here (11 percent of the total).

When three methods were

used (See the third panel of fable 4), historical documents/census materials/interviews were used as a three-methods combination more often
(59 percent) than any other combination of three-methods investigative
strategies.

Moreover, as is clear in table Li, only four combinations of

the three methods were utilized in explaining the various conceptual
areas.

Phis suggests a very restrictive application of broader based

methodological investigative techniques in riotous behavior research.
Belief-motives were explained more often using these methods (N=7) than
any other conceptual area.

nhis suggests that the attempt to explain

belief-motives has involved the most complex methodological strategies
in riotous behavior research.

This consistent with the conclusions

reached with respect to two-method approaches.

Moreover, it is clear

that study of belief-motives has involved for the most part, the use of
historical, census and interview materials.

Also, the instances of the

more complex ways of studying structure were found to employ these threemethods:

historical documents, census materials and interviews.

rhe

other instances of investigative techniques which employ three-methods to
study a particular concept appears with such low frequency that further
patterns are not clear and worth discssion.
When researchers use diverse methodological techniques to study
conceptual areas, the more direct techniques of observation (participant
observation, laboratory experimentation and even informant, but to a

lesser extent) are not used.

It appears most researchers who combine

methods use interviews (mostly) or questionnaires (to a much lesser extent) in some combination with documentary materials (historical and/or
census).

When this occurs, belief-motives and structure (in that order)

are for the most part studied over the other conceptual areas.

This,

the pattern noted in the two-methods combination,--i. e., when interviews
or questionnaires are used with documentary materials, the conceptual
area most often studied is belief-motives--, is e.bstantated by the
data when three-method combinations are used.

'his same pattern is

found, regarding structure and aftermath-consequences.
saying this is:

Another way of

To the extent that researchers collect data from the

people (individuals in the society), they use the data to study beliefmotives, aftermath-consequences and structure.
The largest combination of methods used in this universe to investigate conceptual areas in riotous behavior was four.
panel of Table

h.)

(See fourth

As noted previously, four methods were used only 44

percent of the time (N=7.

There were only two combinations of four

methods used to explain the conceptual areas.

Historical documents, cen-

sus materials, interviews and questionnaires were employed in

14 instances

while historical documents, census materials, interviews and questionnaires were used in three cases.

All the conceptual areas were re-

searched at least once but belief-motives and structure were investigated
in two instances each.

Thus, further suppot is given to the concl. sion

that to the extent data wcre used from interviews and questionnaires
(from the individuals in society) with documentary materials, these data
usually studies belief-motives, structure and aftermath-consequences.
LooKing at the third and forth panels of rable II, it can be seen
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that multiple (more than two) methods were used more often to investigate belief-motives and structure.

Of the 2/4 cases in the three ;.

more

method combinations, 9 instances dealt with the study of belief-motives.
rhis is compared to 5 similar instances where structure

was

studied.

flue, it is evident that belief-motives were researched almost twice as
often as the °the! conceptual areas when multiple methods were used as
compared to the one and two method combination.
From the data com„dled in Tables

and I, there is evidence that

when one or two methods are used, setting is developed more often.

How-

ever, when more than two methods are used, belief-motives are developed
more often.

At the same time, consideration should be given to the

larger number of cases (N=124) where one or two methods were used when
compared to the

all number of cases (N=24) utilizing more than two

methods.
The unavailability of cases using more than two methods limits
somewhat any conclusions about the relationship between a conceptual area
and the utilization of more than two methods.

rhat is, in 85 percent of

the 148 instances in which a conceptual area was researched, one or two
methods were employed to investigate conceptua.: areas whereas only 15
percent used more than two methods in studying conceptual areas.

Never-

theless, it seems that interest in belief-motives has been the major
vehicle by which researchers have been led to consiuer and implement a
wider variety of methodological techniques to study riotous behavior.
At the same time, setting and action-behavior appear to have "sparked"
the least interest as far
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implementing a wide variety of methodolog-

ical techniques in data collection.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF CONCEPTUAL AREAS AND METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
WHEN THE NUMBE1Q. OF CONCEPTUAL AREAS PER ARTICLE IS CONSIDERED
the relationship between all possible combinations of concept.;a1
areas and the various methodological techniques that have been employed
to investigate them are illustrated in Table

5 by cross-tabulating all

the instances in which individual theoretical constructs or clusters of
them are the focus of study by the specific method employed to study the
various clusters of theoretical ideas aboet riotous behavior in the body
of the literature studied here.
Specific methodological techniques were used 168 times in the
universe studied here to investigate the conceptual areas in riotous behavior research.

Of this total, historical documents were used 34 per-

cent of the time

(57 instances) when the combinations of conceptual areas

are considered.

-onsiderable variation exists, however, when the usage

rate for historical documents is determined for specific levels of conceptual area complexity.

Historical documents are used most often when

a single conceptual area is being studied and when two conceptual areas
are being investigated jointly

()

percent and 42 percent of the in-

stances in which historical documents are employed, respectively).

His-

torical documents have not been used as often to investigate more complex conceptual frameworks.
Thus, historical documents have been used more often when one or
two conceptual areas were studied

(86 percent) and much less often when

multiple (more than two) conceptual areas were studiea (1)4 percent).
However, historical documents were used more often when four conceptual
areas were being researched simultaneously than when only three theoretical constructs were the focus of the investigation (11 percent vs. 3 per-
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TABLE 5. The Relationship of Methodological Techniques to
the Number of Conceptual Areas Per Article in Riotous Behavior Research.*

METHODS

ONE

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS

CENSUS
MATERIALS

INTERVIEWS

QUESTIONNAIRE

P.O.

LAB.
EXP.

NUMBER OF CONCEPTUAL AREAS
TWO
FOUR
'MEE

TOTALS

25
1411%(r)
32%(c)
151(t)

24
42%(r)
36%(c)
151(t)

2
3%(r)
341(c)
11(t)

6
11%(r)
35%(c)
31(t)

18
381(r)
231(c)
11%(t)

23
1491(r)
341(0)
141(t)

1
21(r)
16.5%(c)
.51(t)

4
111(r)
251(c)
21(t)

26
621(r)
331(c)

13
34(r)
201(c)
81(t)

1
21(r)
16.51(c)
.51(t)

3
51(r)
181(c)
21(t)

251(t)

5
631(r)
71(c)
3/(t)

2
251(r)
31(c)
.51(t)

1
131(r)
16.51(c)
1%(t)

0

8

3
37.5%(r)
14(c)
2%(t)

2
251(r)
31(c)
11(t)

0

1
1001(r)
11(c)

G

0

3
37.5%(r)
181(c)
21(t)
0

57

341(t)
47

27.51(t)
42

8

51(t)
1

.51(t)
INFORHANTS

TOTALS

1
201(r)
11(c)
.51(t)
78
461(t)

2
40%(r)
31(c)
4(t)
67
401(t)

1
201(r)
16.51(c)
.51(t)
6
41(4-)

1
201(r)
61(c)
.51(t)
17
10%(t)

5

31(t)
168
(100%)

*Based on a content analysis of 87 articles listed in Appendix A
of this thesis. Cr) represents percentages across rows, (c)
represents percentages down columns and (t) represents percentages down columns and (t) represents percentage of total
(168)--number of times a methodological technique was used.
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cent of the time, respectively).
As will be seen in fable

5,

census materials were used 27.5 per-

cent (in 47 instances) of the 168 separate instances in which methodological techniques were used to explore various conceptual areas in the
literature studied here.

Of those instances in which census data were

used, 38 percent involved the investigation of a single conceptual area,
while in nearly half (49 percent) of these cases, two conceptual areas
were being investigated simultaneously.

As in the case of historical

documents usage, when census material was used, it was seldom employed
to study either three conceptual areas in combination or a framework
involving four conceptual areas (2 percent and 11 percent respectively).
One or two conceptual areas were researched

87

percent of the time when

census materials were used and more complex theoretical frameworks were
investigated only 13 percent of the time.

While there has been somewhat

less tendency to use census data to investigate just one concept than in
the case of historical documents, the former technique is still only
used to study the less complex theoretical frameworks.
Interviews were used in 25 percent of the 168 instances in which
methodological techniques were used to study conceptual areas (jee table
5).

Of this 25 percent, well over half (62 percent) involved the in-

vestigation of only one conceptual area while 31 percent investigated
two conceptual areas jointly.

Thus, interviews, as in the previous

cases (historical documents and census materials), were used more often
to investigate only one conceptual area or two conceptual areas :',ointly
(93 percent) whereas the more complex theoretical frameworks involving
three conceptual areas in combination and fovr conceptual areas in combination are investigated much leas often (7 percen0 and even less often

15U

than when historical documents (14 percent) and census materials (17 percent) are employed.

Mere is a tendency, then, to use interviews to in-

vestigate only one concept ial area and somewhat less tendency to investigate two conceptual areas jointly inasmuch as the more complex theoretical frameworks are hardly investigated at all.
Table

5

illustrates that questionnaires were used much less

often than the previous methods mentioned.

Only 8 of the total 168 in-

stances studied in the body of literature utilized questionnaires to
research conceptual areas.

As in the case of the other methods discussed

previously, in well over half of these instances, questionnaires were
used to research only one conceptual area.

Questionnaires were employed

in 2 instances when two conceptual areas were studied jointly and in
only one instance to investigate the more complex conceptual framewori.-this occurred when three conceptual areas were being investigated simultaneously.

It is apparent, then, that researchers tend to use question-

naires and interviews most often when investigating one conceptual area.
Although historical documents are used more often to investigate one
conceptual area, they are also used in studies of more than one conceptual
area, only one more instance is studied when one conceptual area is compared to the research involving two conceptual areas jointly.

fherefore

the tendency is not as great where historical documents are concerned.
In all the cases considered thus far, the more complex theoretical frameworks are seldom studied; however, there has been less tendency to utilize census materials to research only one conceptual area.
Participant observation was also used in only 8 instances of the
total 168 instances studied in this universe.

Participant observation

follows more the case where census materials are employed.

Of the 8

I 51

instances where participant observation

W3S

used, 2 instances involved

the investigation of a single conceptual area, while in 3 instances two
conceptual areas were investigated jointly.

Although participant obser-

three methods in combination, it was used

vation was not used to sted

in 3 instances to study four conceptual a eas investigated simultaneously.

!Iniike the cases studied previously, then, participant obser-

vation wee used as often to study the more complex theoretical framework
r conceptual areas as it was used to study one conceptual area.

of

is evident that there has been a tendency to investigate the more
complex theoretical frameworks (as compared to one conceptual area investigation), when participant observation is used as the methodological
technique.

Participant observation does not appear to be as restricted

as the previous methods and is utilized to study more diverse conceptuel
areas.
Laboratory experimentation was only used in one instance in the
universe of content.

(See Table

5.)

No conceptual areas were re-

searched jointly but the more complex theoretical frameworks involving
three and four conceptual areas were not studied.
Inspection of Table

5

reveals informants were only used in five

instances of the 168 total instances.

Although ,l,fcrmants were used less

often than any other technique except laboratory experimentation, there
appears to be a tendency to utilize infoemants more often in researching
the more complex theoretical frameworks.

Informants were used to re-

search one conceptual area in only one instance, and, this is the only
method other than census materials to explore two conceptual areas
simultaneously (in 2 instances) more often than one ccnceptual area.
Informants were used when three theoretical constructs

Were

the foces of
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the investigation (in one instance), and, also when the more complex
framework of four conceptual areas (in one instance) were investigated.
Although the number of instances is small, there is a greater tendency
to study the more complex theoretical frameworks when informants are
used as a technique of data collection.
In summary, there is a tendency to use interviews and questionnaires more often to study only one conceptual area as well as historical documents but to a much lesser extent.

The more complex theoretical

frameworks involving three or four conceptual areas are seldom researched
by utilizing these methods.

Although census materials are used more

often to study two conceptual areas jointly, there is a tendency not to
research the more complex theoretical frameworks involving three and
four conceptual areas.

Participant observation and informants do not

seem to be as limited as the above methods in researching the more complex theoretical frameworks.
Table 5 reveals historical documents were used most often when
the specific method employed to research individual theoretical constructs and/or clusters of them are discerned.

Census materials and

interviews were used next often in that order.

fhus, these three--

historical documents, census materials and interviews were used over 86
percent of the time methods were used to research conceptual areas.
Questionnaires, participant observation, informants and laboratory experimentation, then, were used less than 114 percent altogether in studying conceptual areas.

Overall, researchers have a tendency to rely more

on documentary materials to study riotous behavior.

Cther than inter-

views, no substantial utilization of methodological techniques that are
not documentary are evident.
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Table

5

(see bottom row) reveals one conceptual area was investi-

gated most often (46 percent) whereas two conceptual areas were researched jointly in 4c. percent of the instances in which a conceptual
area was studied.

In fact, the vast proportion (8t percent) of the in-

stances in which a theoretical area was researched involved the investigation of only one or two theoretical constructs.

The more complex

theoretical schemes involving three conceptual areas were only researched
in 4 percenn of the total instances while the most complex theoretical
scheme utilized in the body of literature studied was researched in 10
percent of the instances.

From the evidence of the data collected, it

would appear that more complex theoretical schemes are investigated
when methods are used which directly involve the researcher and/or individuals aiding him in this endeavor either direct observation or data
gathering.
Table 6 reports data which will be used to clarify the relationship between the specific combination of conceptual area(s) and the
employment of a particular methodological technique.

As was noted in

Table 5, there were 78 instances in which methodological techniques were
used to investigate only a single conceptual area.

In Table 6 (see first

panel), it will be noted that all possible conceptual areas were researched when the sing:e-method theoretical frameworks are classified by
one conceptual construct only.
When one conceptual area frameworks were resea:.ched, interviews
(N=26), historical documents (N=25) and census materials (N=18) were
used in 88 percent of the 78 total instances.

Questionnaires (14..5),

participant observation (N=3) and informants (N=l) were used only 12 percent of the time.

rhis supports the tendency noted in rable 3 and

L

that the vast majority of conceptual areas a-e investigated using historical documents, census materials and interviews whereas questionnaires, participant observation, laboratory experimentation and informants are seldom used in riotous behavior research.
In the first panel of fable 6, it will be noted th,
,t beliefmotives were the most investigated single conceptual area framework.
tielief-motives were researched in 32 of the 78 total instances.
views were used in 1

Inter-

instances whereas historical documents and census

materials were used in 8 instances each.

Participant observation and

laboratory experiments were not used to research belief-motives.

Thus,

there is evidence that interviews are used most often when belief-motives
is the conceptual area being researched.

Also more diverse methods are

used to reseat.ch belief-motives than most other conceptual areas.
Aftermath-consequences were researched in 17 instances when
single conceptual area frameworks were used and interviews were used in
7 instances, census materials were used in 5 instances and historical
documents were used in three instances.

There is evidence to support the

contention that researchers tend to use interviews and census materials
to research aftermath -consequences (see panel 2 of rable 6) as a conceptual area.
Setting (Ne13) and structure (Nell) follow much the same pattern.
Historical documents are used most often in both cases, in 5 instances
and 6 instances respectively.

Both setting and structure were researched

utilizing interview in 3 instances each.

However census material was

used more often to study setting (11..3) than structure (N..1).

Participant

observation was used more often to study setting (N..2) than structure
(NADI.).

milb

there is some support for the contention that historical
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rAdLE 6. rhe Relationship Between Methodological Techniques
to the Specific Conceptual Area Per Method in Riotous Behavior Fesearch.

NO.
CF
C. A.

HIS.
DOu.

METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
GEN.
QV.
P. C.
MAT.

L.
E.

PIF

•

NO

TOTALS
%

11

1h%

32

hlt

13

17%

5

6%

17

22%

ONE

sr.

6

1

3. M.

8

8

12

Si,.

5

3

3

A. B.

3

1

1

A. G.

3

5

7

2

25

18

26

5
(7%)

fa.

1

(324) (2)%) (33%)

1

3
2

1
78 116%(t)
(1%)

3
(LP

rwo
sr./B. M.

3

2

2

sr./sE.

5

h

1

ST./A. .-.:.

1

1

M./SE.

7

8

14

1

1

6

Li

B.

B. M./A. C.

SE./A. B.

6

SE./A. C.

2

A. B./A. 3.
fs.

2h
(36%)

1

1

2
1

1

1

23
(311%)

13
(20%)

2
(34)

1

1

1
2
(3X) (1%)

2
(3%)

7

10%

11

16%

2

3%

20

30%

2

3'4

18

27%

5

8%

2

34

67

140%(t)

fHHEE
B. M., SE.
& A. B.

1

1

2

34%
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TABLE 6—Continued.

NO.
OF
C. A.

HIS.
DOC.

METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
CEN.
INT.
c4U.
P. 0.

L.
E.

mAr.

INF.

TOTALS
NC. ‘

THREE
ST., B. M.
& A. B.

1

1

1

1

Ts.

2

1

1

1

4
0

0

(34%) (16.5%) (16.5%) (16.5%)

1

6 34%

(16.5%)

FOUR
ST./B. M./
SE. & A. C.

6

B. M./SE./
A. B./A. C.
Ts.

6
(35%)

3

2

1

1

4

3

1

3

15

88%

2 12%

0

(25%) (18%)

3
(18%)

0

1
(6%)

2

10%(t)

5 166 100%
1
42
8
8
47
57
(34%0 (27.5%0 (25%t) (5%0 (5%0 (.5%0 (3%t)

documents are used more often in researching setting and structure when
they are the conceptual areas under investigation.
the data concerning action-behavior is assessed.
was only researched in 5 instances, in

The same is true when
Although action-behavior

3 of these, historical documents

were utilized as the methodological technique.

Thus, there is evidence

that researchers investigating action-behavior also tend to utilize
historical documents most often.
In summary, the data collected in the first panel of Table

6 sup-

port the contention that researchers studying belief-motives and
aftermath-consequences tend to rely more on data collected from the

1 57
people whereas historical documents are used more often when setting,
structure and action-behavior are researched.
There were 67 instances (40 percent) of the total where two conceptual areas were studied jointly.

The second panel of Table 6 illu-

strates historical documents were used most often (N=24) followed by
census materials (N2?) and interviews (N=1_3).

Thus, these three methods

were used 90 percent of the time when two conceptual area frameworks
were studied whereas questionnaires (N=2), participant observation (N=2),
informants (N=2) and laboratory experimentation (Nel) were used only 10
percent of the time.

Thus, there is additional evidence that researchers

rely more on historical documents, census materials and interviews as
methodological techniques of data collection.
The second panel of fable o reports data that indicate that
theoretical frameworks involving both belief-motives and setting were
investigated more often than any other combination of two conceptual
areas (in 20 of the 67 instances).

Census materials (N=8), historical

documents (N=7) and interviews (Ne4) were the only methods used except in
one instance where questionnaires were used.

Thus when belief-motives

and setting are used together as a two conceptual area framework, historical documents and census materials are most often used. (See table
6.)

This supports the previous contention that historical documents

and census material are used most often to study setting and beliefmotives when they are investigated.
Constructs involving both setting and action-behavior were investigated in 18 of the 67 instances.

Historical documents (Ne6), cen-

sas materials (Ne6), interviews (N=h) and informants (N=2) were used to
investigate setting and action-behavior as a

two

conceptual area frame-
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work.

As in the previous case, there is support for the contention that

historical documents, census materials and, to a lesser extent, inter—
views are used most often in researching setting and action-behavior when
they are being studied.
In the 11 instances in which structure and setting were researched as two conceptual area framework, historical. documents (N=5),
census materials (N=

and interviews (N=1) and participant observation

(N=1) were the only methods used.

Thus, there is further evidence that

when two conceptual areas are researched jointly, the vast majority rely
on historical documents and census materials.
Structure and belief-motives were investigated in 7 of the 67 instances as two conceptual area frameworks, historical documents (N=3),
census materials (N=2) and interviews (N=2) were the only methods used.
Here again, the methodological techniques are restricted to histcrical documents, census materials and interviews and no utilization is made of
other techniques.
Setting and aftermath-consequences were researched in

5

instances

and althogh historical documents were used most (in 2 instances),
questionnaires, participant observation and laboratory experimentation
were used in one instance each.

More diverse methodological techniques

are used to research setting and aftermath-consequences when they are
used jointly--that is, more instances are used which do not include
documentary materials.
Belief-motives/aftermath-consequences and action-behavior/
aftermath -consequences were researched as two distinct two-conceptual
area frameworks in two instances each.

Each of these were researched by

utilzing censis materials ani interviews in one instance each.

Hitit.0--
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ical documents were nnt used when these two distinct cembinations were
used.

Thus, aftermath-conseci rences, when used ir comblnatie-. with

belief-motives and action-behavior has a tendency to limit somewhat the
use of historical doc.ments.
Structure and aftermath-consequences were researched in 2 instances in which historical document,s and census materials were each
used once.

It seems, then, that when structure is researched in combi-

nation with aftermath-consequencea, the tendency to limit historical documents is not as great.
As we have seen in the second panel of Table i,

n overwhelming

majority of the two conceptual area frameworks are studied utilizing only
three methods—historical documents, census materials and interviews
'Alen the one-method criterian is utilized.

the only two conceptual area

framework in which more diverse techniques were utilized was the setting/
aftermath-consequences combination and the instances were very small.
When belief-motives or aftermath-consequences were one of the concept al
areas in the two conceptual area combination, there was a tendency to
rely less on historical documents except where structure was the other
method.

In this case, historical documents were used more often.
AS

will be observed in rable b (See third panel), there were

only two combinations of the more complex combinations o
tual areas investigated in the universe of the literature.

three concepIn 4 of the

6 instances, structure, belief-motives ana aftermath-consequences were
investigated in four instances by utilizing historical documents, census
mate-ials. inte-views and questionnaires (in one instance each).

Belief-

motives, setting, and action-behavior were investigated in only 2 instances and utilized historical documents and informants in one instance
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each.

:'hus when more complex combinations of three-conceptual area com-

binations are used, the tendency is to rely less on documentary materials
and utilize other techniques.
Table

6 (See fourth panel.) reveals the more complex conceptual

area frameworks involving four conceptual areas were investigated in 17
instances.

Structure/belief-motives/setting/action-behavior as a four

conceptual area combination were researched in 15 instances.

Only two

methods were not used (questionnaires and laboratory experiment).

His-

torical documents were used most often (N=6), followed by participant
observation (N=3), census materials (N=3), interviews (N=2) and inforAlthough historical documents were used in 6 instances,

mants (N=1).

there is a tendency to use a wider variety of methodological techniques
to research this combination.

Also, when structure is researched, there

is a tendency to rely more on historical documents.
Belief-motives/setting/action-behavior/aftermath-consequences
were researched in the other 2 instances in which four conceptual areas
were combined.
each.

Censis materials and interviews were used in one instance

Historical documents were not used when this combination was

researched.

There is a tendency to limit the use of historical documents

when complex concept:al

area frameworks involving three or four concep-

tual areas are researched providing structure is not researched.
The evidence from Table o supports the findings from rabies 3
and

L.

ro recapit,ialte: The vast majority of researchers employ his-

torical documents, census materials or interviews as data collection
techniques.

Historical documents are used more often when setting, struc-

ture and action-behavior are researched individually or as one of a combination.

Interviews and questionnaires, on the other hand, are :43ed
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more often to investigate belief-motives and aftermath-consequences.
When one or two methods are used to research conceptual areas, setting
is developed more often while belief-motives are developed most often
when the more complex methodological strategies are used.

However, when

only one conceptual area is studied, belief-motives is developed most
often.
When belief-motives and aftermath-consequences are studied, there
is a tendency to use more diverse methods than when the other conceptual
areas are used.

Also, when participant observation and informants are

used as a methodological technique, there is a tendency to research a
wider range of conceptual areas.

CONTINGENCIES AFFECTING OBS&VED .CELATIONSHIFS: (1)
OF EVENTS STUDIED

EFFECT OF NUMBER

Riotous behavior has been studied using data collected on one
event--for example, the Detroit Riot of 1965—and also from data collected from several events--for example, race riots from 1900 through 1960-to investigate conceptual areas.

fhis influence of events studied on

the relationship between conceptual areas and methodological techniques
in riotous behavior research is illustrated in Table 7.
Table 7 will illustrate which conceptual areas were researched
most often when one event was studied and which were researchei most often
when several events were studied.

In this manner, the nature of the data

collected may oe st._died to determine what effect (if any) the number of
events studied has on the relationship between methodological techniques
and conceptual areas.
The first panel of rable 7 illustrates the instances in which one
event was studied.

Fifty-one percent of the instances (N1) in which
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TABLE 7. The Effect of the Number of Events on the Helationship of Conceptual Areas and Methodological Techniques in Piotous Behavior Research.

ONE EVENr
C. A.

HIS.

CEN.

METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
q". P. C. L. E.

TNT.

INF.

TOTALS

Sr.

5

5

4

o

5

o

0

19(12%)

B. M.

9

10

13

14

3

0

2

41 (27%)

10

12

11

2

7

1

2

45 (30%)

A. B.

6

6

4

1

3

1

0

23 (15%)

A. C.

5

7

9

3

1

6

0

25(16%)

SE.

TOTAL

4o
40
35
(23%) (26%) (26%)

10
19
(7%) (13%)

2
6
(1%) (4%)

153 (51%)

MULTIPLE EVENTS

ST.

16

7

4

1

0

0

0

29(19%)

B. M.

18

15

7

1

o

0

1

42 (29%)

SE.

23

15

4

o

o

0

2

44 (30%)

A. B.

11

7

4

0

0

0

0

24 (16%)

A. C.

2

4

3

o

0

0

0

9 (6%)

2

0

0

6

10 (49%)

TOTALS

48
22
(47%) (32%) (15%)
70

(1%)

(5%)

conceptual areas were investigated used data collected from one event.
Structure was investigated in 19 instances when one event was studied.
Historical documents, census materials, and participant observation were
used in 5 instances each and interviews were used in IL instances to investigate structure.

Thus when structure was developed using data col-

lected from event, documentary materials was used in 10 instances and
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participant observation and interviews were used in 9 instances.
The second panel. of Table 7 illustrates the instances in which
multiple or several events were studied.

Of the

149 instances, 49 per-

cent used data collected from several events to research conceptual areas.
Note when structure is researched using data from many events, historical
documents are used more often (in 16 instances) followed by census materials (in 7 instances

and interviews (in !.; instances).

Questionnaies

were used in on y one instance.
In comparing the two panels regarding structure, it will be
noted that data from multiple events were used in 10 more instances than
single events to research structure.

Also, there was a tendency to ese

documentary materials more often in either case--in 1.Q instances when the
data scr:rce was one event and in 23 instances when multiple events were
studied.

However, when data from only one event were employed, there was

a much greater tendency to use methods other than documentary ones.
is, participant observation was used in
used in

That

5 instances and interviews were

4 instances when data from one event were utilized; whereas,

when data from multiple events were employed to research structure, interviews were used in
stance.

instances but questionnaires were used in 1 in-

In summary, there is a tendency to use methods other than docu-

mentary materials more often to study structure when data are utilized
from one event rather than multiple events.
rhe first panel of rable 7 reveals belief-motives were resea:oned
27 percent (in 141 instances) of the time when data from one event were
employed.

Interviews were used in 13 of the

41 instances, census mate-

rials were utilized in 10 instances, historica7 locaments were employed
in 2 instances, participant observation ws use

in

instances and in-
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formants were used in 2 instances.

l'hus the only method not used when

single events data were used to research belief-motives was laboratory
experimentation.
Data from multiple events were employed to research beliefmotives 29 percent (in 42 instances) of the time multiple events were
studied.

Historical documents were used in 18 instances, census mate-

rial was used in 15 instances, interviews were used in 7 instances and
questionnaires and informants were used in only one instance.
Comparison of the two panels regarding the investigation of
belief-motives gives evidence that while data utilized from multiple
events have a tendency to be composed of docurientary materials (in 33 of
the L2 instances), data collected from single events have a tendency to
be composed from other than documentary materials (in 22 of the Ll instances).

Also there is a greater variation of data technique utiliza-

tion when data from one event are studied to research belief-motives than
when data from multiple events are employed.
Setting was researched in

45 instances U..: percent of the time

data from single events were used) when single events are studied.
first panel of fable 7

(See

When setting was investigated using data from

one event, census materials were used in 12 instances, interviews were
used in 11 instances, historical documents were used in 10 instances,
participant ooservation was used in 7 instances, questionnaires and informants were used in 2 instances while laboratory experimentation was
used in only 1 instance.

:"nus, when setting was researched using data

from one event, every method was utilized.
When setting was researched using data from multiple events, however, only

4 different methods were used. (See pane'. 2 of rable 7.)
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Historical documents were employed in 23 instances of the %L instances
(33 percent of the instances in which multiple events were studied),
census materials were employed in 15 instances, interviews were employed
in la instances and informants were only used in 2 instances.
Looking at both panels of Table 7 regarding the investigation of
setting, it is apparent that a much greater variety of methods were used
to research setting when data from single events were used.

(All methods

were used when data from one event were used and only four were used
when data from multiple events were studied.)

Also, the tendency to use

data other than documentary materials were much greater when single
events were studied.

Documentary materials was used in 38 instances when

data from maltiple events were employed and in only 6 instances where
data other than documentary were employed.

On the other hand, when data

from one event are employed to research setting, documentary materials are
used in 22 instances and data other than documentary are used in 23 instances.
In summary, when setting is researched using data collected from
one-event, there is a greater tendency to utilize all methods and to employ data other than documentary materials.

However, when data from

multiple events are used, the tendency is to utilize mostly documentary
material and not employ a wide variety of methodological techniques.
Action-behavior was researched, using data from one event, in 23
instances (15 percent of the times single events were studied).

Table 7

(See first panel.) reveals all methods were used in researching actionbehavior when single events were studied.

Historical documents and cen-

ss materials were used in 6 instances each, interviews were used in 4
instances, info:-mants Jere used in

instances and questionnaires and
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laboratory experimentation were used in 1 instance each.
The second panel of Table 7 reveals less dive-se methods were
used when data from multiple events were studied to research actionbehavior.

Historical documents were utilized in 11 of the 24 instances

in which action-behavior was investigated using data from multiple
events.

r.lensus materials were used in 7 instances while interviews

were used in four instances and informants were used in 2 instances.
In comparing the information on action-behavior from both panels
of Table 7, it is evident the pattern is much the same as that for setting.

Whereas data from one event utilized all methods, only four dif-

ferent methods were employed utilizing data from multiple events.

The

tendency to use materials other than documentary is nct as great as in
the case of setting either, although, there is more of a tendency to use
data other documentary when single events are studied.

When single

events were studied to research action-behavior, documentary materials
were used in 12 instances and materials other than documentary were employed in 11 instances.

When mutiple events were studied, however,

documentary were used in

6 instances. In summary, then, data collected

from single events tend to employ more diverse methodological techniques
and rely more on data other than documentary than does data collected
from multiple events when action-behavior is being investigated.
Aftermath-consequences were researched in 25 instances when data
from a single event were used.
views were used in

(See first panel of Table 7.)

Inter—

9 instances, census materials were employed in 7 in-

stances, historical documents in

5 instances, questionnaires in 3 in-

stances and participant observation in one instance.

Thus, aftermath-

consequences, although the least researched of the conceptual a:eas, we..e
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researched more often than either structu:e (N=19) or action-behavic
(N=23) when single events were studied.

More diverse collecti.on techni-

ques were utilized in researching aftermath-conseqeences than were used
to research structure also.
rhe second panel of Table 7 will illustrate aftermathconsequences were investigated in only 9 instances using m ltirle methccs.
Census materials were used most often (in ;. instances) while interviews
were used in 3 instances and historical documents were used in 2 instances to investigate aftermath-consequences when data from multiple
events were employed.
Looking at both panels of Table 7 regarding aftermathconsequences, it is evident, that when data from single events are used
to investigate aftermath-consequences, more diverse methods are used
and data other than documentary are used more often than when data from
multiple events are used.

When single events were studied, documentary

materials were used in 12 instances and material other than documentary
was used in 17 instances.

However when data collected from multiple

events were employed, documentary material were used in 6 instances while
material other than documentary were used in only 3 instances.

In

summary, when data from a single event are usec to research aftermathconsequences, there is a tendency for researchers to use more diverse
methods ana to use material other than documentary.
When the one-event/multiple event criteria are applied to the
data collected, there is evidence that data collected from single events
will utilize more diverse methodological techniques than data collected
from multiple events.

Structure and action-behavdor, are explained more

often using documentary material when single events are studied, however,
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the reliance on doclmentary materials is much greater in the case of
structure.

When multiple events are studied, the tendency is to use

documentary material almost exclusively.

When single events are used to

study riotous behavior, 51 percent of the techniqees utilized were from
data other than documentary and L9 percent employed documentary whereas
79 percent of the aata from multiple events employed documentary material.

Thus, the number of events studied does effect the relationship

between conceptual areas and the methods utilized to colleet the data.

CONTINGENCIES AFFECTING OBSERVED RELATIONSHIPS: (2)
DISTANCE OF RESEARCH FROM EVENT

EFFE -T OF TIME AND

Another variable was considered in determining th,
? relationship
between conceptual areas and methodological techniques.

The distance

of the research in time and source from the occurrence of an event of
riotous behavior was analyzed to determine if this affected the relationship

between conceptual areas and techniques.

ro determine when

the data were collected, two categories were used to chart this relationship--"less than a year" (-yr.) and "one year or more" (1 yr.
If historical data extended over one year, they were placed in the
"one year or more" category.

However, if the data were comprised of

reports, documents, and studies compiled within a year after the event(s)
studied, they were placed in the "less than one year" category.

Partic-

ipant observation and laboratory experimentation were placed in the
"less than a year" category.

If pre-riot and post-riot data were in-

cluded together, post-riot data were considered in relation to the
placement in categories.

Censes materials were not incieded as a sep-

arate category but were considered in with the other methods with which
they were used.
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TABLE 8. Ehe Effect of the Distance of Time and Source on the
Relationship Between Conceptual Areas and Methodological
Techniques in Riotous Behavior Research.*

LESS THAN 1 YEAR
C.
A.

HIS.

INT.

Cri.

METHODS
P. O.

L. E.

INF.

DDTALS

ST.

11

8

1

5

o

1

26 (18%)

B. M.

13

18

5

3

o

2

41

SE.

11

114

2

7

1

2

37 (26%)

A. B.

9

7

1

3

1

2

23 (16%)

A. C.

5

9

1

1

o

0

16 (11%)

TOTALS

49
(34%)

56
(39%)

19
(14%)

2
(1%)

7
(5%)

11.3 (67%t)

10
(7%)

(29%)

ONE YEAR OR MORE

ST.

10

0

0

o

o

o

10 (114%)

B. M.

14

2

0

0

0

1

17

SE.

22

1

0

0

0

2

25 (36%)

A. B.

8

1

0

0

0

2

11

A. C.

2

3

2

0

0

0

7 (10%)

TOTALS

56
(80%)

7
(10%)

2
(3%)

0

0

5

70 (33%t)

(24%)

(16%)

(7%)

*Census material", not included. Therefore total 14=216 instead of
301-143 (less than I year) plus 70 (1 year or more).

Table 8 reveals the result of this analysis.

Looking at the

first panel of Table 8, it can be seen that 143 instances were studied
less than one year after a riotous event occurred whereas only 70 instances were studied one year or more after the occurrence of a riotous
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event (see second panel of Table 8).

Also, when the events were studied

less than a year after the riot occurrence, historical documents were
used 149 of the 113 instances (See first panel of fable 8) whereas historical documents were used in 56 of the 70 instances studied one year or
more following a riotous occurrence.

Thus, it is readily apparent that

when data are utilized which has been collected a year or more after the
riot occurrence, historical documents are used in the vast majority of
cases.

On the other hand, when data are collected within a year following

the occurrence of riotous events, material other than documentary are
used in the majority of cases.

Note in Table 8 (See both panels.), in-

terviews were used in 56 instances when the data were collected within a
year after the riotous occurrence.

In all cases where data were collec-

ted iess than a year after rioting, material other than documentary were
used more often in researching conceptual areas.
Looking at the percentage across rows, it will be noted that
belief-motives (29 percent of the 1/13 instances) were researched more
often when data collected less than a year following the riotous behavior were used and the method used most often was interviews.

Setting,

the next most often researched conceptual area (26 percent), was also
investigated most often by interviews as was aftermath-consequences.
Structure and action-behavior, however, were investigated most often
using documentary material.
In the second panel of Table 8, when data were employed that
had been collected a year or more following the riotous occurrence, setting was investigated more often (36 percent of the 70 instances) and in
22 of the 25 instances, historical documents were the method used to investigate setting.

:his same pattern exists when all conceptual areas
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are studied using data collected one year or more after the event.
When nata are collected -1 yr. following a riotous event, the
vast majority of the oata utilized will oe employed from materials other
than documenta!y and much more diversity in methoa is noted.

'belief-

motives, setting and aftermath-consequences are researched more often
using in terviews whereas structure an: action-behavior are researched
more often using historical documents when data are collected -1 yr.
after an event.

On the other hand, data collected 1 y. and from the

event tends to consist almost exclusively of historical documents and
this is true no mater which conceptual area is researched.

:hus, the

distance of the research from an event does affect the relationship between conceptual areas and methodological techniques.

SUMMARY OF CHAFFE, IV
An analysis of the 87 articles relating to riotous behavio:
illustrates that certain methodological techniques or clusters of techniques do tend to discriminate between certain conceptual ideas--i. e.,
if an author is interested in studying belief-motives ana aftermathconsequences, there is a greater tendency to utilize material other
than documentary; whereas, if the interest is in stuaying setting, structure and action-behavior, the tendency is to utilize documentary materials more often.

Also, certain conceptual area frameworks tena to

discriminate between various methodological techniques.

(.ontingency

variables—one-event vs. irr.ltiple events and the distance of the research from a riot occurrence—do affect the relationship between conceptal areas and methodological techniques in riotous behavior research.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION
The theory-methods typology derived in the previous chapters furnishes a framework whereby all modes of thinking on riotous behavior may
eva

,cl and understood.

The theory-methods typology is offered as a

framework to observe what empirical

WOrk

has been accompolished in riot-

ous behavior research and at the same time point to areas where improvements and additional thoht is needed.
does not test the truth

The theory-methods typology

any particular theoretical conceptualiza-

tion; but, serves as a general framework to critically examine the contributions of all concerned with riotous behavior research.

XMPARISON OF PhESENT STUDY WITH 0THEaSIUDIES
Previous typologies concerned with riotous behavior have been incomplete in that only particular elements were considered or only one or
two approaches were considered in the analysis and/or synthesis of previous research on riotous oehavior.
Firestone.

Consider the typology developed by

In his "Hypotheses on the Causes of Riots," Firestone ad-

mitted he was more interested in the immediate processes of riots rather
than the underlying conditions.

Firestone was aware of the existence of

underlying conditions as a cause or condition leading to riotous behavior
but he failed to include these in his typology and no sources were given;
17;'
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although, he stated more research had been made on the underlying conditions than on those concerned with immediate conditions.

Firestone in-

cluded the motivations of participants, social control agents, and the
general public but these were introduced as the focus of a generalizing
hostile belief in the precipitating event and no prior background was
given.
Also, Firestone's work was basically psychological although he
denied this in his explanations of his typology.

Firestone aptly ex-

plored the motivations of all involved in the riot process and bases his
typology on the motives and responses developed from the precipitating
event.
Firestone's "model" is built on the assumption,
....that the precipitating event arouses feelings of grievances
and hostility followed by arousal of motivation which has violence as
its goal (aggression, anxiety, dominance strivings, and the like) or
by arousal of motivation to which violence is instrumental behavior
(the protest or the riot for profit view), or both in a mix of some
sort..•1
Other researchers offer considerable evidence to the contrary.z
rhis assumption may or may not be correct.

While motivations or pre-

dispositions do have some impact, these researchers argue that sociological research could do better by studing other aspects of riotous behavior
such as neighborhood structures and relationships as well as behaviol
patterns.
Thus, the theory-methods typology offered in the previous chapters is better equipped to include other perspectives and approaches and

1 Firestone, "Theory of the Riot Process," p.
For example, see H. Otto Dahlke, "Race and Minority Riots-A Study on the rypology of Violence," Social Forces
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is not limited to

3

single approach.

Also, the theory-methods typology

is devised to include all aspects of riotous behavior rather than fragmentalized elements and components.
The theory-methods typology developed in this thesis is somewha,
similar to that proposed by Manning on collective behavior..

Manning's

four types were expanded and enlarged for the study of riotous behavior
research.

While adequate fo: classifying collective behavior, in gen-

eral, Manning's typology was not considered to be as in-depth as needed
to observe the effect of the particular methodologies and the conceptual
areas in the study of riotous behavior.
is based on

WO

For example, Manning's typology

different philosophies of research in collective be-

havior and the difference in these two philosophies, according to Manning,
is whether researchers feel "...the presence of stress, tension, strain,
or emotion" and "how unexpected, disruptive, and unusual the situation
need be for valid research to be conducted."3
In riotous behavior, the situation is unexpected, disruptive and
unusual if considered in relation to everyday working and living interactional situations.

rhus all research connected with riotous behavior

could easily "fit" in this classification.

Also, Manning identifies only

two general techniques--the formal controlled experiment and the "interventionist"--which he defines as those researchers that wait for a situation to occur and then entel the situation to make their observations.
As noted from the discussion in Chapter IV, there is a lack of this type
of research in riotous behavior which can be explained by the very nature
of the behavior itself.

4Manning, "Fifteen Years of Collective Behavior, p. 283.

1

This is not to be considered as a criticism of Manning's typology
as he never intended to apply it to riotous behavior in detail.

fhe

theory-methods typology, which has been developed in this thesis, however, is offered as a framework for analyzing the nature of riotous behavior research in depth and thus must include more techniques if the
patterns inherent in that research are to be assessed.

fhus, for the

purpose of analyzing and synthesizing research in riotous behavior, the
present theory-methods typology is more usefil.

PRACTICAL OR LOGICAL LIMITS OF METHODOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES IN RELATION TO
FINDINGS
In considering the methodological techniques employed to investigate conceptual areas in riotous behavior research, the practical or
logical limits of these Jata collection techniques newi to he evaluated.
Schermerhorn and Boskoff warn sociologists to "be sensitive to indications that certain areas of specialization have peculiar methodological
problems."
The use of laboratory experimentation would logically be expected to be of limited use in studying the conceptual components in an
explanation of riotous behavior.

The somewhat artifical setting inherent

in laboratory experimentation makes the spontaneous occurrence of riotous
behavior difficult to reproduce and control.

Also, riotous behavior is

considered by many to be too destructive and therefore most researchers
would consider it to be unethical to use as a methodological techniqre

hFichard A. Schermerhorn and Alvin Boskoff, "recent Analysis of
Sociological rheory" in Modern Sociological rheory in Continuity and
Change, edited by Howard Becker and Alvin Boskoff, (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1957), p. 76.
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in researching riotous behavior.

As seen from the data in chapter IV,

laboo.cy experimentation was found very infrequently in the universe
of literature studied--this technic.; e was ised in only one instance to
investigate setting an,.! action-behavior.
As noted in Chapter III, there are several articles which deal
with rumor transmission, milling, contagion, and other such processes
which could and so lead to the occurrence of riotous benav-lor.5

Al-

though these articles relate these processes to other forms of collective behavior or to collective behavior in general, they were not used
to define or explain riotous behavior occurrences pe.. Sc.

Since labora-

tory experimentation has been fruitful in these other subareas of collective behavior, it is very conceivable that this method could be employed
effectively to demonstrate the relationship of these 1: ocesses to an
eposide of rioting.

However, based upon the literature reviewed in

this thesis, it may be concluded that laboratory experimentation is not
a productive vehicle for investigating conceptual areas in riotous behavior research.
Thus, laboratory experimentation maybe considered to be very
limited in the study of riotous behavior.

Conceptual areas such as

structure, aftermath-consequences and even action-behavior are almost
impossible to investigate ;sing this method.

As noted previously even

belief-motives and setting are very difficult to study due to the nature
of the behavior itself.

rhe fact that there was only one instance in

which laboratory experimentation was used in the literature studied

:
)1„abor3tory experimentation or field experiments were used in
defining the relationship of these processes to various forms of collective behavior research. See page 8, footnote 7 in this thesis for
the specifie articles.
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gives evidence that laboratory experimentation is very restrictive.

At

the same time, this instance gives support to this author's contention
that riotous behavior research is being expanded to include methodologies that were once considered unoperateable and inmanageable in studying
riotous behavior.

fhere is limited evidence, then, that methods and

approaches to the study of riotous behavior are being enlarged somewhat
even though the nature of the behavior tends to limit these methodologies.
Another methodological technique utilized in riotous behavior
research which could be expected to be of limited use is the employment
of informants to collect data.

Informants would have to be used with

other methods due to the bias of one or two individual opinions.

Then,

too, informants would have to be known to the researcher and the difficulty involved in placing an informant on the scene prior to an event
often precludes the use of this technique.

nnus, informants are usually

contacted after an event occurs or during some stage of the action for
some specific information rather than for data concerning the entire
sivation.
In the universe of literature analyzed in this thesis, informants were used primarily to determine the boundaries of the riot area;
although, informants were used with other methods to investigate all
the conceptual areas except aftermath-consequences.

Furthermore, infor-

mants were used mostly with documentary materials and the only method
employed other than documentary was interviewing.

fhe use of info-mants,

although limited by the above considerations, could logically be utilized more often than was the case (in only five instances), especially
if used with other methodological techniques such as interviews and
historical documents as well as questionnaires and participant observa-
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tion (there were no articles using informants with questionnaires and
participant observation), to study setting, action-behavior and aftermathconsequences particularily.

However, as informants are used for specific

information, this information may already be available and the use of
informants might not be needed except as a check on the information already gathered.

Utilization of informants to study riotous behavior,

then, is considered to be limited not only by dependence on other methods
as the primary source of data; but, also by the limited amount of data
that is gained by using informants and the difficulty in locating dependable individuals.
Participant observation is another methodological technique
which could be expected to be of limited use in identifying conceptual
areas in riotous behavior.

Because of the spontaneoas nature of riotous

behavior, participant observation is rather difficult.

Riotous behavior

generally occurs because of an ambiguoas situation and the location as
well as the time of the occurrence cannot be predicted in advance.

Thus,

pa ticipant observation usually occurs oecause the reseal.cher happens to
be on the scene at that particular time--either by chance or due to an
association with the agents of social control and/or the participants
of riotous behavior.
Looking at the universe of literature reviewed and analyzed in
this thesis, utilization of participant observation occurred in nineteen
instances.

Although all conceptual areas were studied and the dominance

of one area being investigated over the others was not as great as with
the other methods, setting and structure (in that order) were investigated more often when participant observation was employed.

This could

be expected since the researcher observes what is happening and is
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usually on the scene prior to the occurrence.

However, action-behavior

was one of the least investigated areas and logically, the participant
observer would view the patterns of action.

Therefore action-behavior

could be expected to be investigated in more instances than were actually the case.
That participant observers did not study action-behavior conceptualizations more than they have done may be due to the desire of the
researcher to present the data as objectively and accurately as possible.
because participant observers are generally affiliated with either social
control agencies or the participants, they may feel unable to present
the action-behavior patterns without bias and therefore ignore these
methodological avenues entirely.

At the same time, they may believe one

observer cannot adequately detail the action-behavior involved in a
riotous behavior occurrence.
Lewis was a participant observer at the Kent State incident in
which four students were killed and he tested or applied Smelser's categories of the "hostile outburst" as they pertained to this event.6

In

a later comment, Iewis had this to say concerning the study;
I tried in the previous essay to write in as objective a manner
as possible about events and experiences about which I hardly felt
objective. ro some extent Smelser's categories initated this approach. However, the scientific approach should in no way conceal
the fact that I feel the use of violence against students and
faculty at Kent State University, as well as at our sister schRol
Jackson State, represent shameful moments in American history.'
rhis sentiment was not evident in the article by Lewis, however.
6jere y M. Lewis, "A Study of the Kent State Incident Using
Smelser's Theory of Collective Behavior," Sociological Inquiry 142 (Spring,
1972)2:87-96.
?Lewis, "Comment," Sociological Inquiry L2 (Spring, 1972)2:105.

18.-)

In his endeavor to be completely objective, Lewis failed to mention that
the Colemanding General of the National Guardsman and other officers were
with the Sardsmen when they chased the Kent students just prior to the
actual shooting and had to clarify this ln e later arti

e.e

Consiee-ing the difficulty involved in the utilization of participant observation as a methodological technique in riotous behavior research, however, the number of instances overall is rather larger than
might be expected.

One of the reasons may be eee in part to the wine-

spread and numerous occurrences of riotous behaliici in the 1960's.

Dur-

ing this time, researchers were more alert to the possibilities available to thee when riotous behavior eposides occurred within their area
due to the interest and reports of the various presidential committees
as well as others, including the news media.

rhis is supported by the

fact that only three of the nineteen instances in which participant
observation was utilized in the universe of literature in this thesis
occurred prior to 19611.9
However, occurrences of riotte:s behavior have once again declined
in recent years.

With this decline in the occurrence of riotous behavior,

it may be expected that participant observation will not be as likely to
be utilized as a methodological technique and investigator's will of
necessity have to turn to other methods.
Participant observation was used to investigate all the concep-

'Ibid., pp. 104-105. Phese comments were made after an article
by Smelser on Lewis's previous article in which Smelser misin'erpreted
Lewis's analysis of the actions of the Guardsmen. See Smelser, "Some
Additional Thoughts on Collecti-e eehavior," p. 100 and Lewis, "Comments," pp. 102-1C3.
See the charts in Appendix D of this thesis for specific instances.
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tual areas as well as being one of the three methods used alone to investigate riotous behavior.

Because the participant observer is on the

scene prior to and during the riotous behavior, the researcher generally
does not have to rely on other methods to gain data concerning the event
or the conditions leading to the event; although, use of these other
methods with participant observers would help support researcher objectivity and help eliminate any bias or selective perceptions he might
make.

Participant observation appears to be one of the more versatile

methodologies available for riotous behavior research.
As pointed out in Chapter IV, participant observation was one of
the methods used to investigate the more complex framework of four conceptual areas, although no more than one other method was ever employed
with it.

Over one-third of the articles investigating the more complex

framework of four conceptual areas used participant observation and the
other method used was always documentary (census or historical documents).
Thus, participant observation, while limited because of the difficulty in being on the scene, is not restricted to dependence on other
methods, nor is it restricted to investigations of particular conceptual
areas.

(Even aftermath-consequences were investigated.

rhe participant

observer is in a good position to investigate the aftermath and especially the short-term consequences of riotous behavior.)

Yet, if the de-

cline in riotous behavior occurrences continues in the 197C's, this
method of investigation will probably cease to be utilized.

A rossible

solution would be to have a team of specialized observers prepared to
leave at a moment's notice when such an event of riotous behavior does
occur.

(rhis would be similer to the disaster teams already in axis-
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A team of specialized observers could greatly enhance riotous

behavior research by providing depth and insight to the complex processes
and interrelationships involved in this behavior.

Unless such a team is

formed, participant observation will continue to be limited in tis
utility as method for data collection in riotous behavior research.
The utilization of questionnaires as a methodological technique for data collection in riotous oehavior research is also limited
by certain practical factors.

The population with which the researcher

works determines basically the method to be used.

Questionnaires tend

to be especially long and cumbersome in this and most other research
endeavors.

The language in questionnaires concerned with riotous be-

havior wo.,:ld of neccessity have to be throughly assessed to insure that
responsents understood the questions.

Researchers would, therefore, be

hesitant to use questionnaires in the ghettos (where the most recent
riots have occurred) and rely more on their own interviews and/or data
collected by other researchers or agencies.
In the universe of literature analyzed in this thesis, questionnaires were never employed as the only method, but, rather were used
with some other method(s) to research riotous behavior.

Belief-motives

and aftermathOconsequences were investigated most often when questionnaires were used; whereas, structure and action-behavior were only
studied once each.

Questionnaires were used mostly as pre-riot or

post-riot data and were utilized fo7 comparison with interview data
and/or historical documents data to denote any changes in opinions or
attitudes resulting from the riotd,s behavior events.

Historical docu-

ments and interviews were used most often with questionnaires and these
methods would seem to allow for the greater ver'sality in studying concep-
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tual areas than would have the use of questionnaires alone.

In other

words, the more complex theoretical frameworks studied in riot literature
were studies in part as a result of the availability of historical and interview data and not because data from questionnaires was obtainable.
Also, further analysis reveals most researchers used questionnaires which had been collected for other purposes--usually as a part
of a much larger study on other matters entirelylu --as a pre-riot sample
or to determine change of opinions and attitudes before and after the
occurrence of a riot.

In the one such instance in which questionnaires

were utilized as the primary method of data collection,11 this method had
to be supplemented with telephone and home interviews before the study
could be completed.
Questicnnaires have a history of low response rates and in this
type of research, depending on the length of the questionnaire and the
population studied, response rates could be considerably lower than in
other research settings.

In the literature studied in this thesis, ques-

tionnaires were used mostly to compare attitudes and opinions before and
after a riot and as stated previously were generally taken from large
studies.

Considering all the above cricumstances, the use of question-

naires as a methodological technique of data collection would appear to
be severly restricted in riotous behavior research.

However, the utili-

zation of q,estionnaires is more frequent than might be expected in the

For example, questionnaires were used from the Manpower Negro
College Studies (see Chart 4, No. 9 in Appendix D of this thesis), poverty
survey data (see Chart 9, No. 1 in Appendix D), and #ps Survey data (see
Chart 14, No. 5 and 0 in Appendix D).
11 See Chart
ticular instance.

8, No. 6 in Appendix D of this thesis for the par-
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material reviewed in this thesis.

This is exnlained in part by the fact

that questionnaires were used that had been part of larger studies for
reasons ether than investigating riotous behavicr and were not the primary
method of inmestigatinn in the studies c' which they were a

For

these reasons, questionnaires will continue to be of limiten use nn riotous behavior research unless empleyed in a similar manner and even when
they are somewhat restricted.
Interviews would appear to be one of the more practical methods
in investigating riotous behavior.

,;onsidering the advantages offered

by interviewing (especially when an interview-schedule is used), this
method would on the basis of practicality and logic be expected to be
one of the primary methods of data collection in riotous behavior research.

Just as the wording of a questionnaire must oe thoroughly as-

sessed to insure that respondents understand the questions, so must the
interviewer be trained to ask questions and record answers accurately.
The language of the ghetto, for example, differs radically from that of
the college graduate.

Also the race, age and sex of the interviewers may

be critical determinants of whether potential respondents will agree to
answer questions in an interview and, at the same time, matching by background may enhance the possibility of answers being truthful.

The use of

trained interviewers, then ig a necessity in this type of research technique.

Aowever, training often becomes involved, time-consuming and ex-

pensive.
Interview schednaes must be carefully constnncted as well.

rhen,

too, the expense of conducting large-scale interviews is a prime factor
to cents-1de: and since the time and location of a riotd.s event is seldom
know. in advance, interviewers and intenview-schednles may have to be pre-
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pared rather hurriedly.

Another limiting factor to consider is the

timing of the interview, itself.

Although unlikely, interviews could

conceiveable be conducted at the time of the riot.

Howeve:, because of

the intense emotional situation, potential respondents would be unwilling to answer the questions asked and complete any tape of lengthly interview.

(The vast majority of the interviews conducted in the studied

reviewed for th7:.a thesis lasted from three-four hours.)
rhe use of interviews as a data collection technique in riotous
behavior research could be viewed as being limited by the dependence on
the respondents to answer the questions truthfully and accurately.

How-

ever, many researchers feel if the interview is structured in such a way
as to allow for checks to be made of the responses, there is no problem.
Also, when interviews are used with documentary maLeiials (as well as
other methodologies), checks for validity are possible.

At the same

time, some researchers view interviews to be the major vehicle for determining the attitudes and opinions of those either directly or indirectly
involved in riotous actions as we 7a as learning the attitudes and
opinions of the public at large concerning riotous behavior.

rhus, in-

terviews could be expected to be used mostly to investigate beliefmotives and aftermath -consequences.
Although the data reviewed in this thesis tend to support this
expectation, the evidence is not as strong as anticipated since the other
conceptual areas were investigated much more than might be expected.
Masotti and Bowen, among others, says researchers who study riotous behavior tend to rely heavily on questionnaires and interviews to study
perceptions and individualistic explanations because these "theories" are
based on individual attributes; and, therefore questionnaires and inter-
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views are among the most reliable methodologies to "validate" or "in12
validate" these "theories."

While this holds true for the use of

questionnaires, it is not true for the use of interviews.
Interviews were utilized in fifty-eight instances in the literature analyzed in this thesis and while one-half of these did investigate
belief-motives and aftermath-consequences the remaining half dealt with
the other conceptual areas--setting was investigated in twelve instances,
action-behavior was investigated in nine instances and structure was investigated in eight instances.

Even when interviews were the only method

used, setting was investigated as often as belief-motives and aftermathconsequences were not investigated at all whereas action-behavicr was investigated once.

In fact, historical documents were used over twire as

often as interviews in studying belief-motives. also used more often than interviews14

.;ensus
,
materials were

to study belief-motives.

When

interviews were utilized to investigate aftermnth-consequences, documentary materials were always use

with them.

rhus, while it is true

that when interviews are the method of data collection or one of the
methods of data collection, they are used most often in studying beliefmotives and aftermath-consequences; they are not the principal method of
studying these two conceptual areas.
Instances in which interviews were conducted sometime after the
occurrence of riotous behavior are not frequent as seen by the findings

12Masotti and Bowen, :.iots and Rebellions, p. 27.
13Interview schedules prepared by other agencies are included as
Interviews rather than historical data.
1 hCenses materials were never used alone but were usec mostly
with historical documents and/or interviews.
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in liapter IV.

When interviews a.e conducted over a year after the occur-

rence of a riot, the investigation is generally restricted to beliefmotives and aftermath-consequences whereas when interviews are conducted
within a year of the riot occurrence, all conceptual areas are investigated with setting being investigated almost as often as belief-motives
and structure being investigated as often as aftermath-consequences.
Thus, interviews are more fruitful in explaining more than beliefmotives and aftermath-consequences are also the more complex theoretical
frameworks when they are conducted shortly after a riotous event.

To

take full advantage of interviews, researchers need to be in the riot
areas as soon as possible after the event occurs, but, as stated previously, this is very difficult and especially for a researcher operating
alone.
Further analysis of interview data discloses that seventy-one percent of those using interviews to study riotous behavior dealt with interviews whiy.h hau been collected by other researchers and/or were part of
another or large. study.

Eleven percent of the remaining instances

employed both the researcher's own interview and interviews collected by
others.

Thus, only seventeen percent of the instances in which inter-

views were employed utilized interviews conducted sole7y by the researcher and specifically for that study.

This, of course, is partially

explained by the circumstances above, i. e., the high cost of getting
interviewers trained and in the area as well as being so time consuming.
rhe fact that there could be problems with sampling, interviewer
bias, bias of the reporting agency as weal as other such problems may be
overlooked as these interview-schedules offer a quick, less expensive
access to data which the researcher might not otherwise have.

rhus,
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when used with other methods, these sources provide data which many individual researchers could not easily obtain for themselves.
At the same time, many researchers feel, and perhaps rightly so,
that these agencies have greater

esources--both in terms of finance and

manpower--and therefore will be able to conduct a larger and more random
survey than they could ever hope to by themselves.

Fa/ some researchers,

the only other alternative wold be the use of historical documents and
these are subect to the bias of the original source, also.
considering the large number of surveys conducted by agencies
such as LARS (Los Angeles Piot Study), the Six Cities Study by Dr. John
Spiegal of Brandeis, the Michigan Survey' Hesearch Center, the Lemburg
Jenter for the Study of Violence, NORC (National Opinion Pesearch
Center)15 as well as the various surveys conducted by local, state and
federal commissions alrng with those conducted by presidential committees
and senate subcommittees. this reliance on other's interviews should be
expected.

These studies and surveys were conducted shortly after a

riot event and their availability and discussion in the media probably made them attractive sotrces of secondary data for researchers.
Many social scientist participated in the collection of commission data.
the same time, researchers should be cautious of reading
more into the questions than were intended by the primary researchers
of a study.

Also, many of the agency surveys are more concerned with

public opinion and the attitudes of particular individuals at a particular time.

fhere has been some criticism over the use of these opinion

and attitude data to infer individual or group attitudes and behavio

1 For a more detailed list, see Chapter II under interviews as
a methodological technique.
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McPhail, for example, says;
Individeal's attitude statements...have been treated as overt
indicators of covert tendencies to behave, and riot participation
has been viewed as a function of these tendencies. The problem
arises when an attempt is made to specify tne tendencies and tne behaviors which are the products.... rids problem has not been acknowledged, let alone resolved by riot pavticipaton researchers.
Phis becomes evident upon examining the Timdtaions of theie operational measures of participation and, in turn, the s. -ibutes aid inferred tendencies introduced to account for the participation.lt
'
Thus, even though interviews are limited as an individual method
of the -esearcher, the utilization of interview-schedules obtained through
large-scale surveys as part of a larger research endeavor are not as
restrictive.

Also even though somewhat limited, interviews have been

useful in studying single conceptual areas as well as the more complex
conceptual area frameworks.

There is evidence that interviews are use-

ful in studying conceptual areas other than belief-motives and aftermathconsequences although these are studied more often when the interviews
are conducted some time after the occurrence of riotous behavior.

Future

studies including interviews will probably rely even more on the interview-schedules of large-scale surveys conducted by other agencies and
this is especially true if the decline in riotous behavior occurrences
continues.
The evidence in Chapter IV reveals that all of the methodological
techniques of data collection which were of non-documentary nature were
used less often than those which were documentary.

However, there is

evidence in the literature contained in this thesis that researchers in
riotous behavior are widening the field as fa: as using the more complex
methodologies, and they are using methods which until recently had not

16Clark McPhail, "Civil Disorder Participation: A Critical Examination of hecent :_esearch," ASR J6 (December, 1971):1u58-1073.
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been utilized in collecting data in riotous behavior research.

:hat is,

considering the limiting factors of these methods vis-a-vis the nature
of the behavior under study, researchers have demonstrated an ability for
expansion of methodologies in riotous behavior research through the
utilization of the more complex frameworks and also in the use of nondocumentary materials.

The number of research endeavors have greatly

increased since Strauss's count in 19146 and his observations that most
investigation in the various forms of collective behavior are based on a
"crude descriptive level of knowledge" and "most investigation is in the
nature of reporting"1 7 do not appear to be as true today in this speciality of collective behavior.
Cens.s materials have been especially useful in riotors behavior
research.

Census materials provide a "fertile" source of raw aggregate

data concerning populations, cities and the nation as a whole.

:;ensus

data, used in this manner, allow the researcher to determine which cities
have grown in population and which have not and their relationship tc
the occurrence of riotous behavior.

_;ensus materials contain hard ob-

jective data on income distribution, land, status of wealth and other.
social characteristics.

The occurrence of riotous behavior and the

relationship of education, lower income rates, rates of increase o: decrease in housing units, home ownership, unemployment rates as well as
any cnanges in population composition may De analyzed and compared between riot and non-riot areas.
The recent trend in data processing has great]y euhanced the pop41arity of censIs materials as a methodological techn4le in recent years
17
Strauss, "Neglect and Need," p.

and especially when used with historical documents such as the works of
others and newspaper articles.

Lieberson and Silverman were among the

earlier researchers using census data for paired comparison analysis of
riot and non-riot cities on the basis of population growth and composition, housing units, work situation (occupation, unemployment and income)
and local government.-19

Bloombaam utilized the multidimensional scalo-

gram analysis (MSA) camputor programs to determine riot and non-riot
city profiles.2°

Abudu and associates, Berk, Ford, Sears and McConahay,

Spilerman21 and others have been successful in using census materials to
further understanding of structure, setting and to a limited degree
action-behavior conceptualizations.
Until very recently, census materials were used mostly in sampling
procedures with interviews and questionnaires by providing the materials

18Some examples include; Bryan T. Downes, "A Critical Re-FJ.amination of the Social and Political Characteristics of Riot Cities," Social
Science Quarterly 51 (September, 1970):349-360; Milton Bloombaum, "The
Conditions 7nderlying Race Riots as Protrayed by Mullidimensional Scab gram Analysis: A Reanalysis of Leberson and Silberman's Data," ASR
33 (February, 1968)1:76-91; and Stanley Lieberson and Arnold R.
lverman,
"The Precipitants and Underlying Conditions of Face Riots," ASR 3 (December, 1965):887-898.
19Lieberson and Silverman, "Precipitants and Underlying Conditions," 887-898.
2°Bloombaum, "Conditions Thderlying Race Riots," pp. 76-91.
21 Margaret J. G. Abudu and et. al., "Black Ghetto Violence: A Case
Study Inquiry into the Spatial Pattern of Four Los Angeles Riot Event
l'ypes," Social Problems 19 (Winter, 1973):408-427; Richard A Berk ano
Howard E. Aldrich, "Patterns of Vandalism During Civil Disorders As An
Indicator of Selection of rargets," ASR 37 (October, 1972)633-5)47;
William Freithaler Ford and John H. Moore, "Additional Evidence on the
Social liaracteristics of Riot Cities," Social Science Quarterly 51 (September, 1970)::39-348; David 0. Sears and John B. McConahay, "Participation in the Loa Angeles Riot." Social Problems 17 (Summer, 1968):3-26;
and, Seymour Spilerman, "The ,Causes of acial Disturbances: A Comparison
of Alternative Explanations," ASR 35 (August, 1970)4:627-649.
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for match quotas, other type quota sampling and the like or to aid in
selecting interviewers compatiable with the population saripled.

(For

example--if blacks were to be interviewed, black interviewers were used
whereas if whites were to be interviewed, white interviewers were used.
Now, however, census materials are used to provide data concerning the
characteristics of riot cities as compared to those of non-riot cities
as well as providing data on the sociodemographic characterstics of the
population in the riot area and those in non-riot areas of cities.

..2en-

sus materials provide data on housing, racial composition, number of
families per unit and so forth which when used with other methods a -e
useful in studying structure and setting especially.
There is evidence, however, that these two conceptual areas
(structure and setting) are not receiving as much attention as might be
expected through the use of census data and this is especially true
concerning structure.

In fan, as the previous analysis has developed,

structure is least often investigated when census materials are used
except wnere the more complex methodological frameworks of four methods
are used.

At the same time, there is a shortage of studies investigating

structure in the articles reviewed in this thesis.

This supports the

contention of some that the sociological approach in riotous behavior
teuas to accept as given that certain structural factors are present
rather than explaining what they are.22

Future studies of riotous be-

havior should contain explanations of how the structure of a community or
ecologic: area affects rioto..s behavior rather than assuming this is in
fact trie.

2For example, see Lupsha. "rheories of ',Irban Violence," p. 291.
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At the same time, this thesis has found that while setting is investigated much mone often, there are aspct,e of setting which receive more attention than others.

This has been changing in lecent

years, however, and this trend will probably continue in the future.

For

example, earlier studies using census materials (with historical documents
and/or interviews) dealt mostly with the socio-economic status of the
participants and not the ecological characteristics of the neighborhood
or the city in which riots occurrec—
.

Studies using cersus data for this

type of research are now being used much more extensively because more
complex data rrocessing techniques are now well-developed.

Also, census

materials are now being used more often with participant observation and
informants than they were previously.
this thesis gives evidence of this.

Analysis of the data reviewed in

None of the artic1es involving par-

ticipant observation and informants with census data were conducted before 19E0.1 and although the number of studies are limited, there does
appear to be a trend in this direction.23
It should be remembered that census data are aggregate data and
researchers should be cautions in imputing averages or modal characteristics of an area to specific locations and populations within the whole.
This ecological fallacy should be recognized and explicity addressea oy
future methodologies.

Thus, the use of census materials is restricted by

the fact that they only point directions aria are more dependent on other
methods for how they will be employed.

That is, census materials a:e

aggregate data and need to be supplemented with othen methods.

At the

same time, census materials are not restricted to use with interviews and
See Appendix D in this thesis for the specific articles
zing these methodologies.
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ql:estionnaires as they have been used with historical docments eytensively and with direct observation as well.

It is predicted that future

empirical studies of riotous behavior will come to depend more heavily on
census materials in studying all the conceptual areas and especially
when multiple methodological strategies are employed because it is available hard objective data.
Although all conceptual areas were investigated when census
materials were employed, belief-motives were studied most often.

There

is some evidence in the literature reviewed in this thesis that researchers who study riotous behavior have tended to use the socio-demographic
data of certain sections of the population to predict predispositions and
perceptions.

Just how valid these assumptions are have not been proven

to the satisfaction of many sociologists and others concerned with
riotous behavior.21%

Future studies using census data should be sensi-

tive to this shortcoming.
While not a general critique and depending on the independent
variables, census materials may be somewhat limited in that mch of the
material collected for the 196C census and used to investigate a 1968
riot may be entirely misleading.

Some cities experience rapid changes in

population, employment and govelhment facilities.
Census materials are important in studies in which data the
.esea:chel- s have collected themselves are compared to data collected
oz othe.s and this is especia—j L. , e when research formants are :Bed to
replicate previous findings and determine if certain patterns continue

"See, fo: example, McPhail, "Civil Disorder," pp.
and Jeffery K. Madden, "Reflections on the Social Scientist hole in
Studying civil 7iolence: Introduction to a Symposium," Social Science
4uartally 51 (Septambe:, 1970):i32-3311.
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to exist.

Employment of census materials with historical documents and

interviews will continue to be the primary methodological strategies in
multiple-method approaches to riotous behavior research and if the trend
evidenced in this thesis continues, census material data will probab2y
displace historical documents as the most often used method of data
collection.

fhus, census materials, when used with other methods, are

the least restricted of the methodologies discL..ssed thus far.
As expected, the findings in Chapter IV reveal historical documents were used more often as a methodological technique than any of
the other methods to collect data concerning riotous behavior.

The

basic limiting factor in utilizing historical documents is the heavy reliance placed on the reports, studies and works of others as well as the
fact that research may be weakened if some revelant material hasn't been
included in the documents compiled by various agencies of government and
the mass media.

However, the use of historical documents can be much

less expensive than the other methods used.

Futhermore, by using his-

torical documents more events may be analyzed and compared.
fhe data analyzed in Thapter IV reveal that historical documents
were by far the most popular method used when multiple-event stGaies
were conducted, i. e. almost fifty percent of the investigations which
used multiple-events data employed historical documents whereas only approximately twenty-five percent of the studies in which single-events
data were utilized employed documentary materials to investigate riotous
behavior.
Considering the nature of riotous behavior, the utilization of
historical documents as the principal methodological technique should not
come as any surprise.

,Tenson asserts that;
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Scientific investigation in which phenomena cannot be repeated
at will must necessarily turn to the past for verication of the hypotheses. gat the more fundamental the problems and the longer and
more complex the cycles of history under consideration, the fewer
the instances available for generalizations. It then becomes necessary to utilize the fullest degree and with the most meticulous care
that do exist.25
Certainly, riotous behavior events cannot or should not be repeated merely to allow the researcher the opportunity to investigate and
study the patterns and relationships native to this phenomena.

At the

same time, verification of the patterns can not be made by repetition of
the phenomena at will.
Thus, the greater use of documentary materials to investigate
conceptual areas in riotous behavior is to be expected, logically and
practically.

There is evidence, however, that historical documents are

not being utilized to the fullest degree in studying conceptual areas
in riotous behavior.

This is especially true in the case of attempting

to link findings in one study to those of others.

The most investigated

approach in riotous behavior found in this thesis was some form of the
deprivation framework.

Yet the vast majority of these studies did not

tell how they differed and/or were similar to the findings and conceptualizations of others using the same approach.

More extensive use of

historical documents would clearly be useful in these instances.
In summary, it may be concluded that the utilization of data .1lection strategies other than documentary are viewed as being restricted
and limited in the study of riotous behavior.

Considering the practical

limits to the employment of non-documentary methods, the fact that there

'Howard E. Jensen, "Developments in Analysis of Social Thought,"
Modern Sociological Theory in Continuity and Change, eds. Howard Becker
and Alvin liosko f, (New York: Holt, l-inehart and Winston, 1957), p. 51.
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were as many diverse methodological techniques utilized as were fo:nd in
this thesis is somewhat unexpected.

That as many diverse strategies were

used and that these were used to investigate the more complex theoretical
schemes are evidence of the exTansion of methodologies in riotos behavior research.

IMPLICATIONS OF PATTERNS TO THE INVESTIGATION OF CONCEPTUAL Ai-EAS
From the conceptual area perspective, there appears to be an
emerging pattern regarding which techniques are more likely to be employed to study particular conceptual areas (and clusters of conceptual
areas) in riotous behavior research.

The data in this thesis reveal the

primary methods of data collection were documentary materials and this
applies to all conceptual areas.

When interviews and questionnaires were

the methods used, they were employed to investigate belief-motives and
aftermath-consequences more often than the other conceptual areas 1)::t
they were not used as often as were historical documents.

When single-

events data were utilized in a study, there was a tendency to rely more
on non-documentary materials whereas when multiple-event data were employed, historical documents were used more often and the less complex
theoretical frameworks were investigated.

Thus, when the more complex

theoretical frameworks involving three and for conceptual areas are investigated simultaneously, the methods used most often are interviews and
participant observation in combination with one other method."
Single-events data allowed for greater diversity in method--that
is they involve less dependence on historical documents and this in turn

26The specific articles and whether they utilize single-events or
multiple-event.s data are compiled in the Charts fo,:nd in Appendix '3 of
this thesis.

apparently led to the possiti3:ty cf investigating more complex conceptual schemes.

Ths, althol.gh it was expected that the more complex

theoretical schemes wotad be studied by means of multiple-events data,
this was not the case in the universe studied.
employed Lhrough the

use

Single-events data were

of methods which directly involved the researcher

or t.hose individuals aiding him in his endeavors and provided more opportuniLies for direct obsexvational techniques.

As evidenced in the

findings, the di:ect observational techniques in combinaticn with other
methods were utilized to study the more complex theoretical schemes.

On

the other hand, when multiple-events data were employed, the reliance on
documentary materials tended to restrict the investigation of the more
complex theoretical schemes.

As multiple-events data involve histori-

cal events which have happened previously, the relative absence of the
more complex theoretical frameworks is viewed by the present author to be
in part due to the fact that the researchers have not used historical.
documents to the fullest degree.
Participant observation and the employment of informants were
most often used to study the more complex theoletical schemes.

2his ex-

plains the relative lack of the more complex theoretical frameworks in
the litelature reviewed in this thesis.

rhere were only nine articles

dealing with the more complex theoretical frameworks of three and four
conceptual areas.

Seven of these involved the use of only two methods

and more than half of these were investigated by participant observers.
Thus, when the more complex theoretical framewo:ks were studied, participant obseivation

was

likely to be one of the methods used.

The fac' that single-events data included the more diverse methbdological techni.ques, then, is not entirely unexpected.

What is surprising
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is the fact that the more complex theoretical frameworks were also investigated when single-events data were utilized.

rhis leads one to as-

sume that researche:s have not used multiple-event data to explore the
process of riotous behavior in its entirety.

That is, rather than study-

ing the whole of the phenomena (riotous behavior), researchers using
multiple-events data have tended to be interested in only certain specific components in their study of riotous behavior.
F.1rther evidence of this rather fragmented analysis of the riotous behavior phenomona is revealed when the data on studies of specific
conceptual areas (as well

38

the clusters of conceptual areas) are an-

For example, setting was the most investigated conceptual area

alyzed.
overall.

This was the case when single and multiple-event data were

studied.

Yet, if only one conceptual area

was

being investigated,

belief-motives were studied more often--almost three times more often
than setting.

fhese two conceptual areas were the focus of investigation

in approximately sixty percent of the studies.

However, as evidenced oy

the data reviewed in this thesis, there are very few studies which consider the whole phenomena of riotous behavior.

Rather, the vast majority

of the studies concentrate on certain segmentalized components and even
then most do not relate the segments under study to the patterns within
the actual behavior.
Figure 3 helps illustrate this point.

Examination of Figure

indicates that the numbers across the bottom represent increasingly complex theoretical scemes investigated in this thesis.

:'he most complex

theoretical scheme consisted of a framework involving fo...r conceptual
areas.

The points on the graph represent the number of times setting (1)

and belief-motives (2) were investigated within a particolar theoretical
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framework.

FIGURE 3. rhe Relationship Between Setting and Belief-Motives and the
Specific Theoretical Framework involved in Riotous Behavior Research.
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7:te evidence in Fivre ? shows belief-motives is much more likely
to be investigated if only one concept.,:al area

is

studied.

While there

is some fragmentation in studies of structure and action-behavior--i. e..
one concept is used as the focus of study with the excludion of the
other components--, the majority of studies in which only one conceptual
area were investigated dealt with belief-motives or setting most often
and generally belief-motives were the most often investigated.
times more often in the data collected for this thesis.

(Three

It appears,

then, that researchers investigating only belief-motives should take the
responsibility for much of the fragmentation of riotous behavior research in relation to the more complex theoretical frameworks.

However,

researchers using the more complex methodological frameworks (see Figure
4) have also investigated this conceptualization (belief-motives) most
often.
In Figure 4, the points on the graph represent the degree of
complexity of the methodological strategy utilized to investigate the
particular conceptual area.

Thus, it is apparent that the one and two-

method frameworks were used more often to study setting whereas the
three-and four-method frameworks were used more often in studying beliefmotives than they were to study setting.

From the evidence, then, it is

evident that while setting may be the most investigated conceptual area
overall, belief-motives rather than setting is the more researched when
more complex methodologies and theoretical frameworks are employed to
study riotous behavior.
Instead of concentrating on these fragmentalized elements, future
studies might do better to inc]ude the other conceptual areas such as
structure and action-behavior.

Many theorists, while not denying the ex-

istence of belief-motives, feel this area has been explored and found
lacking especially when considered alone.

Smelser has said;
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Although recognizing the importance of such psychological variaoles in crowd behavior, we must introduce determinants at the social
level for an adequate explanation of collective behavior. With psychological variables alone we cannot discriminate between the occassions on which these variables will manifest themselves and the oc-

cessions on which they lie dormant.27
Others have cautioned against the use of single explanations to
investigate riotous behavior.

Examples of these are given below.

It goes without saying that no single explanation or sets of
explanations is likely to be adequate NE such complex and massive
social events as the recent race riots."
There are no easy solutions to the violence in our cities'
streets. rhe causes are complex and poorly understood and the pc7sible remedies challenge our intelligence, cherished beliefs and
pocketbooks. I am convinced, however, that the roots of this violence are not to be found in any instinctive aggressive drive, and
there is no easy cure in the provision of so-called "safe" aggressive outlets. rhe answers can be found in careful, systematic reason
free of the shopworn, oversimplified anologies of the past.29
Riots are in fact multi-dimensional phenomena, composed of various behaviors on the part of different individuals, groups and institutions in different situations over time.3°
As in the case with every pattern of social behavior, there are
no simple explanations of the terror we have witnessed through the
last four summers.... There are more complicated dimensions to this
issue than to any other I have examined in my role as a sociologists.31
Even so, the data analyzed in this thesis indicate that the majority
of studies do consist of attempts to explain riotous behavior by investigating only one explanation and this is usually the belief-motives
category in which some framework of the deprivation-aggression and frustration concept is considered.

While the lack of more complex theoreti-

27Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior, p. 2U.
28David 0. Sears and John B. McGonohay, "Racial Socialization,
Comparison Levels, and rhe Watts Riot," Journal of Social Issues 26 (Winter, 19701:138.
29Leonard Berkowitz, "The Study of Urban Violence," p. 17.
30,Masotti and Bowen, Riots and Rebellions, p. 99.
31 Grimshaw, "Three Views of Urban Violence: Civil Disturbance,
Racial Revolt, Class Assault," The American Behavioral Scientist
11 (March/Apri), 1968)4:6.
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ca: frameworks in these studies may be due in part to the limitation of
the methodologies, the implications of the analysis presented in this
thesis are that this lack is due more to not using historical documents
to the fullest degree and the fragmentation of components without regard to the whole phenamina of riotous behavior.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RIOTOUS BEHAVIO

:1-160Y

The theory-methods typology is intended not only to demonstrate
the relationships and interrelationships between the theoretical perspectives of researchers and the methodological techniques they employ
but also to point to areas where improvements are needed.

As emphasized

in Chapter I of this thesis, riotous behavior occupies a somewhat uncertain position in sociology.

This was most eloquently stated in the

following:
There seems to be another important reason for the neglect suffered by the study of the acting crowd. Somehow, it is hard to fit
into any particular conceptual niche. Its significance is in doubt.
Together with Ghe difficult methodological problems, this makes it
less likely that anyone will use it as a focus of research.32
Altha:gh riotous beh7,vi_r research will continue to have trouble
with some methodological fo:mats for some time (such as laboratory experimentation, questionnaires and participant observation), there is
evidence in this thesis that researchers are quick to take advantage of
the opportunity to use nor,-documentary methods and to use them to a
fuller degree than when do'-r rmentary materials are used.

Yet, it appears

likely that future research of riotous behavior will come to

depend

more and more on the statistical information from census data, data from

Swanson, "A Preliminary Laboratory Study of the Acting
rowd," ASE 18 (October, 195.3):52.
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large-scale surveys aria historical docaments such as newspaper reports,
films and tapes as well as the reports of others to formulate their hypotheses or test vario_s theoretical perspectives.

McPhail, among others,

comments on this ana states that;
flti: recently, students of collective behavior were without the
necessary empirical data to test many of their hypotheses concerning
the occurrence of or participation in riots and civil disorde:.s.
rhis situation has been altered within the last decade by the secondary analysis of histo!-ical records...., by the use of census data...
and most notably the increased incidence of civil disorders in the
United States durin the 19bors and the consequent increase in civil
disorder research.
That. 'he 'Ise of other methods in riotous behavior is limited
has been discussed in the first section of this chapter and if the inciJents of riotous behavior continue to decline as they have in past couple
of years so too will the use of methods other than those listed above
as non-documentary data are dependent on being close (time and space) to
the rioto,.0 event.

fhus, the future of riotoLs behavior research depends

on the systematic research of what materials are now available for discssion and analysis.

What

vans saia concerning collective behavior is

nc less true of riotous behavior;
ampirical tests of theory in collective behavior are rare...earlier readings of wnat has been written in a generally less systematic
form should lend some small aprreciation for the progress. By "progress," however is not meant the narrow pursuit of a "pet" orientation--but rather more systematic methodology which will, hopefully,
someday permit the testing of present theory and thus the development of more empirically based propositional theory.'"
Here, then is the real crux of the problems in riotous behavior
research.

First an

foremost, there are very few generally accepted

33.McPhail, "civil Disorder Participation" ASR 36 (December,
1971)11058.
31hEvans, "Preface," p. ix.

theories of rioto,:s behavior.
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Conside-, for examele, that Evans lists

widely held theoretical viewpoints of collective behavior to

date as being those of (1) Herbert Blumer, (2) roger W. Brown, (3) Turner
and Killian, (14) Kurt Lang and Gladys E. Lanz, and (5) Smelser.35

Later

in his "Introduction to Part I," Evans includes the theoretical views of
Guetave LeBon and Carl couch as they influenced thinking on collective
behavior. 3()

A review of the literature contained in the material analy-

zed in this thesis reveal, however, that very few researchers explicity
tested

applied these theoretical viewpoints in their investigations

of riotous behavior.

rhere were no articles explicitly testing the

theoretical viewpoints of Brown and Lang and Lang, whereas only one
article tested the theoretical viewpoint of Blume.

Although LeBon re-

ceived attention in two articles, the articles were written in support
of CoGch's theoretical viewpoints rather than LeBon's.

There were four

articles using the theoretical viewpoints of Turner and Killian and six
articles testing or applying Smelser's theoretical viewpoints on the
"hostile outbarst."37
All the articles testing these theoretical viewpoints with the
exception of the one testing the vicwroints of Blumer were published
after 1965.

rhus, there is some support for the contention that re-

searchers are beginning to apply and test hypotheses and theoretical
perspectives in riotous behavior.

rhere is also some support for the

contention that Smelser's theory is the most comprehensive theoretical

35Ib1d., pp. 5-15.
36Ibid., pp. 21-26.
37 rhe specific articles, are found in Appendix D in this thesis.
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Five of the nine articles using

framework available at the present time.

the more complex theoretical frameworks of three and four conceptual
areas consisted of explicit reference to tests or application of
Smelser's theory.
These later research endeavors to substantiate or test Smelser's
"hostile outburst theory" are what Manning refers to as "Type III," "interventionist-emotionalist," research.

In his "Review Feature," Manning

stated that Hundley and Quarentelli's empirical effort to substantiate
Smelser's "Theory of Collective Behavior" stood alone.

This statement

is no longer true today as other researchers have endeavored to test
Smelser's cenceptualization.38
There is further evidence that resea-chers are begining to
integrate theoretical perspectives in their study of riotous behavior.
In two of the five articles in which Smelser's "hostile outburst" conceptalizations were tested, the researcher combined these with other
theoretical viewpoints.

In one article, the views of Smelser were ap-

plied until the action-behavior was discussed.

ihen the "social-systems

model" conceptualization of Couch was used to define the action39
behavior.

In the other article, the "emergent norms" concept of Turner

and Killian was used to investigate the action-behavior of the partici40
pants in riotous behavior.
Smelser, in commenting on this application of his theoretical
views, noted that he had not developed this aspect of value-added theory

38Manning, "Fifteen Years of Collective Behavior," p. 285.
39Check Appendix D, Chart 7, No. 2 for specific article.
4°Check Appendix D, Chart 11, No.

h for specific article.
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fully and further added; "These observations suggest the need for careful analysis of the relations among the various agents of social control
both internal and external to the protesting group.„Lai
Thus, there is some evidence that researchers are applying and
testing theoretical viewpoints and where they are not adequate, they are
beginning to devise new formats.

Adaitional research is needed to link

empirical findings into a general sociological theory on riotous behavior.
However, there are indications that at least some of the theoretical
viewpoints are not only being tested bat also shortcomings of these intrepretations are being analyzed and new hypotheses applied.

Although

the integration of these theoretical perspectives is small in relation to
the total body of literature analyzed in this thesis, it points the direction toward more such studies in the future.
The implications of the findings presented In this thesis are
that there has been more investigation of some of the conceptual areas
than others and these have more often concerned the invesgation 01 the
individual attributes and social characteristics of the pa'',icipants than
those of the social processes and group interaction re";ce.1 to riotous
behavior.

file basis of this implication is the heavy investigation of

belief-motives and setting.

Although these perspectives approach riotous

behavior differently, the emphasis in these viewpoints is more on the motivations and actions of the individual rather than on societal forces.
As stated previously, these two conceptual areas are usually approached
from the individualistic viewpoint and not from a sociological one.
fhis author agrees with Weller and Quarentelli when they criticize

41 Smelser, "Some Additional Thoughts,” pp. 100-101.
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Blamer, the Langs, Smelser and others for their reliance on psychologica2
and social-psychological conceptualizations in the treatment of collective behavior in general and riotous behavior particularily.42
As stated in the previous section, the findings in this thesis
indicate that there is a tendency for researchers to investigate beliefmotives more often and use the more diverse methods to do so.

fhe im-

plications of such results are that belief-motives have been researched
extensively and by the more complex theoretical frameworks.

What needs

to be done now is to study the other less investigated areas or--and this
would be an important step in furthering sociological inquiry into
riotous research--investigate the entire phenomena and the relationship
of belief-motives with the other conceptual areas.
If belief-motives are important in understanding the occurrence
of riotous behavior, what has caused these predispositions to develop-not only the preconditions within the society but also the immediate
conditions?

Also, what social processes and social relationships develop

to cause riotous behavior to occur at that particular time--given the
root cause is predispositions?

The patterns of behavior related to this

phenomena require more attention from sociologists and from a sociological perspective.

What interactional processes are involved in this

group activity?
McPhail expresses the view of several sociologists when he says;

42Weller and Qgarentelli, "Another Look at Collective Behavior,"
pp. 670-674. Weller and Quarentelli p. 682, criticize the neglect of
social characteristics in collective behavior research but fail to go
beyond the social characteristics of emergent norm and the emergente of
new social relationships. Further they say; "Not until we have the conceptual tools to adequately capture and separate what we are trying to
explain will all the search for the conditions explaining collective
behavior bear fruit."
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fhere is good reason to believe that answers to these questions
about civil disorder participation will not come from continued attention to individual attributes and "predispositions to behave"
which are inferred therefrom. In view of the considerable effort
expended in thatAirection and the scanty results, an alternate focus
)
is long overdue."
There are fewer investigations of structure and action-behavior
in the literature reviewed in this thesis.

One of the reasons for the

absence of studies on structure is the assumption by many researchers
that there are preconditions in the society which causes predispositions.
These preconditions are assumed and the predispositions tested.

Future

studies should clarify these structural preconditions and their relationship to the absence or presence of both predispositions and riotous
behavior.
The relative absence of studies on the action-behavior category
is more difficult to explain.

It would seem that action-behavior would

be more likely to be discussed since it involves the actual behavior
patterns of the riot participants, the social control agents and other
interested groups.

One possible reason for the lack of studies on

action-behavior is that, as mentioned previously, Smelser did not develop
this process fully in his theory of collective behavior pertaining to the
"hostile outburst."

Since he has clarified somewhat the need for under-

standing these relationships, future research may include more investigations concerning the action-behavior.

At the same time, the attempt to

link theoretical perspectives together may cause other researchers to
test this area more often in future studies.
Thus, the 1960's have furthered research in riotous behavior.
The fragmentation of conceptual areas so prevalent in prior years while

43McPhail, "Civil Disorder Participation," p. 1071.

still in existence is beginning to break down.

And, indications point to

even more systematic research in the future.

LLMICA',21ONS OF PI-ESENT STUDY AND FUI-.THEI' S7GGESTIONS FOR FATIPE RESEAI.:CH
Although the diverse methodological strategies and theoretical
perspectives of the various researchers who have studied riotous behavior
have been analyzed and discussed, the effect of the direct application
(sampling procedures—size, composition and etc.) of methodologies were
not subjected to an in-depth analysis.

Futul.e studies should be made to

determine what effect these specific procedures have on the analysis of
such research and whether different sampling procedures affect these
relationships further.
Also, the scientific background of the researcher and the effect
of this background on the relationship between conceptual areas and
methodological techniques were neglected in this thesis.

Future studies

should be made to determine if the scientific background of the researchers does affect the relationship between the theoretical perspectives aria
the methodological techniques of researchers studying riotous behavior.
While the present study did analyze the relationships between
theoretical perspectives and methodological techniques of data collection
in riotous behavior research, more in-depth analysis of the discrepancies
between the studies (other than researcher bias with regard to scientific
background) regarding theoretical approach is needed.

For example, re-

sea-chers using the same data come to what appears to be contradictory
conclusions in their findings.

In-jepth analysis of these studies could

determine why these discrepancies exist in riot participation profiles,
riot city profiles and the like.

21

Future studies concerning riotous behavior, as stated previously,
will come to depend more on the accumilated data from large-scale surveys, the technological advantages of computor analysis and data pIocessing as well as the accumulated data from historical materials.

Socio-

logists have not "taken to the field" and become a part of the team in
the large-scale surveys conducted by the vario.is government agencies."
As a result, many of the surveys have been conducted by psychologists,
political scientists, economists and the like who have been willing to
be members of the team.
C:onsequently, both the surveys and sociological inquiry have
suffered.

:he data compiled from these surveys are used by sociologists

for comparative purposes and sometimes even as the principal type c
data and yet many times they are conducted from a different theoretical
perspective.

For example, surveys conducted by psychologists tend to be

from an individual frame of reference.

Therefore inferences to the

social characteristics and relationships of the group may not be valid.
Sociologists need to become more involved in the scientific research
not only in the universities hit in the government as well.

rine surveys

and sociological inquiry will both benefit.
1A.otous behavior research at the present time, is increasingly
being undertaken to investigate increasingly more complex theoretical
frameworks.

The progress from individualistic explanations has been

slow aria still has a long way to go.

One of the major reasons for this

":his is not to say there have been no sociologists but rather
few sociologists. See Robert Shellow, "Social Scientists and Social
Action i.rom Within the Establishment," Journal of Social Issues 26 (Winter, 1972)1:207-220; and Harry M. Scoble, "rhe McCone Commission and
Socical Science," Phylon :")9 (Summer, 1967):168.
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is due more to the lack of a unified theoretical approach which encompassed the whole phenomena of riotous behavior and the concentration on
fragmentalized segments.

A major step in this direction is the applica-

tion of Smelser's "hostile outb:rst" conceptualization.

As evidenced in

this thesis, Smelser's framework was not applied until quite recently.
Hopefully, this trend will continue in the future and, where there is a
lack of theoretical explanation, new concepts may be devised.
hiotous behavior reseach has emphasized the individual framework
for far too long.
tions.

What is needed now are studies on the group interac-

A good beginning in this direction are studies which emphasize

that riotous behavior is group behavior and not individual behavior and
is caused by group forces rather than individual attributes.

Hopefully

future studies will stress .he sociological processes rather than the
individual framework.

With the change in emphasis, new scientific for-

mats may be devised which will further sociological inquiry in riotous
behavior.

:77 7111ARY
This thesis has developed a typology to demonstrate the relationships between the deverse theoretical rerspectives prevalent in studies
of riotous behavior and the methodological techniques utilized in the
development of these perspectives.

Attention is focused principally on

two variables.
These two variables are identified as conceptual areas in riotous
behavior and the methodological techniques of data collection in research.
7he conceptual areas are identified as (1) structure:

the underlying

preconditions--social, economic and political--which lead to riotous

behavior occurrences; (2) belief-motives:

the underlying predispositions

(abstract and subjective) of groups concerning the social conditions
leading to riotous behavior; (3) setting:

the immediate assemblage pro-

cess, ecological arrangements and socio-demographic factors leading to
riotous behavior; (14) action-behavior:

the general characteristics of

beha—ior including actual patterns of behavior found in riotous behavior;
(5) aftermath-consequences:

the situation following riotous behavior.

(This last category is considered as optional and is included to help
define and understand the previous four categories.)
The methodological techniques of data collection are defined as
documentary and non-documentary materials.

The documentary materials

include historical documents and census materials.

Non-documentary

techniques are interviews, questionnaires, participant observation, laboratory experimentation and informants.
A content analysis of twenty-two journals and magazines defined
eighty-seven articles as a universe of content and these were utilized
to analyze and clarify the relationship between theoretical concepts and
methodological techniques of riotous behavio: research.

An analysis of

this , niverse domonstrates that certain methodological techniques or
clisters of techniques do tend to discriminate between certain conceptual
areas and also, certain theoretical frameworks do tend to discriminate
between various methodological techniques.

rhe distance of the research-

er from the occurrence (in time and space) affect the relationship of
these variables as does the number of events studied.

Further, the logi-

cal or practical limits of the method utilized to study the behavior is
less a consideration than in the years prior to the 1960's.

In the 1960's

researchers increasingly expanded their methodologies to include non-
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documentary data collection techniques.

At the same time, the frag-

mentation of riotous behavior research is coming under some attack.
The:.e is evidence that documentary materials will continue to be
used more as methodological techniques of data collection in riotous behavior research in the future.

Several suggestions have been made for

riotous behavior research in the future.

One of the more promising

trends in riotous behavior research is the testing of the more complex
theoretical frameworks and the linking of various theoretical perspectives.

With the testing of the more complex theoretical frameworks, the

fragmentation of components in riotous behavior should lessen and the
whole phenomena be explored in sociological rather than psychological
conceptualizations.
A sociological inquiry must consider riotos behavior as a concrete human social activity caused by social conditions and social forces.

fo be fully explained, the social processes and social relation-

ships of the activity must be considered.

For a fruitful sociological

analysis of riotous behavior, there can be no other beginning.
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Content Analysis Index of Conceptual Areas Utilized in
Articles of Riotous Behavior Research.

Authors:

Source:

I.

Focus of the Study:

What Variables (Conceptual Areas) Are included In Article.
A.

B.

Structure:

(Underlying Background Preconditions in the System)

1.

Social Preconditions

2.

Economic Preconditions

3.

Political Preconditions

Belief-Motives:
Predisposition)

Setting:

(Pnderlying Predispositions):

(Immediate Conditions)

1. Precipitating Factors
2.

Presence of Rumors

3.

Milling and Such

L.

Crowd Leadership Role

5.

Control Agents Role

225

(State Specific

226

D.

6.

Object or Symbo: of Action

7.

Confrontation

8.

Ecological Considerations (Be Specific)

9.

Socio-demographic Characteristics of Participants
a.

Age

b.

Income

c.

Employment

d.

Unemployed

e.

Ed„..cation

f.

Race

g.

Other-Specify

Action-Behavior
1.

Characteristics of Behavior
a.
b.
c.

2.

Crowd
ocial Control
Specific Concept Used

Behavior Patterns (Be Specific)
a.

Looting

b.

Arson

c.

Other Property Damage

d.

Physical Violence
Beatings

e.

(2)

Death

(3)

Other

All of the Above

227

E.

III.

f.

Other -Specify

g.

Specific Concept Used

Aftermath-Consequences
I.

Specific Concept Used

2.

i:eactions of Whom

Firdings:
(2 or 3 Sentences Describing Conclusions of Author).

-APPENDIX

Content Analysis Index for Methodological Techniques
Utilized in Riotous Behavior Research.

Author:

Source:

I.

Number of Events Studied
A.

One

B.

Many

C. (Exact Number, if Given)

II.

Distance of Author (in Time) From the Event(s) Studied.
A.

On the Scene

B.

Within a Month Following Incident

C.

1-6 Months

D.

7 Months-Year

E.

Other-(Be Specific)

Is Data From Primary Source?
A.

Yes

B.

No

C.

Both

(Did Author Collect Own Data)

,;riecify Source (If Other Than Own)
729

230

IV.

Variables (Methodological Techniques of Data Collection)
Includea in Article.
A.

Historical Documents
1.

Commission Reports

2.

Newspapers

3.

Personal Histories

L. i-eports and Tests of Special Agencies, Schools or Othel.
Institutions.

5.
*c.
7.
B.

C.

raper,

Specify
, Newsreels

Published works of others
Other-Specify

ens,..s Material
1.

Year

2.

Source

interviews-Survey
1.

Face-to-Face

2.

Telephone

3. Use of Schedule
a. Yes
b.

No

C.

Both

Interviewers
a.

Students
(1)

experienced

(2)

Unexperienced

*cir.de those who use interview survey schedules and questionnaires of others as data source and place in appropriate category below-authors did not collect data but used secondary source.

".2•31

5.

b.

Professional Interviewers

c.

Data Unavailable

B.

Male

, Female

e.

Black

, White

f.

Other Specifics

Who Interviewed
a.

b.

b.

, Other

Control Agents
Officals

, Participants
, Other

Characteristics
(1)

Male

(2)

Age

(3)

Emrlo:ed

(L)

Black

(5)

Other

, Female

, Unemployed
,White

i-ancom
(I)

Simple

(2)

Stratified

(3)

Cluster

(h) Other
b.

c.
J.

Specify.

Non-radom
(1)

Quota

(2)

Purposive

(3)

Other

Describe briefly

larticipant Observation
2.

, Both

Sampling Design
a.

(specify).

On the Scene as Part of Group

(Specify)

Other

a.

crowd

b.
c.
.

F.

ocial Control
Other

(Specify)

Laboratory Experiments
1.

Sample Design

2.

Controls

Informants (Who?)
1.

Newspaper 'eporter

2.

Social Control Agents

Editors

a.

Police

b.

Government Officals

c.

Other

3.

Spectators

L.

Participants

5.

Not Given in Article

O.

Other

(Specify)

(Specify)
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CHART 1.

STUDY

Study, Dimensions, Method Sample and Findings in Articles Utilizing One
Conceptual Area and One Method in .i.otols Behavior 1.,esearch.

CONCEPTUAL Ail EA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

1.

Akers, 19144
(Detroit Hiot1943)

Setting: Sociodemographic
characts,ristics
of participants.

Historical: Comparative analysis of prison records, court
records, tests and etc. on 2
prison groups (riot and control) 1u5 males each, Southern Michigan-1943, 1911.
(Data collected within 3
months after riot.)

Males convicted of riotous
behavior are more often
from South, older than control group and inferior in
education, I. Q. and
occupation.

2.

Bloombaum,
(Many
Events)
1925-196,

Structure: Nine
underlying social
conditions.

Historical: MSA comparison of
selected data from Lieberson
and Silverman, 214 riot cities
compared to 214 nonriot cities.
(Data covers several years.)

Generally consistent with
the institutional breakdown theory but no one item
discrimates riot city. Regional differences of diminishing utility as movement made
from N to S and forward in
time.

Gordon, 1972
(Many
Events)

Belief-motives:
Political
efficacy and
mistrJst.

Historical: 1968 Kerner commission reports and other
studies. (Feanalysis of
Paige, 1971. (Data collected over a yr. after riot.)

Rioting is seen as a form of
political protest by those
distrustful of government
officicals rather than of
political institutions.

Grimshaw,
1961
(Several
events)

Structure: Accomodative
(black/white
relar.ionships)
struct;!rP and
breakdown of
social co'itrol.

Historical: Selected data
on previous works by author and works of others.
(Data collected several
yrs. after riot.)

Whether or not
occurs depends
and ability of
discrimination
whites.

social violence
on the strength
police in the
of blacks by

STUDY

JONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD ANL SAMPLE

FI=GS

5.

Grimshaw,
1963
(Several
events)

Setting: Role of
the Police.

Historical: Selected data from
previous works by author and
works of others. (Data collected several yrs. after
riot.)

Civil disturbances since W.
W. II have not been real
race riots lue to the selfconscious attention of police
on the prevention of violence
rather than suppression once
rioting occars.

6.

Jackman, 1958
(115 incidents)

Structure: Breakdown of the established structure because of
communication
failure.

Historical: Content analysis
of newspaper reports, P. 0.
reports, of 115 incidents at
relocation camps. (Information collected at the time of
incident.)

When communications breakdown-there is a breakdown
in the structure (political
and social).

7.

Levy, 1966
(Several
events)

Structure: Patterns and values
of police system.

Historical: documents, journals, newspaper, hearings, reports, and etc. (Data collected several yrs. after
riot.)

The values and patterns established within the police system leads to the occurrence
of riots in the ghettos. At
the present the worst of the
police are over the ghetto.

8.

Lewis, 1972b
(Kent State
incident
May-1970)

Setting: Role of
social control
in confrontation.

Participant observation:
Faculty peace officier.

National Guard used excessive
force at Kent State incident.

CHAR7 1.

STUDY

Co..ued

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

Quarentelli,
197.) (many
events: 19641969)

Action-behavior:
Looting patterns.

Historical: Extensive use of
documents. (Data collected
several yrs. after riot.)

Looting in civil disorders is
a group norm and a redefinition of property; instrumental
behavior with relative conformity to a new norm.

10.

R..nsfard, 1968
(LA-Watts-Riot
-1965)

Belief-motives:
Racial isolation
powerlessness and
dissatisfaction.

Interviews: 312 black male
heads of household age 18-65.
Disproportional stratified
2, mid1
sample of 3 LA. areas. /
inBlack
lower class.
collected
(Data
.
interviewers
app. 3 mos. after riot.)

Isolated blacks with intense
feelings of powerlessness and
dissatisfaction are more prone
to violence.

11.

Ransford, 1971
(LA-Watts-Riot
-1965)

Same as 10.

Same as 10.

Isolation causes blacks to be
distrustful of whites Sc more
prone to violence.

12.

Singer, 1970
(Detroit riot,
1967)

Setting: Role of
the media and
communications
prior to participation.

Interviews: 499 black males arrested for riotous behavior
(represents 10% of arrested
males). Black experienced college interviewers used & Aug.
4, 1967. (Data collected app.
3 mos. after riot.)

Suggests broadcast media most
important source of learning
location and characteristics
of message, primed people to
know location and contributed
substantially to riot readiness
for large number of people.

Setting: Symboliam-object
of action.

Historical: Content Analysis
of LA. newspapers J. 1933June, 1943. Once a mo. until
May 20, 1943. Everyday ten
days before and after riot.
(Data covers several yrs.

Loot-suiters become new symbol with unfavorable concotations which provide public
sanction and attention essential to the development of
NJ
overt crowd hostility.

9.

13.

Turner, 1965
(LA. Riots
1943)

CHART 2. Study, Dimensions, Method, Sample and Findings in Articles Utilizing
Two Conceptual Areas and One Method in Riotous Behavior Research.

STUDY
1.

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

(1) Structure:
Socio-political
(2) Belief-motives:
Collective mode of
attitudes, alienation

Historical: Extensive
use of records and
works of others. (Data
collected several yrs.
after riot.

Socio-economic and socio-political conditions within the society cause spontaneous outbursts which produce riots.
Riots are result of an ecological malaise and a collective mode of attitude
formed over several decades.

Caplan,
(many
events)

(1) Belief-Motives:
Attitude of ghetto
man (2) Setting:
Socio-demographic characteristics of ghetto
man.

Historical: Extensive
use of others works.
(Data collected over
1 yr. from riots)

The most likely to riot--young, male aged
15-35, bette: educated, long term resident, more racial pride, more apt to riot
due to anger of social conditions and has
strong identity with black culture and
values.

Dahlke,
1952
(2
events)

(1) Structure:
Industrialism
leads to superordinate/subordinate relationships (2) Setting: hole of
social control,
crowd & others.

Historical: Use of
documents to construct a riot type by
comparing the Kishinew
riot, 1903 & the
Detroit riot, 1943.
(Data covers
several years.)

Industrialism, high vertical & horizontal
mobility,-history of ingroup violence
leading to subordinate/superordinate relationships & competition with attempts to
change the legal statues of law. Role of
social control, participants, & other
determines if a riot occurs.

Boskin,

1969
(over 130
major
riots

19641967)
2.

CONCEPTUAL AREA

c•-•

CHART 2.

SrJDY

Continued

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

L.

Denizen,
1968
(Many
event)

(1) Structure:
Divisions of
labor, normative,
order & communications network.
(2)Setting: Parameters of riot
area.

Historical: Use of documents & studies of
others to test some
of the concepts of
Turner & Killian.
(Data covers several years.)

In total institutions, collective behavior occurs because of a change in
labor or the normative structure. Communications are closed, people attempt
to redefine their situation & one must
look at each specific setting to determine the reason.

5.

Glazer,
1965
(Berkeley,
1964)

(1) Structure:
Political &
administrative
(2) Setting:
Roles & confrontation.

Participant Observation: Member of
faculty.

The authority structure of the college
and political action groups disagree on
certain policies. The ability of these
& others to agree on these policies
determines whether conflict occurs.

Historical: Extensive
use of reports, commission data & works
(Data collected several years after
riot.)

Patterns of urban racial violence & particular expressions are differently expressed in different types of ecological
areas.

Historical: Extensive
use of documents, reports, and data of
others. Watts, 1965,
Omaha, 1966, Detroit,
1967, Milwakee, 1967,
Newark, 1967. (Data
collected several yrs.
after riot.)

The focus on attitudes and individual
attributes have proved unfruitful. Suggest the focus be changed to the immediate
interactional characteristics of the envirnoment & participants.

6. Grimshaw, (1) Setting: Dif1966
ferent types of
(Many
events)

7.

ecological areas
(2) Action-behavior: patterns
of violence.

McPhail,
(1) Belief1971
motives: Atti(5 riots) tudes & individual
attributes (2)
Setting: Community characteristics & socio-demographic characteristics of participants.

CHARr 2.

STUDY
8.

Continued

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

Warren,
(1) Setting: 6
Interviews: 2 surveys
1969
types of neighbor- (a) preriot data on
(Detroit, hood. (2) Action- 593 blacks in 8 disbehavior: Be1967)
tricts-4 in riot area
havior patterns.
1963, 1964. (b) Postriot survey sample of
260 blacks in 6 neighborhoods based on
school districts.
(Data collected several yrs. after riot.)

FINDINGS
If focus is on the lcoal neighborhoodthe social interaction & sociodemographic
characteristics of participants--the
different patterns of behavior can be

clikEir 3.

Study, Dimensions, Method, Sample and Findings in Articles Utilizing
Four Conceptual Areas and One Method In riotous Behavior Research.

STUDY
1.

Marx,
1970
(Many
events)

17801968

OONCEPTUAL AREAS
(1) Structure: Struct ire
of police system. (2)
Belief-motives: views s3e
attitudes of blacks toward police (3) Setting:
Roles of police during
confrontation (4) ActionBehavior: Role of police
during action.

METHOD AND SAMPLE
(1) Historical: Extensive use of others
works. (Data covers
several years.)

FINDINGS
Traditionally police have been on
the side of whites or else passive.
After the 60's police practices in
riots tended to be better, however
blacks do not believe this. As a
result of communication breakdown
between blacks & the police, the
police are not respected by riotprone groups. The police become
inaffective, use inappropriate control measures. There is a tendency
toward lack of co-ordination among
& within various units when riots
occur.

0

cHAFT 4.

Study Dimensions, Method, Sample and Findings in Articles Utilizing
One Conceptual Area and Two Methods in Riotous Behavior Research.

STUDY
1.

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

Belief-motives:
Deprivation and
rising expectations.

(1) Census: 1960 census material (2) Interviews: Black
quota of 5 proverty areas of
Cleveland, 500 people--78%
black, 2% spanish and the
rest white (10% notive white).
(Data collected app. 9 mos.
after riot.)

Felt deprivation, rising expections and downward mobility
leads to support and approval
of protest activities.

Downes, 1970
(341 hostile
reports,
Jan. 1964Dec. 1968)

Setting: Environmental characteristics of riot
cities.

(1) Historical: Congressional
Report, New York Times & New
York Index. (2) Census: 1960
Census & 1963 Muncipal Yearbook. (Data collected over
a year after riot.)

When environmental conditions
reach a certain critical point,
riots occur. Riots tend to occur
in the largest cities of no growth
& citizens are least educated,
lowest income, higher unemployment
& higher proportion of non-white
population.

Feagin, 1968a
(New york,
BedfordStuyvesant
Riot, 196)4

Setting: Sociodemographic
characteristics
of participants.

(1) Census: 1960 census data
(2) Interviews: Modified probability block quota sample
of 200 N. Y. Bedford-Stuyvesant 7esidents. 89 men
111 women. Black, 18 years
old or more. (Data collected 2-3 wks. after riot.)

On the basis of 3h violence-oriented respondents, the larger proportion of violence oriented persons are young black males who are
lowest income groups, less educated,
less religious, more likely to be
southern born & a comer to the community.

Bowen, 1968
(Cleveland
Hough Piot,

1966)

2.

:ri4CEPTUAL AREA

r.)

CHART 4.

STUDY

L.

Ford, 1970
(60 hostile
outbursts:
1965, 1966,
through Sept.
1967).

Continued

CONCEPTUAL AFEA
Setting: Sociodemographci characteristics of
participants.

METHOD AND SAMPLE
(1) Historical: Comparsion of
senate report data-1965, 1966
& through Sept. 8, 1967 using
S. M. A. (2) Census: 1960 census data census of populations,
censas data. (Data covers
several years.)

5.

Forward, 1970 Belief-motives:
(1) Interview: Subsample of
(Detroit
students participating in Epps
Black motivation
self consciousness curvey-93 high school stuRiot 1967)
alienation, power- dents. (2) questionnaires:
lessness & blocked Epps Survey, 1969 3 waves
Sept. & Nov., 1966 of Deopportunity.
troit students. (Subsample taken during riot.)

6.

Forward, 1971 Same as 5.
(Detroit
Riot, 1967)

7.

Geschwender,
1970
(Detroit
Riot, 1967)

Setting: Sociodemographic
characteristics
of participants.

FINDINGS
There is no support for the conclusion that the percentage of black
population, educational levels &
differential in white-nonwhite income is related to riot, however,
home ownership is related.

Indicated future black militants
are highly motivated & conscious
of awn ability but are aware the
system is working against them in
goal acheivement.

Same as 5. (Subsample data
taken during riot.)

Strong feelings of personal control
& confidence in own ability leads to
riotous behavior if way is blocked.

(1) Census: 1960 census material (2) interviews 2 groups
(a) 499 black males arrested
& held in Detroit detention
facilities July 31 and Aug.
4, 1967. (b) 499 interviews
of resident in riot zone Aug.
16-Aug. 22. Quota sampling
matched by sex, race, &
residence. (Data collected
mos. after riot.)
less than

Controlling for age, arrest sample
less educated, has lower occupational status, significantly lower
incomes, and longer history of
unemployment.

N,
N)
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L.

Continued

0ONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

8.

Grimshaw,
(several
events
1943-1967)

Structure: Social
& economic structure.

(1) Historical: Data of own &
others. (2) Interviews-Interviews with Negroes in Detroit.
(Data covers several yrs.)

Urban disorders occurs because of
the inadequaces of the social &
political structure when subordinate people attack the system.

9.

Gurin, 1969,
(No particular
event)

Belief-motives:
internal/external control &
self-blame.

(1) Census: 1960 (2) Questionnaires: Manpower Negro College
Studies (Number not given) of
849 males and 846 females.
(Data covers several years.)

Rioting is clearly associated with
self-blame—blacks conception of
own deficiencies rather than system
blame.

10.

Garr, 1968
(several
events)

Belief-,
motives:
Relative deprivation & frustration/aggression.

(1) Historical: 1961-3965 news
3ources of 114 nations.
United States 42nd. (2) Census 1960. (Data covers several years.)

In the United States, most Negroes
feel frustrated in the pursuit of
their goals, become angry, & because of their immediate criumstances, act (riot) because of the

11.

Gurr, 1970
(Several
events)

Same as 10.

Same as 10. (Data covers
several years.)

Spontaneous unorganized strife (riots)
caused by discontent over government & the collecting motivation to
express grievances.

12.

Jeffries,
1969 (LA,
Watts,
1965)

AftermathConsequences:
White Reactions
to riot.

(1) Census: 1960 Census (2)
Interviews: 103 white mid.
class (52 from all white area
app. 20 miles from riot to
51 from integrated Periphery
of curfew zone.) Matched by
SES. Concentrated block sampling (whites). Random corner & direction at block
level. (2-3 wks. after riot.)

Whites lacking social contact with
Negroes hold more negative attitude,
are more fearful of blacks, are
more likely to suggest punitive measures, estimate black participation
higher than those with contact &
blame riot on ghetto groups whereas
those with contact blame riots on
social conditions more often & suggest ameliorative measures.

CHART 4.

STUDY

Continued

OONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

13.

Jeffries,
1971 LA
(Watts,
1965)

Aftermath-Consequences: Public
reaction to Watts.

(1) 1960 census (2) Interviews:
583 interviews (LAPS) with
respondents representing 6 communitie & 3 levels of SES (hi,
low, middle) of white & integrated levels. (Data collected 2-3 wks. after riot.)

Existing structure determines
how new event will be interpreted.
If existing injustices recognized
previously, support of needed
social reforms occurs. Perceiving
the riot as an appeal for help is
positively related to social protest.

14.

Knoff,
1969 (25

Action-behavior:
Sniping as behavior pattern.

(1) Historical: Analysis of
local & national news clippings & wire service stories.
(2) Interviews: telephone
interviews with high ranking
police officals. (Data collected less than 3 mos. after
riot.)

Newspaper coverage in interaction
process of the riot tends to be
exaggerated. Evidence to support
rnnclusion that sniping as a beh,vior pattern was not planned by a
(.L;ispiracy group but erupted after
high tension encounter with
police.

15.

Aftermath-conseMoore,
quences: Atti1970
(Winstontudes of blacks.
Salem Riot:
Nov. 2, 1967)

(1) Census: 1960 (2) Interviews: 2 groups-(a) 125 black
adults (over 21) 60 random
blocks, block sample acc. to
blocks units-individual unit
of analysis-(b) 65 elites &
city leaders in W. S. 51 whites
& 14 blacks. (Data collected
6 mos.-yr. after riot.)

Evidence that blacks do not see
riots as a vehicle for demanding
change & refused to use riot to
gain satisfactions. Outside influences most significant ir
leading to change.

16.

Morris,
1968 (LA,
Watts
1965)

Same aa 12 & 13.

White antagonism toward blacks
need to be reduced if violence
is to be prevented. More intimate
voluntary contact is called for.

Same as 12 & 13.

1\3

CHArir L.

STUDY

Paige, 1972
(Newark, N.
J. 1967)

Same as 17.

Same as 17.

Fioting occurs when rioters reject
the political institutions & system
beca,.se of distrust in the government.

Shellow,

Setting: Role of
social control &
others--rumors.

(1) Interviews: Informal with
social control & various motor
cyclists. (2) Participant
observer.

A major riot was prevented because
social control interferred only
when extreme violence occured
they did not use discrimination
or brutality but were impartial
even though rumors led them to
expect Hell's Angels.

Belief-Motives:
Mood of the
ghetto.

(1) Census: 1960 (2) Interviews: 2 samples of LA areas
(a) 586 blacks by cluster sample of poverty areas (b) 586
whites from 6 LA. communities
with half integrated & half
not random sample using census. (Data collected 3-6 mos.
after riot.)

Riots occur because "most Negro
Americans share a belief that
their lot in life is inaceptable,
& a significant majority feel
that riots are a legitimate &
productive mode of protest."

Action-behavior:
Characteristics
of acting crowds.

(1) Historical: tabulated data
from Senate subcommittee hearings 1967 (based on major's

Supports Couch in that acting crowds
are ordered, normatively governed,
N)
non-bizarre & structured with

(Prince
George
County,
1965)

Tomlinson,
1965 (LA,
Watts,

1965)

21.

FINDINGS
Generally rioting occurs as a
form cf disorganized political
protest due to people becoming
highly distrustful of existing
political insitutions.

1966

20.

METHOD AND SAMPLE
(1) Historical: N. Y. Times to
determine riot area. (2) Interview,: 237 black males, age
15-35 based on probability sample. (Data collected app.
6 mos. after riot.)

J.,) 1967

19.

CONCEPTUAL AREAS
belief-motives:
Political trust &
efficacy.

Paige, 1971
(Newark, N.

18.

Continaed

Wanderer,

1968 (75
ever:

HAT L.

STUDY

22.

Westley,
1953 (No
particular
event)

Contined

CONCEPTUAL

Structure: Police
system.

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

report). (2) Census: 1960.
(Data collected app. 3 mos.
after riot.

behavior located in a "social
existential framework."

(1) Interviews: Representative
sample of over half of the police department of an industrial city as to rank, time in
service, race, and specific
jobs. (2) Participant observation.

Police use violence as a means of
persuasion and rioters see the
police as malicious intruders.
The structure of the police
system allows violence by police to be legitmate.

CHART 5. Study, Dimensions. MethoU, Sample and Findings in Articles Utilizing
Two Conceptual Areas and nio Methods in Riotous Behavior Eesearch.

STUDY
1.

Abudu,

1972
(1965 LA
Watts)

2.

J.

.:ONCEPTUAL AREAS
(1) Setting: Ecological area & environmental factors (2;
Action-behavior:
patterns of specific riot types.

Aldrich, (1) Action-behavior:
patterns of behavior
1970
(Many
(2) Aftermath-conseEvents)
quences: the effect
of riots on small
businesses.

Berk,
1972
(Many
Events)

(1) Setting: Selection of target (2)
Action behavior: Patterns of behavior aria
attacks.

METHOD AND SAMPLE
(1) Historical-commission
reports newspaper film,
computo-- tapes, telephone
directory, police records,
fire dept. records.
(Data collected over 5
yrs. from riot.)

FINDINGS
In areas which surpass a certain
threshold with regar,s to black
ghettization, blacks unemployment
& black education, there develops
a sociodemographic "fertile
ground" for massive violence.

(1) Censqs: 19A0 (2) Inter- Patterns of behavior show tenviews: panel study -(a)
659 small business in 19(6
from 7 areas follow up in
(b) 1968 of 432 owners or
managers-probability sample of 8 precients. (Data
collected 3-6 mos. after
riot.)

dency to damage retail & service
businesses & the short & long
term consequences for small
businesses in riot areas are
negative

(1) Census: 1960 (2) Interviews: Survey by Kerner
commission-quota sampling
of black merchants in 15
cities (b) survey of 3
cities by law enforcement
agency of small buisness
owners panel survey-see 2
above. (Data collected 3-5
wka after riot.

Five types of targets are shown
to be the choice of riotors with
the most convincing being attractiveness of merchandise. In considering random vandalism vs.
selection, study points to choice
of selection by rioters.

CHARTS.

STU3Y

4.

Feagin,
1968b
(N. Y.
BedfordStuyvesant
1965)

5.

7.

Continuel

CONCEPTUAL AREAS

METHOD AND SAMPLE

(1) Structure: Social
(1) Census: 1960 (2) Inter& economic conditions
views: NORC survey: modi(2) Setting: Roles of
fied block probability
officials, community &
sample of 20,0 black resigroup leaders Sp the mass dents of N. Y. Bedfordmedia.
Stuysant area. (Data collected 2-3 wks. after
riot.)

FINDINGS
Most saw riot as protest against
underlying social & economic conditions in black ghetto & the role
of police, city officials & teenagers in the community were not
approved of by the majority whereas
the media role was approved.

Grimshaw
1963
(Many
Events)

(1) Setting: Hole of
social control at onset
of riot (2) Actionbehavior: Role of social control during
riot.

(1) Historical: newspapers,
reports documents & works
of awn & others. (2)
Informants. (Data covers
several years.)

Evidence supports the thesis that
in every case where majors rioting
occurred there has been a weak pattern of external control by local
authorities, & where federal or state
force was requested, the local force
usually waited too long or these was
too much delay in getting them there.

Hahn,
194)9
(Many

(1) Belief-motives:
ideological committment of rioters (2)
Aftermath-consequences: Outlook for future riots.

(1) Census: 1960 (2) Interviews: 2 studies (a) 2,582
whites & 2,8114 blacks in 15
major cities based on random probiability sample.
(Data collected 3-6 mos.
after riot.)

Sentiments & ideological committments of blacks in the ghetto promote riots but only small segment
are ready to resort to violence.
Those who participate in violence
become more militant and are more
apt to use violence again.

Hahn,
1970a
(Many
events)

(1) Structure: political (2) Aftermathconsequences: Influence
of politics on cities
ability to answer

(1) Historical: Kerner
commission reports on 20
cities (not random) (2)
census: 1960. (Data col2....'ted 3-6 mos. after riot.

The political structure of the society
appears to influence rioting. The
capacity of the poi. system to handle
grievences plays a crucial role in the
start of riots. After the riot. is mr,
CD

CHART 5.

STUDY

Contin.J.ed

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AN.2- SAMPLE

grievances after riot.

(1) Historical: analysis
of 10 books anU works
on Kent event. (2) Participant observation:
faculty peace marshall

Most of the students did not believe
the Guard would fire & their continued presance caused larger groups
to converge. The control procedures
of guard were excessive. Students &
adminatration for the most part felt
excessive force was used but the public was hostile toward students.

Lieberson,
1965
(race
riots,
1913-76
events)

(1) Structure: Underlying conditions of
institutions (2) Setting: Immediate causes
of rioting (precipiting events).

(1) Historical: magazines
newspapers & N. Y. Times
1913-1963. (2) Census: 60
years of census data.
(Data covers several
years.)

The immediate cause of riots tends to
be connected with charges of rape murder, assault. and police brutality
which are normally dealth with by institutions. Riots are more likely to
occur in communities where institutional malfunctions are such that a city
is unable to resolve problems.

Mazur,
1972
(Riots
19611968)

(1) Structure: Underlying community conditions (2) Setting: Invirnamental conditions.

(1) Historical: Reanalysis of Spilerman's data
(2 articles) (2) Census:
1960 population. (Data
covers several years.)

Spilerman's conclusions are over simplified and based on crude indicators.
Suggests that riots may be caused, in
part, by political conditions in the
community but also may be due to geographic contagion.

1971
(Kent,
1970)

10.

the political system influences
what step will he take (if any)
to answer the grievences.

(1) Setting: holes in
the interactional patterns of confrontation
(2) Aftermath-consequences: Reaction of
stulents, administration & public.

8. Lewis,

9.

FINDINGS

.•;i3

CHAK 5.

STI2Y

Continued

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD ANA) SAMPLE

FINDINGS

11.

Moinat,
1972
(LA.
Watts
1965)

(1) Belief-motives:
Predispositions (2)
Setting: Invirnomental
conditions.

(1) Census: 1960 (2) interviews: Lars survey of LA
riot curfew zone area.
Random representAtive
sample of 586 blacks to
compare rioters with nonrioters. (Data collected
app. 6 mos. after riot.)

The "sociological rioter theory" is
incomplete except that it is the envirnomental conditions which predispose people to riot & not deviant
personalities.

12.

Sears,
1970
(LA
Watts
1965)

(1) Setting: Characteristics of participants.
(2) Action-behavior:
Patterns of behavior.

(1) Census: 1965 special
census of South LA (2)
Interviews: (a) representive sample of 586 residents of LA curfew zone
chosen randomly from census list with cluster
sampling of low income
respondents. (b) nonrep
resentative sample of 124
arrestees contacted through
lawyers. Both samples interviewed in homes. (Data
collected several yrs.
after riot.)

Young men of all backgrounds & statuses are likely to be participants.
Older men and young women are more
likely to be spectators and the stay
at homes are likely to be older women. Rioters (15%) are classified
as those committing aggressive overt
acts. 30% were close spectators &
supported the rioters. The riot had
assistance & support from a sizable
number of people.

13.

Spilerman,
197Ga
(many
events)

(1) Setting: Characteristics of Communities
(2) Action-behavior:
Riot severity.

(1) Hsstorical: Reanalysis of Wanderer's data
(2) Census: 1960 census of
populations. (Data collected several yrs. after
riot.)

There is no support for Wanderer's
claim that certain community characteristics (police preparation,
community location, housing characteristics) are related to riot
severity. Police preparation
was excluded.

CHART 5.

STUDY

Continued

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FlZINGS

1L.

Spilerman,
1970a
(19611968
riots 2).i
events)

(1) Belief-motives: Expectational theory (2)
Setting: Community
characteristics.

(1) Historical: LARS data,
congressional Quarterly's
Civil Disorder Chronology
1968 commission report &
newspapers. (2) Census:
195U & 1960. (Data collected several yrs. after
riot.)

Explanations which identifies disorder proneness as an attribute of
the individual is best. An aggregate
of individual expectations explains
more than do the community characteristics where one resides & is a direct. response to frustrations.

15.

Spilerman
1971b
(19611967
riots)

(1) Belief-Motives
common attitudes (2)
Setting: Community
characteristics.

(1) Historical: Data file
characteristics of cities,
LARS data, Congressional
Quarterly (1968) & N. Y.
Times Index 673 cities
with population over
25,000. (2) Census: 196'0
census. (Data collected
over a yr. after riot.)

Supports the thesis that people riot
in response to frustrations generated
outside the community. The only community characteristic related substo location is the numeri.:;:ze of black population & region.
(North) There is a common cognitive
system felt by Negroes living in citien which promote geographic uniformity.

16.

Spilerman,
(19611967:
many
events)

Same as 15 (1) & (2).

(1) Same as 15 (1). (2)
Census: 1955 special census populations report.

Percent black is not emphasized but
rather the black population size.
Systematic causes of riots in some
cities but not others related to
black population size & results from
common attitudes.

17.

Spilerman,
1972
(19611967)
(many
events)

(1) Belief-Motives: Deprivation & discontent
(2) Setting: Geographic
contagion & community
characteristics.

Same as 15 & 16.

Causes of riots are not due to geographic contagion & community characteristics as causes are insignificant
whereas discontent over conditions of
deprivation leads to riots & is a
national phenomena.
t/
1
43
‘11

CHART 5.

STUDY
18.

2,.

•„ontin..le,j

CONCEPTUAL AREAS

METHOD AND SAMPLE
(1) Census: 196C (2) Interviews: 2 samples (a) blacks
in LA curfew zone selected
from census with cluster
sampling of proverty
levels. 2 hr. interviews
(b) 586 whites from LA
communities where half
integrated & half were
not. Taken from census
list. (Data collected
6 mos.-yr. after riot.)

Tomlinson,
1970
(LA.
Watts,
1965)

(1) Belief-Motives:
mood of the ghetto
(2) Aftermath-consequences: White reactions & public p01icy.

Warnierer,
1968
(75
riot
events)

(1) Setting: Characteri- (1) Historical: U. S. senate data (1965-1967)-Used
stics of community (2)
only data from April 1Action-behavior: Riot
Sept. 8, 1967. (2) Censeverity.
sus: 1960 Housing, populations & County &
City data book, 1967.
(Data collected app. 5
mos. after riot.)

Wanderer, Same as
197C

(75
riot
events)

19.

Same as 19.

FINDINGS
Riots develop because of a black ideology or mood concerning their condition in the ghetto. Ghetto residents perceive a change is needed. In
determining changes to aid in lessening
riot occurrences, need community Negro
equality. Public policy should change
to remove conditions of Negro lives
conductive to these strains.

Certain variables are more influential in determining the severity
of a riot once it has begun, than
in determinjng the outbreak. Suggests riots are not bizarre, nonpatterened or randomly generated.

Spilerman's criticism of paper is
incorret. Only some conditions
leading to riot severity were used.
Also Lieberson & Silverman's study
was not used for replications.
(Concl ., )sior: same as 19.)

aii.nr 5.

STU')Y

,_:ontinued

CONCEPTUAL Al EA

METHOi ANi SAMPLE

FIN1.INGS

21.

Warren,
1971
(Detroit,
1967)

(1) Belief-Motives:
Psychological mechanism
of status is consistency & cognitive dissonace. (2) Setting:
Socio]emographic characterisfos of rioters.

(1) Census: 1960 (2) interviews: area probability
sample 1437 black -)etroit
residents. 1,000 families
severed as neighborhood
based on school dstrict.
(Data collected app. 6
mos. after riot.)

fhe "cognitive map: (expectations)
for the individual does not "square"
with his social setting. There is
inconsistency in the ascribed ethnic rank relative to the whole community & achievement & occupations
in the black community & lives of
the ghetto people.

22.

Swanson, (1) Setting: Character1953
istic of milling (2)
(no
Action-behavior: Charpartiacteristics of acting
cular
crowd.
event)

(1) Questionnaires: Given
to all the populations before & after experiment
(2) Laboratory experiment:
6 pop.,lation each containing 3 subjects-3 population
male & 3 female selected
from 15C volunteer freshmen in Intro. Zoology
class. 3ased on problem
solving in a game with
23.5 minutes of playtime
matche: by 6 populations
given 10 minute practice
time.

Suggest that crowd members faced
with an urgent problem for which
they have no solution, will accept other people's decision.

CHA:r (. Study, Dimensions, Method, Samp]e and Findings in Articles Utilizing
Three Conceptual Areas and Two Methods in hiotous Research.

STUDY
1.

Geschwenuer,
1968
(many
events)

CONCEPTUAL AREAS
(1) belief-Motives:
Jelief system (2)
Setting: characteristics of area & participants (3) Actionbehavior: Looting
patterns.

METHOD AND SAMPLE
(1) Historical: Commission
report, National advisory
committe report & work of
others. (2) Informantsobservers: (Data covers
several years.)

FINDINGS
Participants in recent disorders
have thwa]Aed aspirations, hositily and are racially isolated.
They share the same general objective & although disorders are
spontaneos, relatively unorganized & leaderless, there appears
to be political demanis even
though rioters do not attempt to
occupy the area permanently.
Therefore cAsorders are not riots
but the "creative force" of movements. (Test of Smelser.)

CHART 7. Stuay, -imensions, Method, Sample ana Finings in Articles Utilizing
Four Conceptual Areas an fwo Methods in Riotous 3ehavior Research.

SCUDY

coNcari:AL
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malic.s
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FINDINGS

1.

Buggs
1966
(LA.,
Watts,
1965)

(1) Structure: Social economic & political factors
(2) Belief-motives: Isolalation fristration. (3)
Setting: Immediate causes
& failure to stop riot.
(4) Action-behavior: Patterns of behavior-burning
and looting.

(1) Census: 1960
(2) Participant
Observer: chairman of Intergroup
relations.

The cause of Watts riot is rooted in the
economic, social & political factors of
isolation for many people & frustration
exists because these people know there
is a better life but they are unable to
achieve this. These tensions lead Negroes
to feel police will use rough treatment &
the immediate cause of Watts riot was the
result of an arrest by police on a hot night,
when many people were crowded on the street.
This occurred on two main arteries in south
L. A. The police failed to seal off the
area, refused to meet with other groups.
Excessive show of force by police led to
rioting with over 1,0(.0 establishments,
burned and/or looted. The first target
was the creaitcard department.

2.

Downes,
1968
(239
outbursts)

(1) Structure: Economic,
political, & social (2)
ielief-motives: Generalized
hostility (3) Setting:
imvironmental conditions.
(4) Action-behavior: Patterns of looting.

(1) Historical:
Congressional
Quarterly N. Y.
Times Index, N.
Y. Times Commission reports,
LARS data, &
Mayor's Development Team Reports. (2) Census: 1960 census
& 1963 Muncipal
Yearbook. (Data
collected 3-6
mos. after riot.)

Cities having riots have a istinctive
set of social economic & political conaitior,s. The conditions cause generalized
hostile beliefs to develop. These beliefs
are channeled into specific fears & hopes.
When the environmental conditions within
a city reach a certain point, blacks are
ready to be mobilized for action & follow
the looting pattern developed by
Quarantelli & Dynes.

r%)

';.:HAir 7.

STTJDY

3. Hahn,
1970b
(Detroit,
1907)

4. Lewis,
1972
(Kent
State,
1970)

Continued

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

(1) Belief-motives: Ghetto
perceptions of police (2)
Setting: police under &
over control (3) Actionoehavior: police riot control policies after riot
began. (4) Aftermathconsequences: reaction to
riot.

(1) Census: 1960
(2) Interviews:
(a) 2 pre-riot
city wide panel
NORC survey of
Detroit adults,
1905 & 1900
230 whites, 111
blacks-area prob.
sample & (b) mouified quota sample
survey, 1967 of
12 st. area residents of Detroit.
27u blacks & 37
whites (Data collected 3-6 mos.
after riot.)

Ghetto perceptions of police actions
may have been an important source of
unrest & discontent & tensions between
blacks & police caused riot in Detroit.
file police actions led to spark through
precipating event. Under-control in the
first phase led to intensified rioting.
After the rioting started, police used
strict restraints to control riot. There
is evidence that restraint of violence in the
initial stage will help police gain ghetto
support for strong riot control later. Also
evidence that if police behavior during
riot is one of restraint in the use of
force, local hostility will be less & subtle support will be given to police after
riot.

(1) Structure: Structure of
responsibility & conduciveness. (2) Belief-motives:
Generalized hostile belief.
(3) Setting: Ambiguity of
leadership & spread of organization. (4) Action-behavior: Patterns of behavior.

(1) Historical:
Scranton report,
newspapers &
works of others.
(2) Participant
observer: Faculty
peace marshall.

Conditions were generally conducivefor hostility at Kent. Strain existed due to the
continued presence of the Guard & the belief that the Guard should leave. The
Guard was under strain due to planned rally.
Hostility deepened at Guard's stance in front
of the ROTC building & led to confrontation.
The Guard told crowd to disperse but allowed
groups to interact. As the crowd left, some
Guardsmen followed several students on the
football field. Gas was thrown back & forth
between students & Guard. The Guard turned
sy,

CHART 7.

STUDY

Continued

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS
& marched up hilltop, fired, killing
4 Kent State students. (A test of
Smelser's hostile outburst confirmed.)

5.

Meyers,
1948
(Trenton,
N. J.,
1947)

(1) Historical:
(1) Structure: Value
system. (2) Belief-Motives: Newspapers & Commission reports
Tensions () Setting: Ru(2) Participant
mor, milling (4) ActionObserver:
Behavior: Pattern of action.

b.

Oberschen,
1968
(LA.,
Watts,
1965)

(1) Structure: Police Negro relations before riot
(2) Lielief-motives: Perceptions beliefs of crowd
(3) Setting: Immediate
causes (L) Action-Behavior:
Patterns of behavior.

"Mounting international tensions, combined
with the instability of certain social
norms at home, provide a fertile soil"
for civil disturbances. Agitation resulted
from rumors & milling before scheduled
speech. Once the crowd acted it was
neither bizarre nor unique.

Police-Negro relationship is the major
(1) Historical:
source of frustration which caused the
extensive use of
generalized belief in police brutality
docinents, re& discrimination. Police were accused
ports, studies of
others—LARS data, of brutality when they attempted to arrest a plack man & rumors of police
Watts Riot arbrutality led to crowd gathering. Attempt
rests report, &
to dispurse the crowd caused more hostilnewspapers (2)
ity & police become the target. Police
Census: 1960 &
were undermanned but black leaders
social census reoffering to help were turned away. Crowd
ports. (Data
behavior did not seem to be irrational
collected app. 2
years after riot.) but contained normative & rational
elements. Fioting was group activity,
bound together by common goals & black
stores, private homes, post officies,
churches, schools, and libraries were
not purposely damaged.

CHAZT

8. Study, Dimensions, Method, Sample and Findings In Articles jtilizing
One Conceptual Area and Three Methods in Riotous Behavior Research.

STUDY
1.

2.

Adamek,
1973
(Kent
State,
1970)

Blauner,
1966
Watts,
1965)

3.

Hahn,
1970a
(2
events)

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHODS AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

AftermathConsequences:
Impact of
excessive
force on
attitudes.

(1) Historical: Registrar records (2)
Interviews: 2 subgroups of 30 actively involved students matched to 30
uninvolved students on sex, major
& father & mother's political views
from 233 interviews by Jr. & Sr.
Undergraduates & one graduate. (3)
Questionnaire: Secondary use of
survey of entire student body by
Stuart Taylor. (Data collected a
yr. after riot.)

Indications are e:oessive force
by social control agents tends
to radicalize attitudes of students over a long period of
time.

Belief-motives:
Motivations,
aspirations,
& relative
deprivation.

(1) Historical: newspaper McCone
commission, school reports, ABC pool
results. (2) Interviews: Secondary
use of Youth Opportunity Board Study
of 220 persons (70 delinquents & nondelinquents, 26 parents & 124 personnel & administrators. (3) Informers: Llyod Street. (Data collected
3-6 mos. after riot.)

Motivation of ulacks are linked
to deprivation & occurrs because
of frustration over dominant &
oppressive society when blacks
aspire to be men of dignity.
Riots are a nationalistic outburst against the larger society.

Belief-Motives: (1) Historical: Kerner & Presidents
commission reports & other studies
Mood & collective sentiments (2) Census 1960 (3) Interviews: (a)
NORC survey of 200 blacks of N. Y.
of the black
Bedford-Stuyvesant ghetto by "black
community.
quota" modified probability sample.
18 yrs. or older-111 women & 59 men.
(b) NORC survey of 12th at. Detriot307 total with 37 whites discarded
based on stratified ouota block sam-

Collective sentiments of ghetto
reeicents shows a general mood
of the black Community which is
a decisive factor increating underlying conditions for riots.

CHART 8.
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pie. (Data collected 3-6 mos. after
riot.)

L. McCord,
1968

(3
events)

5. Street,
1962
(no
particular
event)

Structure:
political &
social structare.

(1) Historical: reports by Kraft &
stalies of others. (2) Census: 1900
(3) Interviews: 1185 interviews by
black interviewers-(a) 507 formal
interviews of Houston blacks in 1966
by random sample, (b) 187 Oakland
blacks in 1967 by random sample,
(c) 326 "natural dialogue" interviews with Watt blacks by random
sample. (Data collected 6 mos.
after riot.)

Belief-Motives: (1) Historical: Detroit neighborhood
Collective ten- reports (2) Census data: 1950 (3) Insions, depriva- terviews: 3 samples-(a) 40 males
tion & beliefs. heads of house in Westside Detroit
neighborhood (1957)-non random door
to door. (b) 52 male blue colar
workers from East Side Neighborhood
1958. (There were 21 whites, rest
black & matched except for political
views.) (c) 120 black males manual
workers from 7 Detroit areas. Random sample.

Civil disorders occur as a result of social & political conditions in the lives of the
American Negro & will continue
unless the structure is
changed.

If comminities are hard hit by economic deprivation & residents
have radical views of government
intervention & high expectations
of change, then collective tension leads to violence if change
does not occur.

CHART 8.
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6.

Warren,
1970
(Detroit,
1967)

AftermathConsequences:
White perceptions.

(1) Historical: Talus data & telephone directory (2) Interviews: 2
samples-(a) middle income survey in
Detroit of 192 blacks & 20u whites
(b) 287 te3ephone interviews & 65
home interviews in follow-up of 3
questionnires: 1150 sent to Detroit householld in 9 white communities-no. of returns not given.
(Data collected app. a yr. after
riot.)

Suburbanities live in isolation
from blacks, fear them & thus
there is high tension over
blacks. In preparing for new
disorders, consideration should
be given to reducing racial
tensions by focusing on the
force responsible.

7.

Sears,
1968
(LA.,
Watts,
(1965)

Aftermathconsequences:
black reactions.

(1) Historical: Documents, reports &
works of others. (2) Census: 1960
(3) Interviews: LARS study of 565
blacks in Watts, 124 black arrestees
nonrepresenative sample, & 58o
whites from 6 LA. camminities-half
integrated & half not integrated to
represent high, low, & middle class.
Over-representative on high class.
(Data collected 3-6 mos. after
riot.)

A "riot ideology" developed after
the riot among blacks to justify
the riot rather than to advocate
a future one. Clevages developed
over why riot occurred with
blacks justifying the riot &
whites condemning it.

CHAftl 9.

STUDY

Study, Dimensions, Method, Sample and Findings Articles Utilizing No
Conceptual Areas and Three Methoos in Riotous Behavior Research.

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHODS AND SAMPLE
(1) Historical: police dept. records fec. 1, 1967-May 31, 1968
(2) Census: 1960 (3) Questionnaires: 2798 (out of 3,000) poverty survey used as pre-riot
measure survey reanalized with
census for comparison with riot
and non-riot areas. (Data
collectel 5-( mos. after riot.)

FINDINGS
The area where riots most likely
is the most economically better
off higher aspiring part of the
city that are not likely to be
fulfil:ea. Those most likely
to ri0', are not those at the
lowest SES but who think they
are emerging & future aspirations is the crucial factor.

1.

Bechtel,
1971
(Kansas
City)

(1) Relief-motives:
Aspirations (2)
Setting: Characteristics of riot
zone based on
characteristics of
population such as
education level,
family organization, poverty &
etc.

2.

Caplan,
1968

(1) Belief-Motives: (1) Historical: records of 11,000
Blocked opportunity people arrested for riot parti(2) Setting: Socio- cipatio:1 (2) Census: 1960 (3)
Interview surveys: 2 cities Nedemographic charwark & Jetroit. Block probabity
& probability unit sampling by
trained interviews. 437 in Detroit, 236 in Newark. These
were divided into two categories of rioters & non-rioters.
( Data collected 3-6 mos. after
riot.)

Negroes riot because their conception & their potential has
changed without any improvement in their chances for a
better life. Rioters are not
the poorest, least educated,
hard core unemployed or new
comers' in the community.

(1) Structure: The
(1) Historical: Content analysis
of La newspapers 1892-1968 for 3
policy of white
newspapers. Total of 144 N. Y.
news excluding
Times & 71 Herald & Hearst. (2)
blacks or presenting sterotypes.
Census tracts: 196C (3) Inter(2) Belief-motives: views: 586 blacks in LA curfew
Psychological inzone &583 whites in 6 LA. communities (2 separate surveys.)
visibility of

Riots occur when Negroes attempt to change their invisibility status due to white policy of excluding them & riots
are seen as "attention-seeking"
device.

(2
events)

3.

Johnson,
1971
(LA,
1967)

CHART 9.

iDY

Continued

XNCEPTAL A,-EA
blacks.

(1) Setting: Role
Paletz,
of press in con1969
(Winston- frontatio%. (2)
Action-belkavior:
Salem,
of Press in
Role
1907)
riot coverage.

5.

Sears,
1970
LA
(Watts)
1965

(1) Structure: population change, i.
e., movement from
rural to urban areas
socialization
Belief-motives:
/7lings of
:ievances.

METHCJ2S AND SAMPLE

FINDINGS

(Data collected 3-b mos. after
riot.;
(1) Historical: Compari_son &
synthesis of news coverage in
Winston-Salem Journal, Charlotte
Observer, & N. Y. Times. (2)
Interviews: Editors & reporters
of W. S. Journal (number not
given). (3) Informants: Participants & Witnesses of riot.
(Data collected during & imediately following riot.)

A pattern of news reporting is
occuring which is one of delibeate restraint & unintentional distortion resulting
from concern over reporting.
W. S. Journal coverage differed from Times & Observer in
that riot was played down from
very begining & was presented
from order of law & public officials view with the effect that
blacks lose & whites are deceived.

(1) Historical: Commission reports, other studied, & works.
(2) Census: 1960 (3) Interviews:
(a) 586 blacks living in curfew zone-sample survey, interviewed by blacks in awn home
(adult). (b) accidential sample of 1214 arrestees contacted
throigh lawyers. (Data collected 1-3 mos. after riot.)

Socialization is the key factor in census of riots. Population changes (movement from
N. to S. or from rural to urban area) causes young blacks
to become disenchanged with
conventional institutions &
whites. This causes widespread
feelings that system of grievance redress is not responsive
to ghetto needs & riots occur.

C7's
11,)

CHART 10. Study, Dimensions, Method, Sample and Findings in Articles Utilizing
Three Conceptual Areas and Four Methods in Riotous Behavior Research.

STUDY
Hahn,
1970a
(many
events)

OONCEPTUAL AFEA
(1) Structure:
Social A'z economic
(2) Belief-motives:
Tensions & deprivation. (3) Aftermath-cor.sequences:
Differences in
opinions between
blacks
file whites over
riot.

METHODS AND SAMPLE
(1) Histoiical: Congressional
Quarterly Weekly Report, 1967
studies, commission reports &
(2) Census: 1960 (3) Interviews:
2 samples-(a 270 adults from
12th street areas of Detroit
(b) NORC survey of N. Y. Bedford-Styvesant 200 blacks-1967
(4) Questionnaires: mailed to
Senators & Representatives in
1967 app. half replied & most
were white 259 N (?). (Data
collected less than one yr.
after ic -.)

FINDINGS
Cause of ,.!cts was linked to
black discrimination, deprivation & tensions but the principal determinants are the social
& economic structure of the existing system. The riots seem
to have promoted a polorazition
of attitudes between rank-.&-file
whites & blacks after the riot
occurs.

CHAHT 11. Study. Dimensions.',:';hod. Sample and Findings in Articles Utilizing
Four Conceptual Areas ;ind Four Methods in iliotoas Behavior '7.E:search.

STUDY
1.

Hundley,
1968
(3
events)

CONCEPTUAL AREA

METHOD AND SAMPLE

(1) Historical:
(1) Structure: Breakdown
of police relations with
Taped intercommunity (2) Belief-moviews, mayor's
tives: Perceptions, hopes report & commis(3) Setting: Rumors, pre- sion data on 1967
cipating event, keynoting, riot (2) Census
leadership confrontation
data: 1960 (3)
(4) Action-behavior: Pat- Interviews: 150
terns of behavior, intrac- adults witnessed
tion process.
riot or were
familar with riot
area or both.
Interview
scheiales (1-3
hr.) by 3 researchers after
3 riots (4) Informers: Black
newspapermen,
grass root community leaders.
(Data collected
3-4 wks. after
riots.)

FINDINGS
:dots occur because residents perceive a
gap in conditions in which they find themselves & what they see as conditions for
others. They perceive legal channels are
closed & hope riots will bring change.
There must be a substantial breakdown in
relationships between police Y the community. Rumors are created, crowd coverages
keynoting process occurs, & leaders emerge.
In this "initial phase" social control role
is stressed. After initial phase, deviations from norms occurs & these deviations
tend to become the norm. A process of interaction exists as social control agents,
older residents, community leaders & others
to punish those who interfers. The sooner
help arrives from the outside, or the sooner
demands satisfied, the sooner the riot
ceases.
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